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ABSTRACT
Writing in second Chinese writing is viewed as one of the least used skills in classroom
practice for educators (Kubler, 1997). While writing research has emphasized the importance of
regarding writing as a social activity, mainstream writing instruction and task design remain to
decontextualized and monologic (Liu, 2015). This dissertation examines through a sequence of
one-year long email writing tasks, how novice to intermediate level Chinese learners develop
their writing competence. The current study first adopts the framework of Systemic Functional
Linguistics by presenting the use of ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources to explore the
trajectory of their meaning-making capacity (Halliday, 1985). From the perspective of social
dimension, individual interview data and learners’ writing products are examined so that writers’
attempts and growing capabilities of reader engagement as well as their socialization process are
revealed. The study argues that a functional view of writing in second Chinese writing is crucial
for learners to evolve in the meaning-making ability in writing and their dialogic involvement
with their potential readers. The results call for a pressing shift from a monologic towards a
dialogic paradigm to the treatment of Chinese writing instruction and learning, and pedagogical
links between a functional view of writing and task design are suggested (Bakhtin, 1986).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, writing in language education has been viewed as a social activity
(Hyland, 2007), and it has turned toward a meaning-making orientation (Goodspeed, 2018).
Similarly, learning and teaching of writing in L2 Chinese, it has been suggested, always serve a
purpose, and should be treated as a social process (Kubler, 1997). Authenticity is a key
consideration in writing learning and instruction in L2 class since people always write for a
communicative purpose in real life, whether it is academic, occupational, or in other contexts
(Christensen & Warnick, 2006; Hyland, 2007). Within this framework, there is an urgent need to
“bridge the gap between home and school writing,” or the distance between what students need
to write in non-pedagogical situations and school writings, in order to prepare and benefit the
students’ future (Hyland, 2007, p. 149). In the classroom, it then becomes a core issue how L2
writers can experience a wide variety of writing tasks so as to raise their awareness of different
readers and text types, and coordinates with their future needs. In other words, the purpose for
learning to write is ultimately to allow students to have the confidence and skills of making
meaning in the target language when they encounter various writing contexts to achieve desired
communicative goals (Yasuda, 2011). From this perspective, the genre-based approach in
writing has been attracting attention and popularity since its first appearance in the 1980s,
particularly in L2 writing (Qin & Uccelli, 2016; Tardy, 2006, 2011). The genre-based approach
illuminates more “theoretically robust, linguistically informed, and research-grounded text
1

descriptions” that inform the learning and teaching of L2 writing. One of the most common ways
to approach L2 writing through a genre lens is through the framework of Systemic Functional
Linguistics (Hyland, 2007), which links specific linguistic resources with communicative
purposes.
Furthermore, viewing L2 writing from social aspects, namely the interaction between
readers and writers, has also raised attention in both research and pedagogical application
(Hyland, 2009). Nystrand (1989) is one of the earlier scholars that argued for the important role
of readers’ demand and expectation in the process of writing. Since writers need to reasonably
assume what their potential readers know, assume, prefer, and expect, writing may be viewed
from a social perspective, particularly because writing is predicated on “what the writer/reader
each assumes the other will do/has done” (p. 75). According to Hoey (2001), writers and readers
are like two partners in a dance, each of whom anticipants how the other will move based on
their prior knowledge of that “dance”/genre. Thus, the analysis of the dialogic moves within
writers’ products and the writing process can offer us a microscopic view of writers’ intentions
and meaning-making, and it thus gives evidence for the effectiveness of writing prompts.
Thus, this study aims to take a longitudinal view on writing in L2 Chinese and examine
the process of how writers compose email tasks from two perspectives: 1) the link between
functional linguistic resources and meaning-making outcomes; 2) and social aspects regarding
how writers interact with target readers in the process of composing.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to delineate the theoretical and empirical framework for L2 writing in Chinese
under the scope of SFL and social aspects, in Chapter II, I first present the previous literature on
the genre approach to writing in foreign language. Next, previous understandings of Systemic
Functional Linguistics, sociocultural theory, Bakhtin’s dialogic interaction, and language
socialization are highlighted. In addition, a review of empirical studies on the genre-based
approach to foreign language writing and the current context of Chinese writing in a second
language are highlighted before gaps and research questions of the current study are proposed.
This chapter offers a panoramic view of second language Chinese writing as well as the
theoretical underpinnings of a functional and social view of writing in foreign language.

The Genre-Based Approach to Writing
Genre refers to the “abstract, socially recognized ways of using language” (Hyland, 2007,
p. 149) and is generally recognized as types of communicative actions where individuals
familiarize themselves with the communicative needs and conventions in different social
situations (Hyland, 2009). A related term is Bakhtin’s (1986) “speech genre,” which he defined
as the relatively stable types of utterances that are situated in a particular sphere of
communication. Utterances, he claimed, are composed of thematic content and compositional
structure, as well as style (p. 60). Since writing is viewed as an interaction, or a social activity,
3

genre is understood as a constituent of a social process by which our world knowledge and
human activity are created (Paltridge, 2013). Similarly, Martin and Rose (2008) cautioned that
the concept of genre needs to be situated in a model of social contexts of language, while
Halliday (1978) claimed that social context is the “total environment in which a text unfolds” (p.
5). Language in relation to social context can be addressed in a two-dimensional stratified model,
which includes 1) context of situation; and 2) context of culture (Martin & Rose, 2008). Drawn
from this interpretation of genre, language in writing conveys the meanings of how language is
generally used and accepted in society and specific situations, and in turn, the prevailing practice
of language use in context constructs genre. Therefore, the genre-based approach assumes
writing as a practice based on expectations that people write with certain discourse and rhetorical
choices because they are aware of what their readers may expect and how they might respond,
which is built on the repertoire of previously-accumulated texts with the same genre type
(Hyland, 2007). Thus, genre is the product that people achieve together by interacting with one
another when aiming for communicative goals (Martin, Christie, & Rothery 1987; Troyan,
2016).
Multiple classification models have been proposed about what constitutes genre.
Christensen & Warnick (2006) operationalized genre as rhetorical conventions, syntactic
structures, style, and functional meanings. A different model understands genre as “at the stratum
of culture… where it could function as a pattern of field, tenor and mode patterns” (Martin &
Rose, 2008, p. 16) that is beyond the metafunctions of language (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Genre as a layered model
Types of genres, according to Martin & Rose (2008), could be observations/comments,
reports, descriptions, procedures, protocols, narratives, stories, or explanations. These genre
types are realized by previously recurring local-level patterns, or schematic structures on the
whole text level, and new linguistic resources in turn redefine, update, and even create genre
types. Another type of genre categorization is referred to as “response genre” (Rothery &
Stenglin, 1997), which consists of a personal response, review, interpretation, and critical
response.
As one of the most important concepts at the current time (Hyland, 2007), the construct
of genre is generally approached from three perspectives: 1) Systemic Functional Linguistic
(SFL), or the Sydney School; 2) the teaching of English for Specific Purposes (ESP); and 3) the
New Rhetoric studies (e.g., Hyland, 2007; 2009; Hyon, 1996; Martin, 2009; 2014; Worden,
2018). Although informed by different viewpoints, the New Rhetoric approach greatly
emphasizes external, non-linguistic features such as audience (Han & Hiver, 2018). Drawn from
this approach, writing itself is always a component of the purpose and occasion that situate it;
thus, writing must be learned in an authentic, naturalistic setting. Through the lens of ESP,
however, genre is regarded in terms of “purposive actions routinely used by community
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members to achieve a particular purpose” (Hyland, 2007, p. 154), or “a class of communicative
events, such as academic essays, research articles, theses, and dissertations” (Paltridge, 2013, p.
303). In the ESP model, genre is characterized by discourse structure, or moves, which may
contain multiple steps (Paltridge, 2013). In other words, genre is regarded as a constituent of the
specific community rather than the wider surrounding, and what is going on within that
community is the target of the investigation in the ESP approach (Hyland, 2007). Both
approaches are characterized by their ethnography perspective to approach genre, relying on, if
possible, a thick description of the culture or the community with data sources of interviews,
field notes, audio recordings, and observation (Martin, 2014). However, there have been
prevailing critiques concerning the adoption of ethnographical approach in examining genre.
With regard to data sources, Martin (2014) has been critical that the limited excerpts hand-picked
by the “ethnographer” only display the happenings of the external environment at “face value”
(p. 315). Another critique regarding the New Rhetoric approach is that it fails to take into
account the logistics of learning, particularly the amount of time needed to acquire a new genre if
learners’ access to materials is limited to go through a naturalistic setting (Hyland, 2007).
The SFL bases its perspective on Halliday’s functional linguistic theory and Vygotsky’s
sociocultural theory, and it is considered the most articulated and most widely adopted approach
to genre study of the three (Hyland, 2007). SFL proffers that genre should be learned in a
systematic way and its social, historic and cultural context must be cautioned (Martin, 1992).
Additionally, the SFL pays great attention to communicative goals and functions. If we take a
closer look into genre, it could be characterized according to its rhetoric properties like narrative,
argumentative, descriptive, etc. Those elemental genre types can be made up of more macrolevel genres. For example, a letter from a college student written to his or her parents to share
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what happened on a school trip, might be comprised of several elementary genre types, including
narrative (what happened on a school trip) and descriptive (what the scenic spot looks like) texts.
In addition to sharing what happens, the purpose and functions of this letter could also be
complicated by other goals, such as sending holiday wishes, asking about parents’ plans, making
comments, etc., and the linguistic resources that realize these goals are the tools used by writers
to make meaning in specific contexts. Thus, this staged, systematic outlook should be at the core
of the genre approach to writing.
As the central focus of genre-based learning and teaching in L2 writing lies in the
relationship between writing purpose and language resources, its strengths and affordances have
been examined in a large number of studies (c.f., Han & Hiver, 2018; Worden, 2018; Yasuda,
2011). Genre-based learning in L2 writing mainly features its explicitness and systematicity.
Learners’ attention can be shifted to genre-specific features during learning and preparation, and
they can plan their writing that corresponds to target genre and writing purpose. Thus, the
application of the genre approach in writing class allows learners to gain genre knowledge and
related features explicitly, which allows writers to be proactive and involved in undertaking the
writing process (Han & Hiver, 2018). Furthermore, the genre approach helps reinforce the link
between linguistic resources and their counterpart functions. The awareness of writing purposes
and the ability to write under various social settings are among two of the most vital objectives
concerning L2 writing (Hyland, 2016). Finally, with regard to psychological impact, genre-based
writing also helps to lower anxiety and enhance motivation in the process of composing, since
writers have a clearer sense of the link between language and its function (Yasuda, 2011).

Systemic Functional Linguistics
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What does “meaning” mean? “Meaning” can be defined as “function in context” (Martin,
2014, p. 312). SFL refers to an analytical model to decipher meaning that highlights the social
function of language. It examines not only language, but also its meaning-making ability (Shum
et al., 2019). Thus, if we take a functional perspective to language learning, language learning is
reflected by learning the ability to mean and understanding how to mean using linguistic
resources in different contexts (Xuan, 2017). Many studies adopting a genre-based perspective in
understanding L2 writing have been proposed under the theoretical umbrella of SFL, and they
looked at language use in a systematic way grounded in specific social contexts (Hyland, 2003;
Martin, 1992; Troyan, 2016). As SFL privileges meaning-making in social context over simple
deconstruction of grammar in the language system, this perspective of language can be well
adopted in the L2 learning and language analysis, specifically L2 writing for this proposed study,
to help us understand how L2 writers write to make meaning, and how their writing ability
develops. In light of SFL, language forms are viewed as resources for meaning-making purposes,
and SFL looks into how successfully writers construct meaning by employing language
resources in accordance with genre, communicative, and purpose. This view of meaning should
be taken as the reflection of language development (Huang & Mohan, 2009).
Halliday put forward that the three major social functions of language in relation to
contexts of situations: 1) making sense of our experience, or construing the experience of social
activity; 2) enacting our interpersonal and social relations in an ecological and social
environment; and 3) weaving all these experiences together as meaning-making discourse
(Halliday, 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Martin & Rose, 2008). These three functions are
considered metafunctions. Here, metafunction, rather than “function,” is adopted because it is
believed that functionality is intrinsic to language systems (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 31).
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The first social function of language, or “ideational metafunction,” refers to lexicogrammar
resources that make sense of, or “construe,” our human experience (Martin & Rose, 2008).
However, the ultimate purpose of writing is not unidirectional, as simply expressing what we
want to say or what we feel, but to serve social purposes that involve audience, such as making
an apology, or informing a person of a decision. The social purpose of writing cannot be fulfilled
by ideational resources alone. In writing, writers must also enact their stance in position towards
their readers, and write to anticipate and invite readers’ response. Therefore, they may employ a
second element of metafunction i.e., “interpersonal,” to enact social relationships with others
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Martin, 1992, 2014). In a written letter that expresses
appreciation, for example, these two resources can be combined organically, without
constraining one another. In this case, meaning is conveyed not only through wording on the
surface i.e., “I really appreciate how much you have helped me in the process of my job
application,” which constructs what is going on in this letter, but also through using language to
show gratefulness to the letter recipient, engage their readers, and hope to build a stronger
relationship with the reader by showing their gratitude. In addition to the purpose of enacting
interpersonal relationships and constructing human experience, the text needs to be connected
through proper devices, such as conjunction phrases, which facilitates, regulates, and organizes
discursive continuity and discourse flow of the text, which is referred to as “textual
metafunction” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014).
To take an ecological view of language, meaning is interpreted under the context of
culture, and this context is realized and operated by a wide spectrum of semiotic systems,
including language, paralanguage (e.g., parsing, intonation), and other meaning systems (e.g.,
image, word font) (Halliday, 1978; Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). In order to analyze the
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context of culture, it is vital to examine contextual values in different situations where they
converge to formulate a particular culture. The three contextual values, or three dimensions of a
situation, are field, tenor and mode (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Accordingly, they
respectively correspond to ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources (Cheng & Chiu, 2018;
Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Martin, 2009, 2014; Troyan, 2016; Yasuda, 2011).
The element of “field” answers the question, “what is going on?”, referring to the topic
and nature of a social activity (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). Martin (2014) expands the
construct to “a set of activity sequences oriented to some global institutional purpose, including
the entities involved (p. 313).” For example, an overarching field can be L2 Chinese learning,
and the entities could be people, objects, and concepts that are involved, such as the students,
teachers, class activities, Chinese grammar. According to Martin (2014), seven social fields can
be identified, which refer to expounding (e.g., explanation of phenomenon), reporting (e.g.,
review of events), recreating (e.g., imaginary events), sharing (e.g., exchanging personal
experience and opinion), enabling (e.g., instructional context which makes something possible),
recommending (e.g., advising for the benefit of something), and exploring (e.g., debate on public
opinions). One field in relation to social activity is doing, which involves interaction in a group
to achieve a certain task. Some of the field classifications correspond with Martin and Rose’
(2008) typology of genre models (Matthiessen, 2015), such as explanations versus explaining,
and procedure recounts versus reporting.
The element of “tenor” refers to the parties that are involved in the interaction. The social
relations involved can be accounted for by tenor, regarding the individual’s race, gender, ability,
etc. (Martin, 2014). The totality of relationships among individuals can be further
operationalized as “institutional roles, power relations, degree of familiarity and affect” (Xuan,
10

2017, p. 3). In Martin & Rose’s (2008) operationalization, “status and solidarity,” or the degree
of equality and distance between individuals, are the major concern of tenor (p. 12). A college
student and university chancellor, for example, may be considered as an unequal and distant
relationship according to this model of tenor. In the case of the L2 Chinese classroom, for
instance, factors like language proficiency, community rapport, status among students and
teachers, power, and familiarity of the community members could all play a role the variants in
tenor.
Mode indicates “what role” language plays in the human experience, how language is
organized to manage texts, make meaning, and perform functions (Martin & Rose, 2008). Mode
can also refer to the extent of multimodality of the communication, whether it is written or oral
(Troyan, 2016). Meanwhile, mode sometimes is categorized as orientation (e.g., informative,
suggestive), semiotic and socio-semiotic labor (e.g., tools used to facilitate the activity), medium
(e.g., spoken, written), and channel (e.g., image) (Xuan, 2017). Mode, when referred to as a
channel of communication, might be online, face-to-face, monologic, dialogic, etc. If we take
technology into account, the communication modality can also include modes such as text
messaging, blogging, online discussion forum, etc. In a language classroom, mode could also be
understood as a parameter to determine how much the text supports the institution (Martin,
2014). As mode deals with the “channeling of communication,” and how text is organized, it
could be viewed as the coordinator of the meaning distribution in discourse (Martin & Rose,
2008; Troyan, 2016).
This stratified system where context is treated as genre, which is realized by field, tenor,
and mode, provides a useful analytic tool for the seemingly daunting task of understating cultural
domain, or institution (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014; Martin, 2014). In other words, the
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systematic examination of these language resources which represents their corresponding
metafunctions can offer us a powerful analytic lens to investigate the genre of the text.
Moreover, it helps us to understand L2 writers’ agendas on meaning-making, and how the
deployment of language resources allows them to achieve communicative goals under specific
context in L2 writing.

Social Aspects
In addition to SFL, social approaches have also been widely applied to articulate genrebased writing, and one of the most prominent approaches that explain genre approach both
theoretically and pedagogically is Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory (SCT) (Hyland, 2007). In this
section, I will elaborate on some of the key concepts of SCT in relation to the genre approach in
L2 writing. Next, I will discuss another significant social perspective that highlights the dialogic
nature of text proposed by Bakhtin (1986), and explain how his view on language undergirds the
construct of “voice” in writing, or writer-reader interaction (Zhao, 2013). The last social approach
articulated in this section will be devoted to Language Socialization (LS) framework (e.g., Duff,
2012). This analytical paradigm is widely adopted to trace the developmental trajectory in writers’
linguistic repertoire, and to see how L2 writers can be socialized through and in Chinese during
the writing process (Duff & Talmy, 2011).

Sociocultural Theory
SCT was proposed by Soviet psychologist Vygotsky, and it serves to explain learners’
changes in L2 learning and teaching pedagogy, including L2 Chinese writing (e.g., Zhang, 2009).
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The theory foregrounds the internalization process, which originates from external, and moves
towards internal, development (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996). Development is considered to be the
transformation of socially shared activities into an internalized individual process (Vygotsky, 1978,
1986). In other words, improvement and development of learning do not originate from internal
impetus, but from external interaction, and then an individual learns when the external assistance
gradually decreases, and the individual can function independently when the scaffolding is
completely removed. Building on Vygotsky’s SCT, Lave & Wagner (1991) proposed the model
of Legitimate Peripheral Participation, claiming that learners begin an activity by depending on
others with more experience, then they increase the experience and responsibility for their learning
and participation, similar to an apprenticeship model. Within this paradigm, learners shift from
newcomers to old-timers as their participation increases. However, it is by no means a
unidirectional process, and learning should be viewed as a fluid and dynamic process. The
placement and membership of learners in the community of practice are constantly changing
depending on other members, whether newcomers or old-timers (Lave & Wagner, 1991). The SCT
approach in L2 learning adopts genetic analysis, in that it does not look at the product of learning,
but at the process of individual learning as well as the complex of social interaction as a whole
during the transformation process from external to internal plane (Lantolf, 2012).
SCT essentially concerns a social process which occurs simultaneously in social practice
and an individual mind, and internalization signals that learners have appropriated sociallyconstructed semiotic tools and may use them at their disposal (Lantolf, 2012; Wertsch & Stone,
1999). In order to achieve the realization of internalization, scaffolding or “appropriate” amount
of external assistance and social interaction need to be included before learners can gain
complete independence in performing the task (Hyland, 2007; Worden, 2018).
13

What is considered to be “appropriate?” In L2 writing, scaffolding, or mediation,
provided by either peers, teacher, or sample texts before independent composing, cannot be
excessively harder than the learners’ current writing capability, nor can it be too little (Vygotsky,
1978). In Vygotsky’s (1978) terms, the level of scaffolding needs to fall in the learners’ zone of
proximal development (ZPD), which is the region that lies between what a learner can achieve
independently with appropriate external assistance and his or her current development level. In
the situation of Chinese email writing, for example, an exemplar essay could serve as an
“external help” that allows learners to notice the difference of greeting in English and Chinese
emails. If an individual learner could not notice the difference independently, or the knowledge
gap falls beyond the learner’s ZPD, the teacher could scaffold this particular knowledge by
asking a question like, “what do you notice about the features of greeting in Chinese email?” In
this way, the learner’s attention is drawn to specific features. As learners appropriate knowledge,
assistance can be removed, and they will acquire the ability to write independently.
With regard to literacy in particular, Vygotsky (1978) suggested that reading and writing
should always be meaningful, practiced in a way that is necessary for a situation or a
communicative purpose, and the learners’ environment should be taken into consideration in
their literary training (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996). To view it in relation to genre-based L2
writing, the purposes and meaningfulness of writing tasks, whether related to learners’ learning
environment, their learning goals, or their future application to the real world, should all be given
special attention in task design. Further, with regard to scaffolding in SCT, with the external help
from peers, teachers, or sample essays that could fill the gap during writing process, a learner has
the potential to move from simple genre toward more complex, and even multi-genre. The help,
or mediation, enables writers to build the learner pathway that allows them to move toward
14

higher-level writing (Martin, 2008). By navigating genre types, extracting genre-specific
registers from sample texts, and self-initiating new genre knowledge, individual writers could
apply what has been internalized and manage upper-level writing as external help is removed,
especially in relation to more complex genres and higher-level discourse. In other words, writers
can independently move towards more advanced writing practice on the continuum of simple to
complex discourse (Bakhtin, 1986). The dynamic process of learners’ increasing control-taking
in gaining autonomy in the writing process resonates with genetic tracking of SCT, and it could
act as the evidence of internalization (Lantolf, 2012).

Bakhtin’s Dialogic Interaction
Bakhtin (1986) suggested a dialogic and social approach to address language and the
ideology that is represented by language. One of the concepts in relation to the dialogic approach
is “utterance,” which appeared in his famous work “The Problem of Speech Genres.” In his
opinion, language and thought need to be analyzed and viewed on the basis of concrete
utterances, which refers to what people actually say at some time, somewhere. Thus, utterance is
by no means decontextualized, rather it is always situated in a concrete context. He claimed that
all utterances add to a simple genre, which is relatively stable, such as a “Happy New Year wish”
via a postcard. Simple genres can be combined to generate complex genres, such as short fiction
and novels (Bakhtin, 1986). All utterances are added to “genres,” or “spheres,” which expand
and influence each other, and all the genres constitute our human experience (p. 91). Everything
that people utter is connected to past and future responses, or “any utterance is a link in a very
complexly organized chain of other utterances” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 69). In light of this
perspective to address language, utterance is a socially-situated entity in that it has its roots and
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branches from the past, and while it is being reproduced, it simultaneously invites response in the
future (Bakhtin, 1986; Kesler, 2012). Thus, it can be concluded that speakers or writers always
write to respond to the past and future.
Therefore, in L2 writing, there is a need to examine writers’ utterances, or their written
sentences, in a chain of utterances in relation to their ties with the past and the future. In the
context of writing, particularly genre-based writing, when an individuals produce a text, they not
only respond to what has been said in similar genre(s) and writing platforms, they also write to
invite responses from his intended readers. This dialogic view also explains how writers would
apply different registers to align with specific writing platforms, addressers, modes of writing
(e.g., handwritten, typed, formal, informal, image, sound, etc.) so that writing can allow us to
achieve specific goals. Regardless of how “monologic” the writing might seem, such as a diary,
it must be a response to a previously-written text and future text to some extent. Thus, writing
involves “dialogic overtones” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 92), which refers to the nuanced language used
in the composition that responds to the past and the future.
To apply Bakhtin’s idea in a concrete text analysis, all texts need to be analyzed
holistically, not merely at the surface level, but also at historic and future embeddings. For
simple genres, it is easier to anatomize their texts regarding its established genre conventions and
the potential future response, while complex genres require a multi-dimensional analysis.
According to Vygotsky’s (1978), understanding complex genre involves a genetic analysis,
which traces its constituent elements in simple genres. Thus, from the writer’s perspective, in
order for novice foreign language writers to develop writing competency in complex discourse, it
is vital for them to understand and expand knowledge concerning rhetorical parameters in simple
discourse (Gee, 1988; Yasuda, 2011). Bakhtin (1986) also advocates a holistic and organic
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viewpoint of understanding texts in opposition to the idea that a text can be a completely new
creation of a writer. Additionally, he is firmly against the idea that the understanding of an
individual’s text can be taken away from knowing who this writer is. In other words, in addition
to previous discourse and future response, the historicity of the writers, which is informed by
their identity, history of learning and knowledge, as well as their short-term and long-term
learning objectives, also helps us to fully address meaning in their writing (Cheng, 2008b). Thus,
to understand the entirety of a written text, its context, and a writer’s composing process, one
must take a genetic approach, with which all aspects of text, including concrete utterance, prior
related utterances, writer’s history and agenda, and primary genre, as well as complex genres, all
need to be taken into account. This holistic approach to language analysis offers a panoramic
view into the writer’s thought, identity, voice and ideology (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992). As
Bakhtin (1986) states, “language enters life through concrete utterances (which manifest
language) and life enters language through concrete utterances as well” (p. 63). Likewise, with
similar conceptualization but different terms, context and text are defined reciprocally (Kiesling,
1998; Silverstein, 2003). In this discursive process, texts that have been “responding” to past
counterparts in similar contexts are informing and updating the overarching contexts that the
texts serve. In turn, text is determined by the context that has been formulated by previous
utterances. Thus, text and context, or in other words, utterance and genre, are mutually
determined and defined.
Since writing is a social behavior, dialogic interaction is inherent to the writing process
and writing instruction. In other words, the idea of “connection with readers” and “reader
engagement” are inherently part of the writers’ agenda (Grabe, 2001; Hyland, 2007), and the
“answerability” of a text is crucial (Kamberelis & Scott, 1992). From the L2 writer’s point of
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view, “writing to answer” indicates that writing needs to fulfill certain functions in concrete
situates. Likewise, a teacher must look into the “answerability” of text to truly understand
students’ meaning-making and function-fulfilling in various social contexts that actually respond
to authentic situations, addressers, and established genre conventions (e.g., Qin & Uccelli, 2016;
Spence, 2010). From a narrower scope of designing writing tasks, a teacher’s job is not merely
prompting writers to produce linguistically accurate texts that comply with prescriptive rules; the
job should be focusing on authenticity that elicit writers’ intrinsic motives to write to reply, to
answer, and to reach a goal.
In order to have writers bear readers in mind, it is crucial for writers to enhance their
awareness of how a text is shaped for the audience’s view (Pasquarelli, 2006). One construct that
is closely linked to the dialogic nature of writing is voice (Zhao, 2013). Bakhtin (1981) argues
that no discourse is neutral, and it always carries its ideological stance, thought, and inclination
to our world. This ideology is referred to as “voice.” Part of the writer’s voice, however, comes
from and in turn reforms the ideological and cultural practices of our world (Kamberelis & Scott,
1992). Following Bakhtin’s idea, which considers voice to be socially constructed, Hyland
(2006) regards it as essentially the interaction between writers and readers. Voice is later
operationalized as the features in a composition that express the writer’s attitude and credibility,
and that engages its intended readers (Zhao, 2013). Zhao (2013) validates an itemized rubric for
assessing voice in L2 writing, which includes three dimensions: 1) presence and clarity of ideas;
2) manner of idea presentation; and 3) writer/reader presence. Since all compositions are thought
to be dialogic according to Bakhtin, writers are not limited to a fixed, simple identity; instead,
their identities are constantly adjusted and reformed each time they write as the intended
audience in mind changes. Furthermore, one key consideration in determining voice is the
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sociocultural context of that particular genre. Essentially, how a writer intends to position
himself in a community and what linguistic forms he uses are both linked to the history of that
particular speech genre, how the writer relates to the addressee, and how the addressee accepts it
(Bakhtin, 1986; Kesler, 2012; Vygotsky, 1978).

Language Socialization
Duff & Talmy (2011) portray LS as a theoretical and methodological approach, or a
“paradigm,” to approach the developmental trajectory of language, ideology, culture, and
communicative competence. LS originates from a child’s first language (L1) development and is
later applied to examine how children develop not only linguistic competence, but also social
practice through the interaction and communication with other more experienced members in the
community (Duff & Talmy, 2011). In the context of L1, children gradually pick up certain
linguistic practice to enact a certain status, a power relationship, or construct an identity as they
observe and reflect on what is practiced in the adult world. In light of the theoretical framework
of LS in L1, LS in L2 also provides a theoretical and methodological lens into the mediating
effect of interaction, especially with senior members of community, and how L2 learners
progress regarding language, engagement of community and social practice (Duff, 2010; Okuda
& Anderson, 2018). In particular, L2 LS looks at the features involved and used in the
communication in and through target language by a learner that is not inherent in their L1 (Duff,
2012). In addition, LS can be viewed non-linearly in that L2 learners could also well be
enculturated via self-socialization, and in some cases, novice L2 learners can not only be
socialized by more advanced members, but also socialize “experts” into their roles as peers or
experts (Anderson, 2017; Duff & Doherty, 2015). Thus, the goal of investigation under the
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umbrella of L2 LS is beyond linguistic changes, but also the process and trajectory of change in
how language is used and understood by L2 learners to perform identity, understand culture, and
engage themselves in the target culture practice. In Duff & Talmy’s (2011) words, what LS
research focuses on is not merely discrete linguistic items, but “interactional or sociolinguistic
routines that become part of language learners’ and users’ communicative repertoires” (p. 96).
LS essentially took the perspective of learning-in-context (Kramsch & Steffensen, 2008)
that highlights the real-time L2 learners’ engagement with the environment, surrounding
individuals and practice. Among the theoretical underpinnings that support LS, one of the most
profound theories is Vygotsky’s SCT, in that learning moves from the external plane, or
interaction, with scaffolding opportunities, toward the internal plane. Thus, learners can take on a
new role, and perform independently with their internalized knowledge of target language and
practice. A related framework is Lave & Wagner’s (1991) legitimate peripheral participation,
which emphasizes the important role a old-timer plays in socializing a newcomer to the practice
of the new community. To achieve a comprehensive and deep understanding of the development,
struggle, and socialization process of the L2 learner, ethnographic research design and case
studies are the most common research approaches to the issue (Duff, 2014). An interview with
the learner, which takes an emic perspective, is also customary in LS studies (Duff, 2014; Duff
& Talmy, 2011). For instance, in a recent study, Okuda & Anderson (2018) explore international
college students’ socialization in writing centers in Canada. By examining the results of two
cases, the researchers tracked learners’ enculturation into academic English writing discourse,
and its represented ideology and practices.
In conclusion, social approaches which embed L2 writing in a socially-situated practice,
namely SCT, Bakhtin’s dialogic interaction, and LS, offer us another theoretical and
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methodological view to evaluate and analyze L2 writers’ compositions and their learning
process. Although social approaches appear to be overlapping with the SFL approach, such as
dialogic interaction in social approaches and interpersonal resources that engage readers in SFL,
social aspects can still inform L2 writing from a different ontological viewpoint, which allows
for a more holistic understanding of writing in L2 Chinese. As Ortega (2011) argues, social
perspectives, as a supplement to SFL perspectives, can guide us into “fruitful epistemological
diversity that affords unique opportunities to enrich our multilayered understanding of additional
language learning” (p. 178).

Empirical Research on Genre Approach
The genre approach to teaching and its effects on student learning have attracted a great
amount of attention in L2 writing research. In this section, recent studies on the adoption of the
genre approach are synthesized. Next, I discuss gaps in the field and research questions in the
present study which can address these gaps are proposed.
In the realm of the genre approach in L2 writing, a dual-genre analysis has been
undertaken to test the effectiveness of genre-based learning. Qin & Uccelli (2016) examine
genre-based learning in an English as a second language (ESL) setting, focusing on how
secondary students write differently when producing two genres: narrative and argumentative
essays. This cross-genre analysis yields important predictors for the essay quality of the above
two genres. For argumentative and narrative writing, lexico-grammatical complexity and
diversity of organizational markers, stance markers can respectively predict the quality of student
essays. Similar to Qin & Uccelli (2016), another bi-genre analysis is Shum et al. (2019)’s study
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on narrative and exposition composing in L2 Chinese among South Asian minorities in Hong
Kong. This study analyzes an ethnic minority group using the genre approach, and by drawing a
contrast with the control group, finds that both learners’ schematic structure and variation in
lexico-grammatical choices improve for elementary, intermediate, and advanced level students.
The results also call for curriculum reform of both L2 Chinese writing and teacher training with a
more nuanced genre pedagogy. Although both studies focus on dual genres, Qin & Uccelli
(2016) emphasize the predicting power of certain linguistic features on compositions with
specific genres, while the other proves the effectiveness of genre approach on writers’ linguistic
performance at varied proficiency levels. In addition, both studies take a micro perspective on
their rhetoric properties to examine genre, rather than focusing on the meaning-making
functional sense of the genre approach. In both studies, the results also call for the need to link
specific writing features, such as lexico-grammatical as well discourse-level markers, with the
genre approach, not only for the purpose of evaluating essay quality, but also for promoting
writing competence.
The critical importance of genre pedagogy to writing improvement is also well
established in genre-based writing research. Troyan (2016), for example, adopts the SFL model,
whose research reveals that writers need explicit instruction and deconstruction of genre-specific
knowledge to distinguish informal and formal writing. Through a case study of a fourth grader in
an L2 Spanish class, the study tracks the student’s writing process and product and tests the
effectiveness of genre instruction. Drawn from SFL, the findings also raise teacher awareness of
the functional view when preparing students to write, and highlights the importance of
integrating field, tenor, mode in the process of choosing language in writing.
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Cheng (2008a) also presents a related case study of one focal student, exploring how
rhetorical and evaluative reading of exemplar research articles can support students’ academic
literacy. Different from the SFL framework adopted by Troyan (2016), this study is
foregrounded in the English for Specific Purposes (ESP) approach, is one of the pioneer studies
that have explored the staged efficacy of genre in the process of students’ learning, rather than
instructional effects. Tracking the student’s evaluations of research article exemplars from his
notes and reflection, particularly the complexity of discourse features, the researcher concludes
that genre could act as an explicit and supportive tool for academic writing and reading. Cheng
(2008b) also documented a graduate student’s engagement in the genre of academic essays by
using a case study methodology. The writer’s analysis and her writing products clearly indicate
that she integrated her own learning needs, agenda, and previous knowledge with her reading and
writing of academic literacy. The study delineates the trajectory of her scaffolding of the genre of
academic writing, and it calls for the urgent need to take a more comprehensive look into genrebased writing by incorporating the history, present and future of the writer’s genre knowledge,
learning agenda, and learning objectives.
Also targeting ESL academic writing, Xu & Li (2018) propose explicit instruction and
the practices of reading and analyzing genre-related features, specifically academic papers, in
order to promote students’ genre awareness in academic writing. Despite the fact that Xu & Li
(2018) and Troyan (2016) examine different age groups on different genres, they both reach the
conclusion that by noticing and explicitly analyzing genre-specific features, learners can make
improvement on genre-specific L2 writing. With the adoption of a case study as his major
research method, Cheng (2008a, 2008b), however, gave an in-depth description of the dynamics
and trajectories that the focal students experienced in interaction with academic writing tasks.
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Thus, all four studies involve pedagogical intervention, and explored the efficacy of genrespecific teaching. These results, especially Cheng’s (2008a, 2008b) in-depth qualitative
investigation of writers’ learning process, indicate that the deconstruction of genre-related
features have a positive effect on L2 writing, while learners’ individual traits, including their
interest, goals and previous knowledge, could play important roles in their writing development.
Although case studies like Cheng’s (2008a, 2008b) are not meant to be broadly generalizable
(Duff, 2008), they offer a rich and robust description of L2 writers’ changes and development in
their learning process.
Also vital to L2 writing, other dimensions such as writers’ psychological characteristics,
which fall beyond the examination of writing products, are explored in the current research as
well. Those aspects offer additional epistemic standpoints for a more holistic understanding of
the genre approach in L2 writing. For instance, social cognitive profiles are examined in Han and
Hiver’s (2018) study on middle school students in Korea. It was reported that through a genre
approach, learners saw improvement in self-regulation and self-efficacy. In other words, they
developed stronger control of the target genres, took a more active part in the writing process,
and had more confidence in believing in their capability to complete the writing assignments.
However, data from interviews, questionnaire and reflection journals also show that anxiety
emerged in the process. This study illustrates the important role that psychological factors play
during the L2 writing process. Another study that took a new path is Worden’s (2018)
descriptive work on a teacher’s change and development in a genre-based L2 writing setting.
This study drew data from reflections by the student teacher as well as classroom interactions,
and revealed that the teacher lacked genre knowledge and self-confidence in the beginning.
However, through the interaction with her students, both the students and the teacher scaffolded
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each other’s genre knowledge, and the teacher was empowered in the teaching process. The
findings of Worden’s study show that it is vital to take into account teacher training, teacherstudent interaction, and teacher’s psychological factors when we address L2 writing dynamics
with a genre approach. These two exploratory studies coincidentally offer a fresh perspective
regarding the effect of the genre approach on novice teachers as well as writers’ affective factors
in the writing process, which enrich our understanding of genre in L2 writing.
Distinct from the majority of genre studies that typically operationalize genre regarding
the rhetoric properties such as narrative or exposition (Martin, 1992), Yasuda’s (2011)’s
experiment uniquely applies the genre approach by focusing on the communicative functions and
writing purposes of emailing in ESL. This study is one of the pioneering studies that explore a
genre-based curriculum design and its link to communicative functions and writing outcome. It
examines how learners developed genre knowledge and linguistic knowledge, as well as writing
ability using a genre curriculum. From an SFL model, this longitudinal, two-semester study
tracked the progress that Japanese ESL students made by having them write emails to perform
multiple functions, including making apologies, expressing gratitude, etc. Data drawn from preand post-task interviews and surveys revealed that both genre-specific language and awareness
of audience had improved. With regard to writing skill, learners progressed in grammar,
cohesion, and language complexity, but not lexical diversity. Adopting a genre approach, the
study connected a function-oriented task design with learning outcome and learners’ affect.
Learners’ progress and positive perception illuminate the advantages of a syllabus that
emphasizes genre, function, and writing tasks. Another significant teaching implication from this
study is that emailing, as a corresponding communication tool, could well serve as a handy
writing platform, especially for novice L2 writers, to promote the variety of writing functions.
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More importantly, emailing can increase learners’ awareness of readers, as email inherently
embeds its reader in the content (Bloch, 2002).
Yasuda’s (2011) exploration of a genre-based curriculum is particularly important in
three ways, and it has greatly informed the design of the present study. First, it provides
empirical evidence of the practicality of emailing in that emails can familiarize L2 writers with a
wide range of registers through the continuum of simple to complex discourse (Bakhtin, 1986;
Gee, 1988). In other words, email can serve as a beneficial instrument in L2 writing course given
its comprehensiveness of discourse and genres. Additionally, its research design sheds light on
the methodology of the present study. The methodology of Yasuda’s paper highlights the
triangulation of data sources and longitudinal design by tracing selected data points, which
proves to be a solid design to gain a panoramic view of writers’ changes in writing as well as
their perception of designed tasks. Lastly, the study incorporates the explicit analysis of SFL
variables, namely ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources in task input that relate to the
meaning-making purpose in writing. This step is crucial to divert writers’ attention to linguistic
resources that specifically serve writing functions. Therefore, Yasuda’s study, particularly its
design and implementation of the genre approach, illuminates the present study.

L2 Writing in Chinese
In this section, I discuss writing instruction in mainstream Chinese textbooks and provide
areview of L2 writing in Chinese. Luo (2011) stated that research in L2 Chinese writing did not
start until the 1980s, and the understanding of this field is still at a preliminary and exploring
stage. In earlier L2 Chinese teaching guides, Kubler (1997) even points out that among all four
skills, writing has been treated as the “the least used” skill (p. 108). Furthermore, previous
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research has mostly pointed to the dimension of literacy of reading and writng in L2 Chinese,
rather than reading and writing as a social activity (Jia & Zeng, 2021). Partially, the neglect of
the social dimension is due to the unique script-speech relationship, which diverts most of
researchers’ and instructors’ attention towards producing and decoding Chinese characters.
However, after over two decades, two factors have played pivotal roles in the need for increasing
attention to the teaching and learning of L2 Chinese writing (Liu, 2015). First and foremost, a
growing number of professional-level advanced Chinese learners created a demand for advanced
training and L2 Chinese reading and writing. This growth not only is reflected in the everevolving population studying abroad in China or other Mandarin-speaking nations, but even
more so in increasing number of people seeking professional careers using Chinese (Liu, 2015).
Another key change is the growing use of Internet, which allows people to communicate using
digital tools like emails, texting, ZOOM cross national borders. Therefore, it is pressing to
evaluate the teaching and learning second Chinese writing at all levels, especially viewing
writing in L2 Chinese as a functional skill that learners can apply it to future professional or
academic needs.
Here, L2 writing in Chinese does not refer to calligraphy or producing characters, but
rather a skill involving written interaction with potential readership which encompasses the
mutual expectation and understanding of the written text and convention. As Warwick (1996)
argued, a reader of a text always actively, instead of passively, presupposes a text based on
his/her own background in the reading process. Thus, a writer is not solely writing a text
regarding his/her thoughts, instead, his/her potential reader is always a constituent of the writing
agenda. This conceptualization of writing and writers corresponds to the construct of voice
(Zhao, 2013), which Hyland (2008) defined as essentially the interaction between writers and
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their readers. Thus, with this view of writing in L2 Chinese, there is an urgent need to take a look
at how writing tasks are designed and used in Chinese classrooms. One lens through which to
view writing in L2 Chinese is treated in the classrooms is through the analysis of writing tasks
and prompts from mainstream textbooks. Liu (2015) thus examined in detail three mainstream
textbooks, including Integrated Chinese, Developing Chinese and Experiencing Chinese.
Through a thorough investigation of the textbooks’ assumptions on learning, writing and
grammar, goal of tasks and organization of learning units, the author concluded that rather than
regarding writing as an interaction between readers and writers, the mainstream design views
writing in L2 Chinese as a pathway to express one’s thoughts. Thus, to various degrees, the
textbooks did not place adequate emphasis on writing contexts, potential readers, pre-writing
instructions, and writing conventions.
Apart from the abovementioned textbooks, Encounters: Chinese Language and Culture
(Ning & Montanaro, 2011) was chosen for further analysis, as this book is advertised as
featuring a “functional, task-based approach” and it “presents authentic language and culture
through engaging dramatic video episodes” (p. xxiii), which is aligned with the paradigm of
Experiencing Chinese. In Unit 13 of Book 2, which focuses on sending and accepting invitations,
the first writing task at the end of the chapter is as follows:
“Suppose the messages in Exercise 13.34 were addressed to you. Write two
responses- one to accept an invitation and the other to decline politely with
regrets.” (p.95)

In 13.34, five typed emails addressed to one individual are presented as reading
comprehension. The manifestation of authenticity is revealed in this reading exercise as each
email appears to be screenshot from a computer with the inclusion of the graphic features within
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an email. While the specific relationship between the reader and writer is not pinpointed
explicitly, several nuanced registers could serve as indicators about their relationships. For
example, in reading #5, it is written as, 任老师：您好 [Ren laoshi, ninhao, Teacher Ren: Hello
(with the honorable you: nin)]. Therefore, this invitation is evidently a correspondence sent to a
teacher. However, for the remaining readings, there seems to be a void in scaffolding activities in
the textbook to associate the registers with the relationship between readers and writers. In the
subsequent writing tasks, learners may produce premature texts without sufficient information
about the potential readers (Christensen & Warnick, 2006). Additionally, since this is set to be a
response to the email, the prompt asks learners to fill in the blanks (see Figure 2) rather than
reacting to the reading in a more authentic manner by responding via email or through a format
that likens emailing. Concerning the modality of writing, typing or handwriting should also be a
key aspect that speaks to authenticity and responsiveness. As is shown in Figure 2, the task did
not emphasize this key component of writing.

Figure 2. A screenshot of the email task from Unit 13
To some extent, this textbook strives to integrate authenticity, the responsive notion of a
text, and writing functions in the task design (Cheng, 2008a). However, it lacks explicit and
staged instruction to scaffold learners to develop their emailing writing ability. Furthermore, the
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deemphasis of an authentic writing platform may encourage premature compositions for its
writing activities. Liu (2015) argued that her textbook analysis revealed the inadequate attention
the field of L2 Chinese writing pays to the readership, or interaction with reader and writer. Even
though a communicative-based, function-based textbook like Encounters does build in elements
of the responsive notion of writing, its writing tasks still fail to take into consideration the
authenticity involved in readership construction. The authenticity is reflected not only through
the stylistic, linguistic and communicative nature of writing, but also its relatedness to our
everyday life and learners’ “real-world communities” (Liu, 2015, p.53). As can be seen from the
textbook analysis, regarding L2 Chinese writing, most textbooks disregard social aspects of
writing, particularly in the aspects of writing as a response, relationship, and sufficient
scaffolding.
One way to address the lack of function- and communicative-based perspectives of
writing is through a functional view for L2 Chinese writing. While empirical works related to the
genre approach proliferate in second language writing, very few studies in L2 Chinese writing
for communicative purposes have been conducted, especially at the adult level (Cheng & Chiu,
2018). One of the earlier works that intended to fill this gap is Huang & Mohan (2009), whose
research explored the SFL model adopted in L2 Chinese learning and assessment in elementary
school. The study collected developmental data from year one to three using the genre of
“description” and “sequence,” and revealed an assessment plan as well as a learning process that
organically connected learners’ wordings and their constructed ideational meaning in the field of
knowledge. This study highlights the importance of judging meaning in its meaning-making
capacity in that meaning, content, culture, and language are inseparable and interconnected.
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However, there was still a gap in the exploration in genre competence for L2 Chinese
writing, especially at the post-secondary level. Almost a decade later, other than bi-genre
analysis conducted by Shum et al. (2019) with the genre approach in L2 Chinese writing, Cheng
& Chiu (2018) conducted their influential project that filled the long-standing empirical gap by
applying SFL-informed genre curriculum in L2 writing classroom. Specifically, this study
contrasts the developmental change for two individual writers regarding their uses of ideational,
interpersonal and textual resources. As one of the earliest studies in L2 writing using a functionbased and SFL framework, this study focuses on writers’ progress prior to and after pedagogical
intervention in a designated genre, descriptive essays. The findings inform researchers and
teachers that SFL approach can indeed help L2 Chinese writers employ various linguistic
resources to elaborate meaning in text production. Cheng & Chiu’s findings are significant,
because it is one of the pioneering studies that explore the underrepresented L2 Chinese writing
using a genre approach as well the effectiveness of a genre curriculum.

Gap and Research Questions
The empirical works previously mentioned in this study undoubtedly point to the validity
of the SFL framework in the teaching and learning of L2 writing with a functional-based
approach. Although Yasuda (2011) offers a comprehensive overview of the SFL framework in
function-orientated writing, The SFL framework was mainly applied in the phase of task
preparation. Likewise, Cheng & Chiu (2018) also applied analysis with an SFL framework in the
phase of curriculum planning, focusing on the pedagogical intervention and its effects on writing
products. Thus, most SFL-inspired studies concentrate more on the effectiveness of intervention
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in writing, so they are “experiment” types of studies that merely look at how the intervention
creates differences.
When it comes to L2 research, however, Duff (2008) supports the need to pay more
attention to the richness and complexity of the learning process, rather than the generalizability
of intervention. Similarly, Larsen-Freeman (2016) emphasizes the importance of writers’
nuanced change in classroom research and argue that “what is meaningful is not an intervention
itself, but rather how individuals relate to it” (p. 382). Although Cheng’s (2008a, 2008b) research
employs case studies to focus on one particular student, which provides a deep description of
their academic writing progress, there is still a lack of empirical evidence of function-oriented
and multi-genre writing development, especially research elaborating on the richness and
dynamics of writing trajectory with a longitudinal research design. Thus, to take a functional
view of L2 Chinese writing, there is a need to have a more “ethnographic” and comprehensive
analytic outlook on L2 writers in Chinese. Rather than examining the teaching effectiveness of
genre-based writing in L2, the current study strives to investigate the learning process itself. This
perspective, which not only focuses on group dynamics pertaining to writers’ perceptions, but
also explores focal learners’ writing products and process, allows us to gain “epistemology of the
particular” (Stake, 2005, p. 454). It is crucial to study representative samples from which
generalizations can be made, but more importantly, I believe writers’ progression in a classroom
setting, where it usually involves very limited time and resources, should be given a more
thorough articulation so that a deeper and nuanced understanding L2 Chinese writing can be
reached. In this way, the dynamics of learners’ progress can be tracked and interpreted in
considerable detail.
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In addition, and as Cheng & Chiu (2018) report, very limited research has been
conducted regarding Chinese as a second language (CSL) writing, not to mention function-based
CSL writing at the adult level. As many prominent scholars in the field of CSL have noted, due
to the orthographical complexity of Chinese characters, listening, speaking, and reading should
always be prioritized in the L2 Chinese classroom. Consequently, much attention has been paid
to these three areas as well as orthography research, but very little on writing (Kubler, 1997).
Thus, there is an urgent need to fill this gap by establishing scholarship on genre-based writing in
CSL.
With regard to L2 writing, the employment of an LS perspective is also largely
underdeveloped since most LS studies focus on learners’ development in the linguistic repertoire
of speaking (Okuda & Anderson, 2018). A focused look at L2 writers’ compositions, and their
perceptions during the writing process, can fill the gap in LS research by concentrating on L2
writing. This approach offers a fresh vantage point that answers questions including how writers
can acquire a new repertoire of practices and linguistic resources through socialization with
written texts.
Last but not the least, pertaining to pedagogical applications, although the above
empirical studies have clearly enriched our understanding of genre-based writing in L2,
intricacies as to how emailing, in combination with function-oriented writing may play a role in
writing progression, remain to be explored in the field of L2 Chinese writing. Evidence of
students’ perception of task design, especially in an educational setting with longitudinal design,
could help us evaluate as well as navigate an innovative and effective CSL writing curriculum in
teaching.
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Therefore, the current study aims to fill an empirical gap by answering the following
research questions:
1. How do Novice to Intermediate learners of Chinese develop their email writing
abilities with various functions in a systematic manner with regard to their deployment of
ideational, textual and interpersonal resources?
2. How do social factors affect the writing process of Novice to Intermediate learners of
Chinese?
2a. How do they present their voice?
2b. How are they socialized in and through the use and learning of Chinese?
3. Pertaining to task design, how do Novice to Intermediate learners of Chinese perceive
the function-based writing tasks with the platform of emailing?
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
For the present study, a qualitative research method is adopted, specifically, data
triangulation is used to explore the “multiple dimensions of the social reality” of writers’
composing process and intention (Liu, 2015, p.83). In this chapter, I first present the context of
the study, including the course design, curriculum, tasks involved, and participants. Next, I
explain the data collection, including the data sources and instruments used. Finally, I discuss
how the data is coded, and how each set of data informs a specific research question.

Context of the Study
Course
Data was previously collected in two elementary to intermediate Chinese courses at a
public southern university in the U.S. The courses were titled Intermediate Chinese I and
Intermediate Chinese II, respectively, and the courses were delivered in two consecutive
semesters. Thus, data collection lasted for one academic year in total. The courses and
curriculum involved were delivered in two class sections, which shared the same instructor, class
materials, and writing tasks. The participants took Chinese for fifty minutes on a daily basis.
Similar to other Chinese courses offered in North America at the postsecondary level,
particularly at the elementary to intermediate level, the course was not designed merely for
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reading or writing purposes. Instead, it was tailored as a comprehensive language course in
which speaking and listening were prioritized. The class content revolved around specific topics,
or themes in units, from the textbook, and students were scaffolded with vocabulary and
grammar before moving on to a main text in each unit.

Tasks
Each unit took from five to seven class sessions depending on the complexity of the unit.
For the last two class sessions for each unit, the instructor assigned a reading and writing (R&W)
task that was closely linked to the theme and the linguistic items in that corresponding unit. For
example, one of the themes in the textbooks is “Moving into the Dorm,” and the prompt of the
writing task following the instruction of that unit was:

You are a foreign student at Beijing University, and as a requirement, you need to
stay in the school dorm for the first year. While you are debating whether to rent
an apartment off campus, you receive the email from student housing:
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Dear foreign students:
Hello!
I am Teacher Wang at the Housing Department, and I am writing to introduce the new
dorm building “Shanhai Building” to you. It is right next to the school sports field. It takes only
about 10 minutes to walk to the library, classrooms and school cafeteria. This dorm building was
built last year, and the facility is very good. Each unit is three-bedroom, so three students will
live together. Also, each room has an independent bathroom, which offers 24-hour shower. On
each floor, there is a kitchen, in which there is a public refrigerator, so cooking is okay. In
addition, there is a small library in the public area on the first floor, and there is also a coffee
shop. In order to assure student safety, there is 24-hour security guard on the first floor.
The price for one room is 2500 yuan per month, and the school will give you a 15% off if
your grade on the first year exceeds 90. I also know that some of you are considering living off
campus, but off-campus housing can be overpriced and unsafe. Living on campus has lots of
benefits, because it is not only convenient, safe, but also helps you to adapt to the college life in
China.
If you have decided to live off campus, please send an email to me, telling me what
apartments you decide to rent.
If you need help or have additional question, please email to the Housing Department at
dorm@BJU.com.cn
Best regards,
Teacher Wang at the Housing Department
Here is the link to some rental homes close to Beijing University
https://zu.fang.com/house-a00-b02/ check some of the places and make your decision.
Send a reply email to the staff member at the Housing Department, inform her of your
decision and give reasons for your decision in detail. Send your email to our class email.
The design of the tasks followed theoretical underpinnings to facilitate the writing with a
functional approach. Tasks designed for training reading and writing competency were inspired
by the notion of task-based syllabi, in which task is operationalized as an activity which
prioritizes meaning-making and goal-attainment (Skehan, 1996). The prompts were given to the
students on the second last day of each unit. There were three types of the tasks: 1) an initiation
email is displayed, and writers are asked to respond to it. The initiation email shares the same
modality with the target task, and the task requested a response from learners to react to the
initiation email. Thus, the provided email not only serves as an initiation text requesting reply,
but also as a prototypical sample. The above-mentioned email task of “moving to dorm” belongs
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to this type; 2) the prompt only details the scenario in English, and writers are asked to write an
email to respond to it. One example that fits this category is task #7, where the prompt asks
writers to compose a letter to a Thai friend Kuntara to inform her of the travel plan. In this type
of task, no initiation email is provided. Writers are required to compose an email based on their
understanding of the English prompt; and 3) the prompt gives a piece of authentic material, and
learner needs to read the information and give a response via email. One example is task #4,
which asks the writer to read a job ad in Chinese and write a job application to the prospective
employer. Yasuda’s (2011) recommended textual interaction tasks before composing, which
specifically advise teachers to conduct analysis and discussion on samples in class since it helps
learners to identity genre-specific features, understand writing conventions, and potential reader
expectation. Therefore, regardless of the prompt types, the instructor explained the prompt in
detail, deconstructing key features of the target genre on the day the reading and writing was
assigned for each unit. For task 1) the prompt sample will be explained, and for task 2) and 3),
other prototypical samples of target genres were introduced. This instruction phase played the
role of scaffolding before learners’ independent composing, which usually takes around 15-20
minutes. The features included in the instruction were comprised of three components: 1)
platform-specific conventions; 2) genre-specific features; and 3) the decoding of unfamiliar
linguistic items. This design of pre-writing instruction also resonates with Quinn’s (2003)
suggestion that the instructor offer models or prototypical compositions for learners to
familiarize themselves with the target genre and communicative functions. The writing task was
set to be a take-home assignment, and in the last class of each unit, student compositions were
discussed and analyzed during a class session. Table 1 presents the typical timeline of a R&W
task in a 7-day cycle of a unit.
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Table 1
R&W task timeline
Unit Theme
Function
Time in the cycle
day 1-5

Sports; American Football
Inform a plan
Activity
Learning of new vocabulary, grammar, and
main text

15-20 minutes on day 6

Discussion and analysis of prompts and
prototypical compositions

after class on day 6

Independent composing

day 7

Analysis and discussion of student
compositions

Over two semesters, a total of 17 writing tasks were assigned, and ten of them were
emails, which is the focus platform for the current study. Emailing was the major platform
adopted for writing training in that it was suggested to be advantageous for novice learners in
that the formality of this medium is blurred, largely dependent on the context in which it was
used (Yasuda, 2011). Writers, especially novice writers, can write and experience both the
informal mode of speech, primary discourse, as well as complex discourse via emails (Bahktin,
1986; Yasuda, 2011). In a chronological sequence, Table 2 displays the specific tasks with
emailing pertaining to their respective functions and themes. Appendix A displays the detailed
prompts of ten email tasks.
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Table 2
Email task functions and topics
Communicative function
Topic
1.
Provide information
Write to give information on the
apartment to rent
2.
Give a suggestion
Reply to give workout suggestion
as a trainer
3.
Inform a plan
Write to a friend to inform them of
the summer travel plan
4.
Inform a decision
Reply to inform decision on which
apartment to rent
5.
Apply for job
Respond to a job ad and write to
apply for the position
6.
Give an opinion
Write to share an opinion on the
schedule of a boarding school
7.
Inform a plan
Write to a friend to inform them of
your spring break travel plans
8.
Give a wish + narrate
Make a holiday wish and narrate
what happened during the holiday
9.
Provide information +
Provide information on changes in
Give opinions
the city and make a comment on the
changes
10.
Provide information +
Reply to an email to provide
Give opinions
information and give your opinion
on environmental protection issues
in the U.S.
Participants
In total, 12 students were enrolled in this course, each of whom completed the R&W
tasks over a period of one academic year. Three students were in their second year, while the
other nine were first-year students in college. Prior to the onset of the study, all were enrolled in
and passed an eight-week intensive elementary Chinese language training course in eight weeks.
At the end of the intensive summer course, their Oral Proficiency Interview scores ranged from
Novice High to Intermediate Low on the ACTFL proficiency scale (“ACTFL Guidelines,”
2012). Both sublevels indicate that students can, or to a large extent, can create with language
rather than repeat memorized utterances, and they can “manage successfully a number of
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uncomplicated communicative tasks in straightforward social situations” (p. 9). However, one of
the major differences is that Novice High speakers cannot “sustain” their performance of
creating with language (p. 8). Although their writing competency was not assessed by a
standardized test, Troyan (2016) suggested applying ACTFL writing guidelines to design tasks
as well as evaluating writing performances in L2. Pertaining to the sublevels of Novice High and
Intermediate Low, writers are generally expected to meet limited practical writing needs
(ACTFL Guidelines, 2012).

Data Source
Email-writing Tasks
Due to some of the missing assignments from certain students, eight students’ email
compositions were selected for SFL analysis. Two students out the eight participants, Alan and
Joanna (pseudonyms), were chosen as focal students in SFL and social analysis, they were also
interviewed to extract data regarding their detailed writing process and their perceptions of the
writing tasks. Following Yasuda’s (2011) criteria of selecting data points, the first and last email
writing tasks were singled out for detailed examination in that both included the functions of
providing information. Additionally, the last email task is comprised of multiple functions, so the
analysis and comparison of both tasks could offer insight into how participants move from
simple to complex discourse throughout their writing experience (Bakhtin, 1981).

Individual Interviews
In order to triangulate data and adhere to the adage “what is meaningful is not an
intervention itself, but rather how individuals relate to it” (Larsen-Freeman, 2016, p. 382), in-
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depth individual interviews with two puposefully selected participants were conducted, and the
two students were given the pseudonyms Alan and Joanna. These two focal students were
selected based on two criteria: 1) they were among those who submitted all assigned R&W
assignments in on time; and 2) they were representative of writers who respectively had no
experience in completing emailing and multi-platform tasks in L2 Chinese. Thus, their writing
performance over the year could be tracked without too much interfering influence from
previous emailing experience. Each interview lasted for approximately one hour and fifteen
minutes, and the interview process was recorded. In order to keep the confidentiality of data
sources, all files and recordings were stored in my personal computer and protected by password.
The interview questions were comprised of three components. The first set of questions aimed to
extract their background information, regarding their previous L2 Chinese writing experience,
emailing experience, and other language learning information. Next, with respect to the first and
last email, evidence of socialization and reader engagement were further examined, particularly
the “interactional or sociolinguistic routines that become part of language learners’ and users’
communicative repertoires” (Duff & Talmy, 2011, p. 96). The evidence was first drawn from
their writings, and their accounts during interviews helped triangulate the data so that their
thinking process during composing could be revealed. Last, the interview questions explored
their attitudes toward the emailing tasks in general, and questions relating to their perception on
prompt, task design, and writing platform were raised. In other words, interviews were adopted
as a triangulated instrument to demonstrate participants’ individualized engagement with the
writing tasks and the process of their writing development.

Data Analysis
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Since writers’ meaning-making is not only embedded in linguistic devices at one level
(e.g., the sentence level), it can be seen on multiple levels of the text. Within each email, field,
tenor, and mode-related language resources were coded to present writers’ schema of creating
meanings, which can respectively reflect ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings
(Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014). The first and tenth email tasks both included the function of
providing information of the chosen apartments and current environment issues in the States.
They were selected for analysis for all writers first, then they were adopted for a more detailed
analysis for the two focal students. Thus, ideational-related resources can be comprised of noun
(groups), verb (groups) and attributes that help writers to construct the field of giving
information about the apartment and environment issues. For example, the taxonomy of what is
included in the apartment was counted as “participants” pertaining to ideational resources.
Language resources pertaining to field refer to those presenting the process, circumstance, and
participants involved (Cheng & Chiu, 2018; Thompson, 2014; Troyan, 2016). In this sense, verb
groups that indicate processes, attributes that are realized by adjectives, and noun groups that
realize the meaning of questions like “who is involved,” “what is happening,” and “what are the
details of the situation,” were coded as field-related variables (Cheng & Chiu, 2018; Troyan,
2016). For example, in the email task that asked writers to provide information on apartments,
attributives like 很大 (hen da, very big), which are used to describe the apartment, belong to
field resources. With regard to tenor, since feeling and appraisals involved in the texts are
intended to align with the readers, thus, the evaluative phrases that realize the intensity and
attitudes of writers were taken as interpersonal resources (Martin & Rose, 2008). Additional
interpersonal resources that engage the readers, and set up distance with readers were also coded
(Troyan, 2016). Modal verbs that project the writer’s own angle on the value of the theme were
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marked as interpersonal resources (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014, p. 109). Mode is connected to
the linkage of discourse, so cohesive devices, including determiners, pronouns, and conjunctions
are evidence of textual resources that organize the discourse (Cheng & Chiu, 2018).
In addition to SFL evidence, the two selected email tasks were also adopted for the
analysis of voice representation and socialization process, which answers the first question in
research question #2. According to Hyland (2009), voice can be generalized into two
overarching categories: 1) writer-oriented stance, or how writers enact themselves regarding their
identities, and 2) reader-oriented engagement dimension, or how readers are mentioned and
involved in writers’ composing. Both linguistic and discourse-level features that match the above
two classifications will be coded and compared. Hedges, boosters, attitude markers, and authorial
self-mention elements are counted as writer-oriented features, while reader-oriented evidence is
illustrated by reader pronouns, personal asides, references to shared knowledge, directives, and
audience-directed questions. In this study, since the research question was proposed to answer
the reader-involvement elements in students’ writing, reader engaging features at the discourse
level were coded to display writers’ attempts in interacting with their potential readers.

Summary
This chapter displays the implementation of examining L2 Chinese writers’ learning
trajectory regarding a functional-oriented task design and language use. With an empirical gap in
L2 Chinese writing with a functional view, especially at the post-secondary level, this paper
intends to address the perceived limitations of previous studies in this realm. the current study
traced and tracked eight students, particularly two focal students at Novice to Intermediate
proficiency with no Chinese emailing experience, regarding their performance over a one-year
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long emailing curriculum. The firs and last emails of two focal students, Joanna and Alan, were
examined in detail, and the ideational, interpersonal and textual resources were analyzed to
understand their development in the meaning-making capacities. Furthermore, the two selected
tasks, along with their accounts from individual interviews, were adopted to explore their
attempts in reader engagement and socializing into the target community.
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CHAPTER IV
WRITEERS’ PERFORMANCE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF SFL
As a key model to decipher meaning which features social functions of language, this
dissertation adopts Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) to understand how writers make
meaning by analyzing three major linguistic resources in a specific communicative context: 1)
ideational; 2) interpersonal; and 3) textual features (Halliday, 1985; Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014; Martin & Rose, 2008). Ideational resources articulate the field of a text, construing
writers’ experience and what is happening in social activities. Meanwhile, interpersonal
resources construct tenor of a text, revealing social relations, familiarity and formality. Textual
resources, as the name suggests, link the texts together to make meaning. In this chapter, I
present the findings related to my first research question, which examines how Chinese learners
develop their email writing with various SFL resources. The first and final emails were selected
as two data points to reveal Joanna and Alan’s development in SFL resources. The first email
featured informing parents on the apartment chosen for their trip in Shanghai, while the tenth
was to respond former roommate on environmental issues in the U.S. In the following two
sections, I first demonstrate the summarized results from eight writers by comparing the first and
tenth email productions. Subsequently, I present a more elaborated examination based on the two
focal students, i.e., Joanna and Alan’s compositions.
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Results from Eight L2 Writers
Table 3
Word Count of First and Tenth Email Compositions for Eight Writers
Writer #
First
Tenth Composition
Increase Rate
Composition
1
291
687
57.6%
2

265

357

25.8%

3

287

346

17.1%

4

181

407

55.5%

5

215

313

31.3%

6

246

392

37.2%

Joanna

100

423

76.4%

Alan

198

366

45.9%

Average Increase Rate
43.4%

Upon analysis of the compositions by eight learners, the following trends were detected.
The most striking result from eight writers' compositions features a sharp increase in the essay
length. Data gathered indicates a significant increase in essay length (see table 3), ranging from an
increase rate of 17.1% to 76.4%. The table demonstrates that 100% of writers produced longer
texts in response the email prompts, with an average increase rate of 43.4%. Three students,
including writer #1, #4, and Joanna, produced the last email more than twice as long in comparison
with the first composition. Admittedly, this is not surprising in that learners have progressed in
language proficiency and writing competence after months of training in Chinese. Nevertheless,
by looking closely into learners’ emails, I found two major shifts relating to the extended length:
1) The greetings and small chats to begin and end their correspondence increased. Writer #2, for
instance, increased his greeting from five characters to 77 in the tenth email compared to the first
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one (see table 4); and 2) Sentences in the last email are evidently longer and formulated with more
complex structures compared the first email.

Table 4.
Greetings of writer #2’s First and Tenth Email
Task
First email
Tenth email
Text
最近如何？
[beginning]我们这里都好，虽然每天过得有
zuì jìn rú hé?
点无聊，可是好在我爸妈还在工作，谢天谢
how are things recently?
地呀！你呢？你们在云南过得怎么样?
wǒ men zhè lǐ dōu hǎo ，suī rán měi tiān guò
de yǒu diǎn wú liáo ，kě shì hǎo zài wǒ bà mā
hái zài gōng zuò ，xiè tiān xiè dì ya ！nǐ ne ？
nǐ men zài yún nán guò dé zěn me yàng?
We are all good here. Although every day is a
little boring, but thank God that my parents are
still working. What about you? How are you in
Yunnan?
[ending]你也千万别出门啊，新馆肺炎结束以
后我们应该出国旅游啊!
nǐ yě qiān wàn bié chū mén ā ，xīn guàn fèi yán
jié shù yǐ hòu wǒ men yīng gāi chū guó lǚ yóu a!
Make sure you don’t go out! After Covid-19 we
should travel abroad!
word
count

5

77

In table 4, it is clear that pertaining to the first shift of expanding greetings, for instance, in
writer #2’s email composition for task #1, he only gave minimum greetings to his parents by
writing 最近如何 [zuì jìn rú hé?, How are you recently?]. However, in the last email, he wrote in
paragraph-length greetings both at the beginning and the end that helped naturally lead his reader
through the main theme of the correspondence. It can be seen that writers’ greetings improved in
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word count from 5 to 77, sentence complexity and detail elaboration. Apart from a growth in the
length of the introductory and concluding greetings, sentence complexity also improved. In the
last email, complex sentence structures with cohesive words, such as 可是 [kě shì, but], 以后 [yǐ
hòu, after], were used to formulate longer sentences. Additionally, compared to the simple
greeting, which is 最近如何 [zuì jìn rú hé? How are things recently?], more detailed small talks
appeared in the last email. The writer not only included COVID-related greetings, but also
mentioned his and his family’s situations, as well as future travel plans.
In regard to the second shift of longer and more complex sentence structures, in the tenth
and final email, writers deployed more cohesive devices and supporting evidence to elaborate on
the issue, while they tended to write single sentences to directly convey meaning in the first email.
For example, for writer #3, a comparison of her introductory sentence to the main theme can reflect
this shift (see Table 5).
Table 5.
Introductory sentence of writer #3’s first and tenth email
Task
First email
Final email
Text
我找到了一套很好的公寓。
美国人常常用一次性餐具、塑料袋，可是
wǒ zhǎo dào le yī tào hěn hǎo de 有的州想减少白色污染，所以它们有性的
gōng yù
规定。
I found a really good apartment.
měi guó rén cháng cháng yòng yī cì xìng cān
jù 、sù liào dài ，kě shì yǒu de zhōu xiǎng
jiǎn shǎo bái sè wū rǎn ，suǒ yǐ tā men yǒu
xìng de guī dìng.
American people often use disposable
utensils, plastic bags, but some states want to
reduce plastic pollution, so they have new
[wrote the wrong character, should be 新, xin,
new] regulations.
Cohesive None
可是 [kě shì, but]
device
所以 [suǒ yǐ, so]
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In the first email, prior to elaboration on the apartment she chose, writer #3 simply inserted
an introductory sentence 我找到了一套很好的公寓 [wǒ zhǎo dào le yī tào hěn hǎo de gōng yù, I
found a really good apartment] to preface her body email. However, in the last statement, offering
an overarching thesis statement on the environmental situation in the U.S., she adopted 可是
[keshi, but] to formulate a complex sentence to point out the difference in the practice of common
Americans and some states regarding plastic pollution. Here, the writer provided a clearer and
more comprehensive description on the topic of the correspondence so that the reader could have
a general picture of the situation.
In fact, the nature of the first email task, which asked writers to search for information on
a Chinese Airbnb website to inform their parents of the apartments selected, actually allowed the
writers to borrow descriptive texts from the Internet in this genre. However, the disparity of the
text length indicated that learners did not take full advantage of the Internet information, and in
reality, wrote on average 43.4% more text in the tenth composition. By comparison, the final email
required learners to describe the environmental protection situation in the U.S. without any access
to external information. The increase in the text length (43.4%) could be associated with learners’
ability to express more elaborate and complex meaning.
In terms of specific SFL resources, namely ideational, interpersonal, and textual features,
a comparison of the first and tenth emails suggested that the eight writers expanded their use of
interpersonal resources and diversified types of ideational resources. Examples of the changes
regarding interpersonal functions are indicated in table 6.
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Table 6.
Examples in interpersonal resources in writer #3’s first and tenth email
Language
Function
Interpersonal

First Email

Tenth Email

可以 [kě yǐ, can]
不可以 [bù kě yǐ, cannot]

应该 [yīng gāi, should]
可能 [kě néng, maybe]
不能 [bù néng, not permitted]
想 [xiǎng, want to]
会 [huì, will]

Interpersonal Resources. Pertaining to interpersonal resources, for example, writer #3
used only 可以 [kě yǐ, can] or 不可以 [bù kě yǐ, cannot] to indicate the degree of modality.
Comparatively, she expanded extensively in the use of modal verbs, including 应该 [yīng gāi,
should], 可能 [kě néng, maybe], 不能 [bù néng, not permitted], 想 [xiǎng want to], and 会 [huì,
will] to express various levels of necessities and possibilities. The extensive use of interpersonal
resources is significant in that although the first email was an email addressed to “parents,” which
naturally should index more intimacy and informality, interpersonal resources that signal the close
relationship with the addressers were very limited. For the first task, several writers made use of
modal verbs to describe the apartment with more objectivity. For example, writer #3 and #5
adopted 可以 [kě yǐ, can] to maintain a distance from the readers by objectively describing what
is allowed, suggested or made possible in their selected apartments. One instance appeared in
describing the location of the selected apartment, and writer #5 wrote,
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Example 1.
Chinese

有很多厨具，所以我们可以做饭。

Pinyin

yǒu hěn duō chú jù ，suǒ yǐ wǒ men kě yǐ zuò fàn.

English
Translation

There are a lot of cooking tools, so we can (have the possibility) cook.

Here, the writer chose the modal verb 可以 [keyi, can], to index cooking as a possible
choice in that apartment. Nevertheless, in the last email, the writers adopted more diverse
interpersonal resources to highlight the different levels of familiarity and closeness towards his
description. However, when writer #5 was describing what can be done for individuals to alleviate
environmental pollution, he employed multiple modal adjuncts that convey the writers’ judgment
and attitudes towards to text content (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014), such as 应该 [yīng gāi,
should], 可以 [kě yǐ, can], 能 [néng, be able to], 可能 [kě néng, maybe] as in example 2-5:
Example 2.
Chinese

我能帮你。

Pinyin

wǒ néng bāng nǐ.

English
Translation

I am able to help you.

Example 3.
Chinese

美国大学生觉得大家可以减小买石油用的车。

Pinyin

měi guó dà xué shēng jiào dé dà jiā kě yǐ jiǎn xiǎo mǎi shí yóu yòng de chē.

English
Translation

American college students think that people can decrease buying cars that
consume gas.
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Example 4.
Chinese

政府觉得我们应该买太阳能板，可是他们不会减小用煤和石油发电。

Pinyin

zhèng fǔ jiào dé wǒ men yīng gāi mǎi tài yáng néng bǎn ，kě shì tā men bú
huì jiǎn xiǎo yòng méi hé shí yóu fā diàn.

English
Translation

The government think we should buy solar panels, but they will not decrease
the use of coals and oil to generate power.

Example 5.
Chinese

我希望新馆肺炎以后你可能来美国看我。

Pinyin

wǒ xī wàng xīn guǎn fèi yán yǐ hòu nǐ kě néng lái měi guó kàn wǒ.

English
Translation

I hope after COVID-19, you maybe come to the U.S. to see me.

Clearly, writer #5 more clearly distinguished the varied levels of modality in composing
the tenth email in comparison with his earlier composition. In example 2, in response to his
addressee’s request for helping him answers some questions on environmental protection, writer
#5 confirmed his capability of “being able to [能，néng]” help him. Next, he specified what is
possible for people can do by the use of 可以 [kě yǐ, can] (see example 3). Later, to signal different
levels of modality, he changeably employed 应该 [yīng gāi, should (as an obligation)] and 不会
[bú huì, will not] to give a more accurate account regarding his opinion about the environment
issue (see example 4 & 5). In the end of the email, he also used 可能 [keneng, maybe] after the
pandemic to accurately depict his hop e to see the addresser in the future in the ending “I hope
after Covid-19 you may come to America to see me.
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Ideational Resources. Regarding ideational resources that construe the experience and
theme in social activities, the range of ideational resources concerning noun phrases and attributes
that delineated the scope of the field were expanded. Example 6 shows writer #6’s description of
the interior of the apartment.
Example 6.
Chinese

公寓有两套卧室，一个卫生间还有一个小厨房，在这个公寓五个人可
以住，所以你们可以带三个人。这个套公寓有三张床和一张沙发床，
一张咖啡桌，两把椅子，一个电视，一张书桌，还有一个洗衣机。

Pinyin

gōng yù yǒu liǎng tào wò shì ，yī gè wèi shēng jiān hái yǒu yī gè xiǎo chú
fáng ，zài zhè gè gōng yù wǔ gè rén kě yǐ zhù ，suǒ yǐ nǐ men kě yǐ dài sān
gè rén 。zhè gè tào gōng yù yǒu sān zhāng chuáng hé yī zhāng shā fā
chuáng ，yī zhāng kā fēi zhuō ，liǎng bǎ yǐ zǐ ，yī gè diàn shì ，yī zhāng
shū zhuō ，hái yǒu yī gè xǐ yī jī

English
Translation

The apartment has two sets of bedrooms, a bathroom and a small kitchen, in
this apartment five people can live, so you can bring three people. This
apartment has three beds and a futon, a coffee table, two chairs, a TV, a study
desk, and a laundry machine.

In the description of the apartment, writer #6 mainly wrote about the taxonomy of furniture
and rooms in the first email, mostly in a listing format, to create the content field. The general
schema was from “broader” to “narrower” content field in listing, without much detailed
description. Specifically, writer #6 started with the broader theme “rooms,” then shifted to the
listing of “narrower” themes, the furniture. He first illustrated the constituents of the rooms
included in the apartment without a thesis statement, followed by the listing of the included
furniture. As can be seen from example 6, writer #6 did not make an effort in leading her reader to
vividly picture what the apartment looks like, but rather simply gave a basic list of description of
what is included and what is not. In the tenth email, however, she broadly extended the scope of
ideational features (see example 7):
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Example 7.
Chinese

在美国的环境上，我们叫外菜的时候，我们也利用很多一次性的东
西，比如夕磁性餐具、塑料袋、和塑料盒。那我们的空气呢？这就要
看你在哪儿，有的地方我们的空气很新鲜，有的地方我们有很多空气
污染。

Pinyin

zài měi guó de huán jìng shàng ，wǒ men jiào wài cài de shí hòu ，wǒ men
yě lì yòng hěn duō yí cì xìng de dōng xī ，bǐ rú xī cí xìng cān jù 、sù liào
dài 、hé sù liào hé 。nà wǒ men de kōng qì ne ？zhè jiù yào kàn nǐ zài nǎ
ér ，yǒu de dì fāng wǒ men de kōng qì hěn xīn xiān ，yǒu de dì fāng wǒ men
yǒu hěn duō kōng qì wū rǎn.

English
Translation

In the aspect of American environment, when we call takeout food, we also
use many disposable things, like disposable utensils, plastic bags, and plastic
boxes. Then what about our air? This depends on where you are, in some
places our air is very fresh, in some places we have a lot of air pollution.

To start with, she gave a thesis statement to preface her example with 在美国的环境上
[zài měi guó de huán jìng shàng, in the aspect of American environment]. With the overarching
ideational resource 美国的环境 [měi guó de huán jìng, American environment], the writer
succeeded in leading her reader through the topic that she was about to expand. Then she gave a
specific example of takeout food before listing a taxonomy of pollution sources (e.g., plastic bags,
cars, disposable items). All the noun phrases listed here (e.g., American environment, takeout food,
disposable things, etc.) helped her to construct her field of pollution issues in America.
Subsequently, she gave a parallel topic sentence to shift her description to air situation with a
question to elicit the topic: 那我们的空气呢? [nà wǒ men de kōng qì ne?, Then what about our
air?]. Here, the transitional sentence helped start a new parallel theme by the introduction of a
new ideational word 空气 [kōng qì, air], which made the subtopic more evident to the intended
readers. In her first email, however, the schema of describing the room followed a rigid pattern by
simply listing the noun phrases that are included in the apartment. In comparison, in the tenth
email, she gave a stratified description by beginning with the noun phrases that contained the topics
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of the following descriptions, then she provided concrete scenarios with target nouns/attributes
(e.g., 新鲜，xīn xiān, fresh) to delineate the field of the text.
Thus, the increasing diversity of ideational and interpersonal resources suggests the general
progress writers made in using various language resources in constructing genres and meaningmaking capacity.
In the next section, two focal students, namely Joanna and Alan, were analyzed to offer a
more detailed articulation of their use of SFL resources. These two focal students were selected
based on the following two criteria: 1) they were among those who submitted all assigned R&W
emails on time; and 2) they were representative of writers who respectively had “no” experience
in completing emailing in L2 Chinese.

Joanna’s First Text
To give a broader and more elaborate analysis of writers’ changes over the year, I closely
examined two focal students’ essays, Joanna’s and Alan’s, using the SFL framework. First, I
present Joanna’s first email addressed to her parents in describing the apartment she chose for their
Shanghai trip. Table 7 illustrates the original text and English translation of Joanna’s first email
production.
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Table 7.
Joanna’s first email
Chinese
爸爸妈妈：
我找了一套公寓我很喜欢。这套公寓一房两厅。公寓友一个电视，一
张床和一台冰箱。要是宠物准住哪儿，我不知道。公寓的附近友很多
的酷地方，也很安静。我觉得这套公寓是我最喜欢。
这是哪套公寓：公寓
祝好！
[Joanna’s Chinese name]
Pinyin

bà ba mā ma ：
wǒ zhǎo le yī tào gōng yù wǒ hěn xǐ huān 。zhè tào gōng yù yī fáng liǎng
tīng 。gōng yù yǒu yī gè diàn shì ，yī zhāng chuáng hé yī tái bīng xiāng 。
yào shì chǒng wù zhǔn zhù nǎ ér ，wǒ bú zhī dào 。gōng yù de fù jìn yǒu hěn
duō de kù dì fāng ，yě hěn ān jìng 。wǒ jiào dé zhè tào gōng yù shì wǒ zuì xǐ
huān 。
zhè shì nǎ tào gōng yù ：gōng yù
zhù hǎo ！[Joanna’s Chinese name]

English
Translation

Father and mother:
I found an apartment that I really like. This apartment is one bedroom two
living rooms. The apartment has (友[friend] is a typo, and should be 有 [to
have, there be]) a TV, a bed, and a fridge. Whether pets are allowed to live
there (要是 [if to indicate condition] should be removed; 哪儿 [which, where]
is a typo, and should be 那儿 [there]), I do not know. There are (友[friend] is
a typo and should be 有 [to have; there be]) a lot of cool places around the
apartment, also very quiet. I think this apartment is the one I like the most.
This is that (哪 [which, where] should be 那[that]) apartment: [the link to the
apartment].
Best regards!
[Joanna’s Chinese name]
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As can be shown from Joanna’s first email (see table 7), in providing a holistic picture of
the apartment to her parents who had not seen it previously, she did not give a detailed description
of the specification related to the items that she listed. Instead, in describing the basic layout of the
apartment, she simply provided a generic account with a rough introduction of its constituents
without further elaboration (see example 8).
Example 8.
Chinese

这套公寓一房两厅。公寓友一个电视，一张床和一台冰箱。

Pinyin

zhè tào gōng yù yì fáng liǎng tīng 。gōng yù yǒu yí gè diàn shì ，yì zhāng
chuáng hé yì tái bīng xiāng.

English
Translation

This apartment is one bedroom two living rooms. The apartment has a TV, a
bed, and a fridge.

On the one hand, most of the field-related language resources that contributed to
constructing the layout of the selected apartment referred to the taxonomy of the components and
housing category, including 一房两厅 [yì fáng liǎng tīng, one bedroom two living rooms], 一个
电视 [yí gè diàn shì, one TV set], 一张床 [yì zhāng chuáng, one bed], and 一台冰箱 [yì tái bīng
xiāng, one fridge]. On the other hand, attributes that describe the apartment are limited to two
modifiers (see example #9).
Example 9.
Chinese

公寓的附近友很多的酷地方，也很安静。

Pinyin

gōng yù de fù jìn yǒu hěn duō de kù dì fāng ，yě hěn ān jìng.

English
Translation

There are a lot of cool places around the apartment, also very quiet.
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There are two attributes adopted to describe the apartment, including 友很多的酷地方
[yǒu hěn duō de kù dì fāng, there are (typo for yǒu, should be written as 有) a lot of cool places]
and 很安静 [hěn ān jìng, very quiet]. However, the description lacks further elaboration
concerning what “cool places" Joanna referred to as well as the reason why she believed the
apartment was very “quiet”. Troyan (2016) argued that a lack of richness in ideational resources
may be the reason the students fail to account for the target genre and meaning-making. Clearly,
the ideational resources employed in Joanna’s first text are restricted in that she only presented a
basic description pertaining to the email topic by listing some related sub-aspects without
providing supporting evidence or adequate details that reinforced the rationale behind her choice.
Considering the nature of emailing, which in this case was correspondence to her parents
who are close to her, presumably, she would employ abundant evaluative, tenor-related features
to index closeness and familiarity towards her readers, as well as to demonstrate the rationale to
support her choice of the apartment. However, interpersonal resources that highlighted the author’s
attitudinal evaluation of the apartment is also limited to 很喜欢 [hěn xǐ huān, like very much] and
最喜欢 [zuì xǐ huān, I like the most] that lack specification and precision. For instance, fuller
explanation of why this apartment was Joanna’s favorite compared to others could have been
provided to elaborate why the selected apartment was her “favorite one.”
Additionally, the email was poorly structured with a shortage of textual resources. For
example, only the pronoun 这 [zhè, this] emerged in the whole text (see example 10):
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Example 10.
Chinese

我找了一套公寓我很喜欢。这套公寓一房两厅。

Pinyin

wǒ zhǎo le yī tào gōng yù wǒ hěn xǐ huān 。zhè tào gōng yù yī fáng liǎng
tīng.

English
Translation

I found an apartment that I really like. This apartment had one bedroom and
two living rooms.

Here, 这 [zhè, this] was used to refer to the previously-mentioned 一套公寓 [yí tào gōng
yù, one set of apartment] . The use of the pronoun helped to connect its previous sentence without
repeating the previously referred term. Subsequent to the generic introduction of the apartment,
Joanna began to describe to her readers the interior of the place. However, from the perspective of
textual features, the shift in text orientation from the taxonomy of the apartment’s constituents to
whether pets were allowed is very abrupt (see example 11).
Example 11.
Chinese

公寓友一个电视，一张床和一台冰箱。要是宠物准住哪儿，我不知
道。

Pinyin

gōng yù yǒu yí gè diàn shì ，yì zhāng chuáng hé yì tái bīng xiāng 。yào shì
chǒng wù zhǔn zhù nǎ ér ，wǒ bù zhī dào.

English
Translation

The apartment has a TV, a bed, and a fridge. Whether pets are allowed to live
there, I do not know.

As shown in example 11, since there was a thematic change from the furniture to allowing
pets in the apartment with no transitional devices, such as “regarding pet regulation,” “as for pet,”
or “besides,” were added to lead her readers’ attention to the next theme of the description, which
referred to the pet regulation. Thus, there was a lack of proper transitional devices guiding her
readers through different dimensions of the description.
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Overall, although Joanna managed to provide a list of items offered and general
information in the apartment, which conformed to the genre of description, it lacked “expansive
linguistic repertoire” that meets the expectation of a description email that presumably gives a
vivid picture which includes a more detailed description of the features and writers’ evaluative
details (Cheng & Chiu, 2018, p. 106). More importantly, considering that this text serves as a
correspondence to her parents, her email failed to incorporate a wide range of interpersonal
features, such as distance-indexing modal verbs and evaluative phrases, that can potentially
highlight her familiarity with her intended readers. Additionally, Joanna’s textual resources that
holistically linked the text were also limited so all the sentences strike her readers as short, abrupt,
and disconnected.

Joanna’s 10th Text
The last email task is a response email to a former roommate in China who majored in
Environmental Engineering, answering the roommate’s question in regard to the issue of
environmental protection in the U.S. (see Table 8). In this section, Joanna has made great
improvement in her email production concerning the variety and expansion in ideational resources,
interpersonal and textual features.
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Table 8.
Joanna’s Tenth Email
Chinese
小张：
你好啊。你最近怎么样？新冠肺炎很严重，希望你和你的家人都还健
康。
我刚刚看到了你的电子邮件，可以帮你了解美国的环境问题。中
国的环境问题和美国的有一些一样的方面，比如说叫外卖都用一次性
餐具。虽然这个做法很方便，但是一定会造成白色污染越来越糟糕。
另有一个很严重的环境问题，是空气污染。在美国，很多人开用石油
车去上班，超市什么的，让空气的质量很不好。因为电动车的价格可
能很贵，很多人只想买用石油车，可以省一笔钱。虽然美国人可以花
更多钱买电动车或者用太阳发电的东西，他们不喜欢花很多钱，不在
乎会不会保护环境。
拿我的家乡来说，我们没有回收规定，不能回收瓶装水，塑料袋
什么的。可是，在我的学校，有很多回收筒，很多大学生觉得回收很
重要。我也觉得回收很重要，希望我的家乡会考虑给我们机会回收垃
圾，可是我觉得美国的政府不在乎保护环境。那么难过
我希望我的回答帮你了解美国的环境问题。如果你想起来别的问题，
你可以问我！我希望你的学期接着很好玩！
__
祝好，
王朋（[Joanna’s Chinese name]）
Pinyin

xiǎo zhāng ：
nǐ hǎo ā 。nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng ？xīn guàn fèi yán hěn yán zhòng ，xī wàng
nǐ hé nǐ de jiā rén dōu hái jiàn kāng 。
wǒ gāng gāng kàn dào le nǐ de diàn zǐ yóu jiàn ，kě yǐ bāng nǐ le jiě
měi guó de huán jìng wèn tí 。zhōng guó de huán jìng wèn tí hé měi guó de
yǒu yī xiē yī yàng de fāng miàn ，bǐ rú shuō jiào wài mài dōu yòng yī cì xìng
cān jù 。suī rán zhè gè zuò fǎ hěn fāng biàn ，dàn shì yī dìng huì zào chéng
bái sè wū rǎn yuè lái yuè zāo gāo 。lìng yǒu yī gè hěn yán zhòng de huán jìng
wèn tí ，shì kōng qì wū rǎn 。zài měi guó ，hěn duō rén kāi yòng shí yóu
chē qù shàng bān ，chāo shì shí me de ，ràng kōng qì de zhì liàng hěn bú
hǎo 。yīn wéi diàn dòng chē de jià gé kě néng hěn guì ，hěn duō rén zhī xiǎng
mǎi yòng shí yóu chē ，kě yǐ shěng yī bǐ qián 。suī rán měi guó rén kě yǐ huā
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gèng duō qián mǎi diàn dòng chē huò zhě yòng tài yáng fā diàn de dōng xī ，
tā men bú xǐ huān huā hěn duō qián ，bú zài hū huì bú huì bǎo hù huán jìng 。
ná wǒ de jiā xiāng lái shuō ，wǒ men méi yǒu huí shōu guī dìng ，bú
néng huí shōu píng zhuāng shuǐ ，sù liào dài shí me de 。kě shì ，zài wǒ de
xué xiào ，yǒu hěn duō huí shōu tǒng ，hěn duō dà xué shēng jiào dé huí
shōu hěn zhòng yào 。wǒ yě jiào dé huí shōu hěn zhòng yào ，xī wàng wǒ
de jiā xiāng huì kǎo lǜ gěi wǒ men jī huì huí shōu lā jī ，kě shì wǒ jiào dé měi
guó de zhèng fǔ bú zài hū bǎo hù huán jìng 。nà me nán guò
wǒ xī wàng wǒ de huí dá bāng nǐ le jiě měi guó de huán jìng wèn tí 。rú guǒ
nǐ xiǎng qǐ lái bié de wèn tí ，nǐ kě yǐ wèn wǒ ！wǒ xī wàng nǐ de xué qī jiē
zhe hěn hǎo wán ！
zhù hǎo ，
wáng péng （[Joanna’s Chinese name]）
English
Translation

Xiao Zhang:
Hello a (sentence-end interjection that expresses a tone of excitement or
exclamation)! How have you been lately? Covid-19 is very severe, [and I]
hope that you and your family are all still healthy.
I just saw your email, and I can help you understand the environmental
issues in America. China and America have some similar aspects on
environmental issues. For example, take-out uses disposable utensils.
Although this practice is very convenient, but it will surely exacerbate plastic
pollution. Another very severe environmental issue, is air pollution. In
America, many people go to work, grocery store, etc., by driving cars that
consume gas, which makes air quality very bad. Because price of electric car
might be very expensive, many people just want to buy cars that use gas, [so
that they] can save money. Although Americans can spend more money
buying electric cars or things that generate power by solar energy, they do not
like to spend a lot of money, [and] do not care whether [it] protects
environment.
To cite my hometown as an example, we do not have recycle rules,
cannot recycle bottle water, plastic bag, etc. But in my school, there are a lot
of recycle bins, many college students think recycling is very important. I also
think recycling is very important, [and I] hope my hometown will consider
giving us opportunities to recycle trash, but I think American government do
not care about environmental protection. So sad <emoji: sad face>
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I hope my answer helps you to understand America’s environmental
issues. If you think of other questions, you can ask me! I hope your semester
follows (接着 [follow on from] is used wrong in this context) very fun!
Best,
Wang Peng (Joanna’s Chinese name)
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Regarding ideational resources, the range of field knowledge focusing on environmental
issues has increased. There was a variety of field-constructing resources noted in Joanna’s tenth
and final email task. First and foremost, noun phrases that triggered environmental problems as
well as those that facilitated environmental protection are abundant (see table 9).
Table 9.
Environment-related Ideational Resources Used in Joanna’s Tenth Email
一次性餐具 [yí cì xìng cān jù; disposable utensils]
石油车 [shí yóu chē; cars that use oil]
叫外卖 [jiào wài mài; call takeout food]
电动车 [diàn dòng chē; electric cars]
用太阳能发电的东西 [yòng tài yáng néng fā diàn de dōng xi; things that generate
electricity by solar energy]
用石油车 [yòng shí yóu chē; cars that use gas]
瓶装水[píng zhuāng shuǐ; bottle water]
塑料袋 [sù liào dài; plastic bags]
回收桶 [huí shōu tǒng; recycle bins]

The variety of noun phrases contributed to Joanna’s elaboration on the concrete causes
and solutions related to environmental issues. Different from her first email that simply listed the
components of the apartment without a detailed description and supportive evidence, Joanna
described the processes in great detail which helped to build the topic of the text with both the
cause and solution-oriented ideational phrases to fulfill her communicative goal. Besides, it is
notable that Joanna began to adopt noun phrases that included clausal modifier to elaborate
meanings. For example, 用太阳能发电的东西 [yòng tài yáng néng fā diàn de dōng xi; things
that generate electricity by solar energy] shows Joanna’s effort in specifying her meaning of the
“things” by using a clause-integrated modifier. Thus, the complexion and range of her ideational
resources concerning noun phrases have expanded, which in turns allowed her to provide a fuller
description.
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In addition, real-life scenarios also contributed to the articulation of the target issue. For
example, when she aimed to build the field of environmental issues by giving an example of
people driving cars that use gas, she did not generically write that a lot of people drive cars that
consume gas. Instead, she painted a concrete picture by specifying the scenario (example 12).
Example 12.
Chinese

在美国，很多人开用石油车去上班，超市什么的。

Pinyin

zài měi guó ，hěn duō rén kāi yòng shí yóu chē qù shàng bān ，chāo shì shí
me de.

English
Translation

In America, many people drive cars that consume gas to go to work, grocery
store, etc.

Joanna narrowed down the argument, instead of writing a more generic statement, such
as “in America, many people use gas cars,” she specified the scenario by writing “in America,
many people go to work, grocery store, etc., by driving gas cars.” Here, Joanna specifies
concrete actions to lead her readers to feel more related to the issue as it is concerned with our
daily life. By citing concrete ‘daily life’ scenarios, she engaged her readers to feel closer and
more relatable to the issue. As Martin (2014) explained the field of the text, referring to it as “a
set of activity sequences oriented to some global institutional purpose, including the entities
involved” (p. 313). In Joanna’s last email, she touched upon the environmental issues from
different dimensions, namely the cause of the issues, real-life scenarios, solution-related items, to
a clearly delineated overarching theme.
Another aspect of noun phrases that established the topic of environment-related issues
concerns the different classifications of environmental issues. Joanna raised multiple subcategories
of 白色污染 [bái sè wū rǎn; plastic pollution], 空气污染 [kōng qì wū rǎn; air pollution], and 回
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收规定 [huí shōu guī dìng; recycle regulation], to compartmentalize the overarching issue of
environmental problem. The way that Joanna presented and explained the subcategories of plastic
and air pollution also demonstrated her growing flexibility and adeptness at giving supporting
information in the description. In terms of plastic pollution, she first referred to the initiation email
about disposable utensils before reaching to her conclusion that they “一定会造成白色污染更糟
糕” [yí dìng huì zào chéng bái sè wū rǎn gèng zāo gāo, certainly will lead to plastic pollution
getting worse and worse]. Immediately following this argument, by comparison, she proposed the
second element of pollution which is air pollution using the following phrase (see example 13):
Example 13.
Chinese

另有一个很严重的环境问题，是空气污染。

Pinyin

lìng yǒu yí gè hěn yán zhòng de huán jìng wèn tí ，shì kōng qì wū rǎn.

English
Translation

Another serious environmental issue is air pollution.

Followed by this thesis sentence, she continued with citing specific examples of cars (see
example 14).
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Example 14.
Chinese

在美国，很多人开用石油车去上班，超市什么的，让空气的质量很不
好。因为电动车的价格可能很贵，很多人只想买用石油车，可以省一
笔钱。虽然美国人可以花更多钱买电动车或者用太阳发电的东西，他
们不喜欢花很多钱，不在乎会不会保护环境。

Pinyin

zài měi guó ，hěn duō rén kāi yòng shí yóu chē qù shàng bān ，chāo shì shí
me de ，ràng kōng qì de zhì liàng hěn bù hǎo 。yīn wéi diàn dòng chē de jià
gé kě néng hěn guì ，hěn duō rén zhī xiǎng mǎi yòng shí yóu chē ，kě yǐ
shěng yì bǐ qián 。suī rán měi guó rén kě yǐ huā gèng duō qián mǎi diàn
dòng chē huò zhě yòng tài yáng fā diàn de dōng xī ，tā men bù xǐ huān huā
hěn duō qián ，bú zài hū huì bú huì bǎo hù huán jìng.

English
Translation

In America, many people go to work, grocery store, etc., by driving cars that
consume gas, which makes air quality very bad. Because the price of an
electric car might be very expensive, many people just want to buy cars that
use gas, [so that they] can save a sum of money. Although Americans might
spend more money buying electric cars or things that generate power by solar
energy, they do not like to spend a lot of money, [and] do not care whether [it]
protects environment.

After the thesis sentence “Another serious environmental issue is air pollution,” Joanna
immediately provided her readers with the concrete reason behind the air pollution of gas cars.
Subsequently, she further explained why electric cars were not driven as a replacement since they
“might be very expensive” and Americans “do not like to spend a lot of money.” Thus, Joanna
clearly put herself in her readers’ shoes when offering abundant rationale to describe the reasons
behind air pollution by using a wide range of ideational resources.
Next, interpersonal resources in Joanna’s text were expanded in her last email as well.
Interpersonal resources are key for writers to enact social relationships with others (Halliday &
Matthiessen, 2014; Martin, 1992, 2014), and based on the tenth email, it is clear that Joanna’s
intention to align with the target topic and her reader (see table 10).
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Table 10.
Comparison of interpersonal resources in Joanna’s first and tenth email
Interpersonal
Evaluative

First Email

Tenth Email

我很喜欢 [wǒ hěn xǐ huān, I really
like]
我最喜欢 [wǒ zuì xǐ huān, I like
the most]

我觉得 [wǒ jué de, I think]
我希望 [wǒ xī wàng, I hope]
不喜欢 [bù xǐ huān, don’t like]
不在乎 [bú zài hū, don’t care]

Modal verbs

N/A

可以帮你了解美国的环境问题
kě yǐ bāng nǐ liǎo jiě měi guó de huán
jìng wèn tí
[I] can help you to understand
America’s environmental issues
一定会造成白色污染
yí dìng huì zào chéng bái sè wū rǎn
will certainly cause plastic pollution
电动车的价格可能很贵
diàn dòng chē de jià gé kě néng hěn
guì
the price of electric cars might be very
expensive

Compared to the simplistic 喜欢 [xǐ huān, like] in the first email, her 10th email deployed
a wider spectrum of evaluative phrases that engaged her readers and displayed her stance on the
issue. With regards to verb acts that present attitudinal evaluation, she also used varying forms to
include 我觉得 [wǒ jué de, I think], 我希望 [wǒ xī wàng, I hope], 不喜欢 [bù xǐ huān, don’t like],
不在乎 [bú zài hū, don’t care]. In addition to using the adjective 那么难过 [nà me nán guò, so sad]
to express her attitude toward the practice of American government, she followed the nonverbal
expression with an emoji of [sad face] (see Figure 3), which not only vividly communicated her
attitude, but also pulled the audience closer making the email serve as a correspondence with a
friend, even if the topic was quite formal. Regarding modal verbs to indicate Joanna’s attitude of
modality, which projects a writer’s own angle on the value of the theme verbs (Halliday &
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Matthiessen, 2014, p. 109), with no instances of modal verb use in task #1, Joanna increasingly
used modal verbs to indicate the degree of her attitude, such as 可以 [kě yǐ, can], 会 [huì, will],
and 可能 [kě néng, maybe] in her tenth email composition.

so sad <emoji of sad face>

Figure 3. Joanna’s use of emoji in the tenth email
Moreover, it is worth noting that that linguistically richer textual resources emerged in
Joanna’s last composition compared to her first composition (see table 11).
Table 11.
Comparison of textual resources in Joanna’s first and tenth email
Textual
First Email
Tenth Email
Cohesive devices None
虽然…但是 [suī rán …dàn shì, although…but]
因为 [yīn wèi, because]
比如说 [bǐ rú shuō, for example]
拿……来说 [ná ……lái shuō, to cite…as an
example]
另有一个… [lìng yǒu yī gè, additionally, there is
a…]
可是 [kě shì, but]

On the local level, a variety of connecting devices were used to indicate various relations
between clauses, including the contrasting relation with 虽 然 … 但 是 [suī rán …dàn shì,
although…but] and 可是 [kě shì, but]. Another relation that points to cause and effect was
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expressed by 因为 [yīn wèi, because]. Notably, Joanna adopted two different phrases to guide her
reader to see the examples which supported her argument, namely 比如说 [bǐ rú shuō, for example],
and 拿……来说 [ná ……lái shuō, to cite…as an example]. To diversify the cohesive device
functioning to cite an example, Joanna first employed a more frequently used phrase, 比如说 [bǐ
rú shuō, for example], then switched to a more high-level, less frequent phrase, 拿……来说
[ná ……lái shuō, to cite… as an example] to illustrate the recycling situations in her hometown.
In contrast with her first email, which lacked any devices to transition from one theme to another,
the last email undoubtedly featured a much broader range of textual resources to weave her
description and argument together.

Alan’s First Text
Table 12 presents Alan’s original text for the first email composition. In this section, I
report the use of ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources found in his first email.
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Table 12.
Alan’s first email
Chinese
爸爸妈妈：
您好！
今年夏天我想在上海学习中文。我找到了最好的公寓住。它是一间一
室公寓。他有一个卫生间。楼上还有一张大床。它有一个美丽的城市
景观。公寓不准养宠物。它的一间一室公寓有一张特的好床和一个张
沙发床。我有很多朋友可以参观的空间。厨房配有一个烤箱，一台冰
箱和一台微波炉。我可以练习做饭。公寓每晚收费七十七美元，但有
很多好评。我认为位置和设施是最好的。没有电视，但我可以使用无
线上网。
https://www.airbnb.cn/rooms/5116570
祝好!
[Alan’s Chinese name]
Pinyin

bà ba mā ma ：
nín hǎo ！
jīn nián xià tiān wǒ xiǎng zài shàng hǎi xué xí zhōng wén 。wǒ zhǎo dào le
zuì hǎo de gōng yù zhù 。tā shì yī jiān yī shì gōng yù 。tā yǒu yī gè wèi shēng
jiān 。lóu shàng hái yǒu yī zhāng dà chuáng 。tā yǒu yī gè měi lì de chéng
shì jǐng guān 。gōng yù bú zhǔn yǎng chǒng wù 。tā de yī jiān yī shì gōng yù
yǒu yī zhāng tè de hǎo chuáng hé yī gè zhāng shā fā chuáng 。wǒ yǒu hěn
duō péng yǒu kě yǐ cān guān de kōng jiān 。chú fáng pèi yǒu yī gè kǎo
xiāng ，yī tái bīng xiāng hé yī tái wēi bō lú 。wǒ kě yǐ liàn xí zuò fàn 。gōng
yù měi wǎn shōu fèi qī shí qī měi yuán ，dàn yǒu hěn duō hǎo píng 。wǒ rèn
wéi wèi zhì hé shè shī shì zuì hǎo de 。méi yǒu diàn shì ，dàn wǒ kě yǐ shǐ
yòng wú xiàn shàng wǎng 。
https://www.airbnb.cn/rooms/5116570
zhù hǎo!
[Alan’s Chinese name]

English
Translation

Father and mother:
Hello! (use the honorable “you” to greet)!
This summer I want to study Chinese in Shanghai. I found the best apartment
to live. It is a one-bedroom apartment. It has a bathroom. It also has a big bed.
It has a beautiful city view. The apartment doesn’t allow pets. Its one-bedroom
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apartment (The beginning should be written as 这套 [this set of]) has a
specially good bed (特的 should be written as 特别，meaning specially) and
a futon (一个张 should be written as 一个 or 一张 [one + measure word for
futon]). I have many friends who can visit my space. The kitchen is equipped
with an oven, a fridge and a microwave. I can practice cooking. The apartment
each night charges 77 US dollars, but has many good reviews. I think location
and facility are the best. There is no TV, but I can use wifi.
[the link to the apartment]
Best regards,
[Alan’s Chinese name]

In creating the field of his text, which is the description of the apartment, he started with
the layout and rooms using noun phrases prior to the presentation of the inside amenities and
furniture (see table 13).
Table 13.
Ideational resources in Alan’s first email
Ideational
room and 一室公寓 [yí shì gōng yù, one-bed apartment]
apartment- 卫生间 [wèi shēng jiān, bathroom]
related
厨房 [chú fáng, kitchen]
城市景观 [chéng shì jǐng guān, city view]
amenities
and
furniture

位置 [wèi zhì, location]
设施 [shè shī, amenities]
好床 [hǎo chuáng, good bed]
烤箱 [kǎo xiāng, oven]
沙发床 [shā fā chuáng, futon]
冰箱 [bīng xiāng, fridge]
微波炉 [wēi bō lú, microwave]
电视 [diàn shì, television]
无线上网 [wú xiàn shàng wǎng, wifi]
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Alan’s essay included ideational resources of various categories to depict a clearer picture
of the apartment with taxonomy of apartment and room types. Besides, more amenity-oriented
noun phrases were included in the apartment were provided in Alan’s composition, such as 位置
[wèi zhì, location], and 设施 [shè shī, amenities]. Alan’s text also adopted the attributes
regarding ideational resources to explain why this apartment might be an ideal pick. For
example, when presenting the fact that the apartment came with a view, Alan adopted 美丽的
[měi lì de, beautiful] to describe the view. Although he mentioned 公寓每晚收费七十七美元
[gōng yù měi wǎn shōu fèi qī shí qī měi yuán, the apartment every night charges 77 dollars], he
contrasted the relatively high price with 但是有很多好评 [dàn shì yǒu hěn duō hǎo píng, but it
has a lot of good reviews]. He flexibly combined the cost and good reviews with a contrasting
sentence, which shows his adept use of attributes to create a concrete and colorful description.
Regarding verb phrases to show process and circumstances, Alan employed a group of
nuanced verb acts (see table 14).
Table 14.
Process-oriented ideational resources in Alan’s first email
厨房配有一个烤箱
chú fáng pèi yǒu yí gè kǎo xiāng
The kitchen is equipped with an oven.
我可以使用无线上网
wǒ kě yǐ shǐ yòng wú xiàn shàng wǎng.
I can make use of wifi.

As shown in table 14, rather than merely composing, “厨房有一个烤箱” [chú fáng yǒu
yí gè kǎo xiāng, there is an oven in the kitchen] like most lower-level students would have
written, Alan wrote, “厨房配有一个烤箱 [chú fáng pèi yǒu yī gè kǎo xiāng, the kitchen
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is equipped with an oven] to emphasize the facility attached, which depicted a more vivid picture
for the reader. Another example appeared at the end of the email, 我可以使用无线上网 [wǒ kě
yǐ shǐ yòng wú xiàn shàng wǎng, I can make use of the wifi]. Here, Alan chose 使用 [shiyog,
make use of], which generally indexes a relatively formal context, rather than the informal 用
[yòng, use], or 有无线上网 [yǒu wú xiàn shàng wǎng, (it) has wifi].
In sum, Alan's first email indicated some degree of diversity of noun phrases and verb acts,
and the previous examples demonstrated Alan’s intention to changeably use various ideational
resources to create a more precise and informative field in his description.
Tenor-related resources that signaled Alan’s evaluative attitude or his social relations are
limited to two categories: 1) the modal verb 我可以 [wǒ kě yǐ, I can] in the presentation of the
potential amenities allowing cooking and using wifi; and 2) evaluative adjectives 我认为……是
最好的 [wǒ rèn wéi ……shì zuì hǎo de, I believe… are the best]. However, as an email describing
to parents what and why a specific apartment was selected, the interpersonal resources were only
limited to the above-mentioned two phrases. Similar to Joanna, greetings are restricted to 您好
[nín hǎo, hello (with the honorable you)] in the beginning and 祝好 [zhù hǎo, best regards] at the
end. Evidently, as interpersonal resources serve to signal writers’ familiarity and social relation
towards their readers, Alan’s first email lacked reader-oriented expressions and tenor-oriented
phrases (Troyan, 2016).
As for textual resources, two instances were found (see table 15), including 还 [hái, also]
and 但 [dàn, but].
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Table 15.
Textual resources used in Alan’s first email
他有一个卫生间。楼上还有一个大床
tā yǒu yí gè wèi shēng jiān 。lóu shàng hái yǒu yí gè dà chuáng.
It has a bathroom. Upstairs, there is also a big bed]
公寓每晚收费七十七美元，但有很多好评
gōng yù měi wǎn shōu fèi qī shí qī měi yuán ，dàn yǒu hěn duō hǎo píng.
The apartment each night charges 77 dollars, but it has a lot of good reviews.
In terms of textual resource in Alan’s first email, Alan employed 还 [hái, also] to introduce
the extra big bed upstairs after writing, “there is a bathroom," to indicate the additional furniture
of the apartment. Additionally, the other textual resource emerged at the end of the text. In the
last sentence, Alan wrote, "There is no TV, but I can use wifi." With the transitional device 但
[dan, but], Alan highlighted the contrast. As can be seen from Alan’s first email, his use of
connective devices was lacking.
However, analysis of the overall schema of Alan's first email indicated very little
preplanned organization in describing his selected apartment (see example 15).
Example 15.
Chinese

它是一间一室公寓。他有一个卫生间。楼上还有一张大床。它有一个
美丽的城市景观。公寓不准养宠物。

Pinyin

tā shì yì jiān yí shì gōng yù。tā yǒu yí gè wèi shēng jiān 。lóu shàng hái yǒu
yì zhāng dà chuáng 。tā yǒu yí gè měi lì de chéng shì jǐng guān 。gōng yù bú
zhǔn yǎng chǒng wù.

English
Translation

It is a one-bedroom apartment. It has a bathroom. It also has a big bed. It has
a beautiful city view. The apartment doesn’t allow pets.
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After she displayed the layout of the apartment with the ideational resources of 一室公寓
[yí shì gōng yù, one-bed apartment] and 卫生间 [wèi shēng jiān, bathroom], he jumped abruptly
to mentioning the big bed upstairs. Immediately afterward, he randomly wrote "它有一个美丽的
城市景观" [tā yǒu yí gè měi lì de chéng shì jǐng guān, It has a beautiful city view] with no reference
to what 它 [tā, it] pointed. Furthermore, there was no follow-up descriptions of the "beautiful city
view" regarding why he believed it so. Subsequently, he simplistically stated the fact that the
apartment banned pets with one short, abrupt, and stand-alone sentence, "公寓不准养宠物" [gōng
yù bú zhǔn yǎng chǒng wù, the apartment bans raising pets]. After all, the permitting of pets was
not mentioned in the prompt. His mentioning of pet regulation without any context seems strange.
Subsequent to the pet ban, he resumed writing about the rooms included in the apartment, namely
a bed and a futon, without any further evaluations or comments on the pet ban. Prominently, the
sequencing of the description followed a weak pattern of the layout of the interior or other
sequencing logic. Consequently, the whole text is unorganized with a lack of proper transitions,
which rendered the subtopics arranged randomly. The description of the apartment followed little
order with appropriate preplanning of the text. In other words, the internal sequencing/logic of his
email needs revising, and more proper textual resources need to be used to ensure natural
transitions between sentences to delineate the field of the text more clearly.

Alan’s Tenth Text
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Table 16.
Alan’s tenth email
Chinese
小张：
你好！你最近怎么样? 你好！我也希望你的家人的身体都好。
我能帮你，因为我觉得美国的环境是很大的问题。在我的家乡，我的
空气鲜多了，因为我家乡的人口很少，可是大城市，比如纽约，空气
不好。我觉得很多人的车用石油，可是有的人开电动车。我认为用太
阳能发电的房子非常有益于环境，可是现在太阳能有一点儿贵。
每个天，我尝试减少白色的污染，比如有的时候我去购物中心，我不
用一次性塑料袋，因为我带我的包。我常常叫外卖可是，我不常用一
次性餐具或 straws，因为他们非常不好于环境。我也经常回收，特别是
纸。
我觉得美国的政治有很多环境保护的规定，可是我觉得美国应该有更
严格规定。
环境保护跟每个人有关系，我们必须注意。我们应该随手关灯、减少
用水、回收。如果我们不练习环境保护的习惯，后果地球会不堪设
想。
我希望这有帮助。如果你有时间，你可以给我打电话。
你的同屋，
王朋
Pinyin

xiǎo zhāng ：
nǐ hǎo ！nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng ? nǐ hǎo ！wǒ yě xī wàng nǐ de jiā rén de shēn
tǐ dōu hǎo 。
wǒ néng bāng nǐ ，yīn wéi wǒ jiào dé měi guó de huán jìng shì hěn dà de wèn
tí 。zài wǒ de jiā xiāng ，wǒ de kōng qì xiān duō le ，yīn wéi wǒ jiā xiāng
de rén kǒu hěn shǎo ，kě shì dà chéng shì ，bǐ rú niǔ yuē ，kōng qì bú hǎo 。
wǒ jiào dé hěn duō rén de chē yòng shí yóu ，kě shì yǒu de rén kāi diàn dòng
chē 。wǒ rèn wéi yòng tài yáng néng fā diàn de fáng zǐ fēi cháng yǒu yì yú
huán jìng ，kě shì xiàn zài tài yáng néng yǒu yī diǎn ér guì 。
měi gè tiān ，wǒ cháng shì jiǎn shǎo bái sè de wū rǎn ，bǐ rú yǒu de shí hòu
wǒ qù gòu wù zhōng xīn ，wǒ bú yòng yī cì xìng sù liào dài ，yīn wéi wǒ dài
wǒ de bāo 。wǒ cháng cháng jiào wài mài kě shì ，wǒ bú cháng yòng yī cì
xìng cān jù huò straws，yīn wéi tā men fēi cháng bú hǎo yú huán jìng 。wǒ
yě jīng cháng huí shōu ，tè bié shì zhǐ 。
wǒ jiào dé měi guó de zhèng zhì yǒu hěn duō huán jìng bǎo hù de guī dìng ，
kě shì wǒ jiào dé měi guó yīng gāi yǒu gèng yán gé guī dìng 。
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huán jìng bǎo hù gēn měi gè rén yǒu guān xì ，wǒ men bì xū zhù yì 。wǒ
men yīng gāi suí shǒu guān dēng 、jiǎn shǎo yòng shuǐ 、huí shōu 。rú guǒ
wǒ men bú liàn xí huán jìng bǎo hù de xí guàn ，hòu guǒ dì qiú huì bú kān
shè xiǎng 。
wǒ xī wàng zhè yǒu bāng zhù 。rú guǒ nǐ yǒu shí jiān ，nǐ kě yǐ gěi wǒ dǎ
diàn huà 。
nǐ de tóng wū ，
wáng péng
English
Translation

Xiao zhang:
Hello! How are you recently? Hello! I also hope your family’s health are all
good.
I can help you, because I think America’s environment is a big issue. In my
hometown, my (it should be written as 我们的 [our]) air is much fresher,
because the population of my hometown is very small, but in big city, such as
New York, air is bad. I think many people’s cars use gap, but some people
drive electric cars. I think houses that generate power with solar energy are
very beneficial to environment, but now solar energy is a little expensive.
Every day (it should be written as 每天[everyday], the measure word (个) is
not needed), I try reducing plastic pollution, for example, sometimes I go to
shopping center, I do not use disposable plastic bags, because I bring my own
bad. I often get take-out but, I don’t often use disposable utensils or straws
(she used English word “straws” without using Chinese word), because they
are very bad for the environment. I also often recycle, especially paper.
I think America’s politics have many regulations about environmental
protection.
Environmental protection is related to everyone, we must pay attention. We
should turn off lights when applicable, reduce the use of water, recycle. If we
do not practice (should be 养 成 [to form]) the habit of environmental
protection, the consequence will be unimaginable.
I hope this is helpful. If you have time, you can call me.
Your roommate,
Wang Peng
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Table 16 shows Alan’s tenth and final email composition. In Alan’s latter email
composition, the ideational resources related to environment-related noun phrases was expanded
extensively. Rather than merely demonstrating the problems by adopting existential phrases to
describe the inanimate situation (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2013), Alan included multiple concrete
scenarios by alternating the verb acts and subjects to allow the situation to “come alive” (see
example 16).
Example 16.
Chinese
Pinyin

我觉得很多人的车用石油，可是有的人开电动车。
wǒ jiào de hěn duō rén de chē yòng shí yóu ，kě shì yǒu de rén kāi diàn dòng
chē.

English
Translation

I think many people's cars use gas, but some people drive electric cars.

Here, when explaining the air pollution issue, he offered supporting evidence of cars.
Notably, the first part of the sentence had 很多人的车 [hěn duō rén de chē, many people’s cars]
as the subject and 用 [yòng, to use] as the verb, but as an alternative, the second clause changed to
有的人 [yǒu de rén, some people] as the subject, and the predicate shifted to 开 [kāi, to drive].
Concerning verb phrases to indicate process, the second clause employed an animated verb “to
drive” to create a concrete scenario, in comparison with the first part used a personified verb “to
use” to refer to the cars that consume gas. Alan’s diversifying use of verb phrases to indicate
parallel meanings within the same sentence revealed his attempt to create a more colorful
description of the process.
Subsequently, in demonstrating the issue of plastic pollution, Alan broached the subject by
starting from the thesis statement (see example 17).
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Example 17.
Chinese

每个天，我尝试减少白色污染。

Pinyin

měi gè tiān ，wǒ cháng shì jiǎn shǎo bái sè wū rǎn.

English
Translation

Everyday, I try reducing plastic pollution.

In this example, Alan first incorporated the formal verb acts 减少 [jiǎn shǎo, to reduce] to
refer to his daily behavior in protecting the environment. Moreover, employing a different startegy
from his first email, where he simply listed the description of target with no explanation, here, he
followed up with the presentation of a concrete scenario with details to support his argument (see
example 18).
Example 18.
Chinese

比如有的时候我去购物中心，我不用一次性塑料袋，因为我带我的
包。

Pinyin

bǐ rú yǒu de shí hòu wǒ qù gòu wù zhōng xīn ，wǒ bú yòng yí cì xìng sù liào
dài ，yīn wéi wǒ dài wǒ de bāo.

English
Translation

For example, sometimes I go to shopping center, I do not use disposable
plastic bags, because I bring my bags.

The variety of verb phrases, ranging from 用 [yong, to reduce] to the more informal phrases
like 去 [qu, to go] and 带 [dai,to bring], and the inclusion of concrete examples, both contributed
to establishing the argument, further revealing Alan’s attempts to realize the sub-field of “plastic
pollution” in a logical and convincing sequence.
From the perspective of interpersonal resources, Alan constructed a closer relationship with
the potential reader with modal verbs and evaluative phrases (see table 17).
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Table 17.
Comparison of interpersonal resources in Alan’s first and tenth email
Interpersonal First email
Tenth email
Modal verbs 可以 [kě yǐ, can]
必须 [bì xū, must]
应该 [yīng gāi, should]
会 [huì, will]
可以 [kě yǐ, can]
Evaluative
phrase

认为…是最好的
rèn wéi …shì zuì hǎo de
think… is the best

觉得…是很大的问题
jué de …shì hěn dà de wèn tí
think… is a very big problem
觉得…有很多
jué dé …yǒu hěn duō
think…there are many
觉得…更严格
jué dé … gèng yán gé
think… stricter
认为…非常有益于
rèn wéi …fēi cháng yǒu yì yú
believe… very beneficial to…
希望 [xī wàng, hope]

The email started with the greetings 你好，你最近怎么样? [nǐ hǎo ，nǐ zuì jìn zěn me
yang?, Hello, how are you recently?]. Next, he followed up with a direct response to the email
prompt which mentioned the Covid-19 situation in America with an interpersonal verb 希望 [xī
wàng, to hope] (see example 19):
Example 19.
Chinese

我也希望你的家人的身体都好。

Pinyin

wǒ yě xī wàng nǐ de jiā rén de shēn tǐ dōu hǎo.

English
Translation

I also hope you’re your family’s health are good.
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Here, Alan adopted 希望 [xī wàng, to hope] to express his wish for the reader and his
family’s health. Similar to Joanna, he continued to include the modal verb 可以 [kě yǐ, can] to
grant permission and encourage future correspondence with, 如果你有时间，你可以给我打电
话 [rú guǒ nǐ yǒu shí jiān ，nǐ kě yǐ gěi wǒ dǎ diàn huà, if you have time, you can call me]. In
contrast with Alan’s first email, which presumably should include more greetings and invitations
for future correspondence since it was addressed to his parents, it is clear that Alan grew more
engaged in playing the authorial role, and he successfully made the relationship closer between
him and his reader.
In addition to the greeting, Alan expressed his evaluative attitudes with different modal
verbs concerning the extent to which individuals can contribute so that the environmental problems
could be alleviated. Example 20 shows Alan’s use of two modal verbs for two levels of obligations.
Example 20.
Chinese

环境保护跟每个人有关系，我们必须注意。我们应该随手关灯、减少
用水、回收。

Pinyin

huán jìng bǎo hù gēn měi gè rén yǒu guān xì ，wǒ men bì xū zhù yì 。wǒ
men yīng gāi suí shǒu guān dēng 、jiǎn shǎo yòng shuǐ 、huí shōu.

English
Translation

Environmental protection is related to everybody, we must pay attention. We
should turn off light whenever we can, reduce the use of water, and recycle.

To emphasize his strong opinion on how every individual should assume responsibility for
the current environmental situation, Alan used 必须 [bì xū, must], a modal verb indicating a highlevel obligation, to convey his point that everyone is obliged to pay great attention to this problem.
In comparison, 应该 [yīng gāi, should] points to a relatively lower level of obligation. Immediately
following the strong call for public participation, he continued to offer concrete example, such as
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关灯 [guān dēng, turn off light] to specify what exactly should be done in daily life. In this example,
he successfully achieved the communicative goal by using a less authoritative modal verb 应该
[yīng gāi, should] regarding his recommendations and advice. Thus, the diversified use of variedlevel modal verbs allowed Alan to clearly express his attitude to the extent to what things could be
done to solve the problem, and actively engage his reader as he led them through his thought
process.
Alan’s textual resources increased from two to five regarding conjunction phrases that
linked clauses and different themes compared to his first composition (see table 18).
Table 18.
Comparison of textual resources in Alan’s first and tenth email
Textual
First
Tenth
Cohesive
因为 [yīn wèi, because]
还 [hái, also]
device
可是 [kě shì, but]
但 [dàn, but]
如果 [rú guǒ, if]
比如 [bǐ rú, for instance]
特别是 [tè bié shì, especially]
There were two major shifts in Alan’s tenth and final email in comparison to his first one.
First, Alan adopted five different cohesive devices to connect clauses (e.g., 因为 [yīn wèi,
because]; 可是 [kě shì, but] and 如果 [rú guǒ, if]) depending on the semantic connections
between clauses. Furthermore, he also used prefacing cohesive devices 比如 [bǐ rú, for instance],
and 特别是 [tè bié shì, especially] prior to his presentation of supporting examples. These
connective resources allowed Alan to express his meaning more clearly and logically. Another
shift lies in the overall coherence regarding textual resources. As mentioned above, one
prominent textual-related issue that prevailed in Alan’s first email is punctuation. He overused
Chinese periods [。] in his previous text, which conformed more to the English convention
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where each sentence is generally separated regarding the end of clauses rather than themes. In
the current text, notably, Alan improved in his understanding and use of punctuation, which
complied to the Chinese conventions of separating clauses. One example lies in the paragraph
describing the issue of 白色污染 [bái sè wū rǎn, plastic pollution] (see example 21).
Example 21.
Chinese

每个天，我尝试减少白色的污染，比如有的时候我去购物中心，我不
用一次性塑料袋，因为我带我的包。

Pinyin

měi gè tiān ，wǒ cháng shì jiǎn shǎo bái sè de wū rǎn ，bǐ rú yǒu de shí hòu
wǒ qù gòu wù zhōng xīn ，wǒ bú yòng yí cì xìng sù liào dài ，yīn wéi wǒ
dài wǒ de bāo.

English
Translation

Every day, I try reducing plastic pollution, for example sometimes I go to
shopping center, I do not use disposable bags, because I bring my own bag.

Under the theme of reducing plastic pollution, Alan used commas rather than periods to
construct the subfield of what he did to alleviate the problem. Subsequent to the thesis statement,
每个天，我尝试减少白色的污染 [měi gè tiān, wǒ cháng shì jiǎn shǎo bái sè de wū rǎn, I try
reducing plastic pollution], Alan marked each clause with a comma, and inserted the connecting
device 比如 [bǐ rú, for example] to prelude a concrete example. Since the entire sentence serves
as a thematic whole, Alan successfully adopted commas combined with his use of connecting
devices to link thesis statement and supporting evidence.
To summarize, all three SFL resources, namely ideational, interpersonal, and textual,
improved in Alan's tenth composition. His interchangeable use of verb acts, more precise and
abundant employment of tenor-contributing modal verbs, and proper punctuation use holistically
contributed to his meaning-making endeavor in his tenth and final email composition.

Summary
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The SFL model helps us to understand how language works to make meaning in genrespecific texts (Troyan, 2016). As the previous SFL analysis stated, both Joanna and Alan made
improvement in the features of ideational, interpersonal and textual. For ideational resources, both
the range and amount saw an increase with greater diversity of noun phrases to highlight and
specify the content field of the emails. Regarding interpersonal resources, more modal verbs and
evaluative phrases appeared in their latter email productions. Concerning textual resources, in
comparison with zero and two connective devices, both Joanna and Alan used five different textual
resources respectively to make logical transitions between subtopics in their tenth and final
compositions, and Alan increasingly adopted proper punctuation convention to formulate complex
meanings and longer sentences. Thus, under the theoretical umbrella of SFL, the comparison of
the two emails reflected their evolving systematic use of language resources that are grounded in
specific social contexts.
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Chapter V
SOCIAL ASPECTS

With a social turn of viewing language development as a “process” rather than a “product”
(e.g., Atkinson, 2002), Bakhtin (1986) noted that “any utterance is a link in a very complexly
organized chain of other utterances” (p. 69); indicating that any text is connected to the past
convention of similar texts as well as an invitation to future responses. Thus, one way to examine
the situatedness of a text is by analyzing how a writer’s text is linked to previous text (from prompt
information) and how they engage their audience for future communication. Furthermore,
language socialization (LS) is commonly employed as a theoretical or methodological approach
that explains learners’ developing linguistic, cultural, and communicative competence as they
interact with more expert members in a community (Duff & Talmy, 2011). In this chapter, drawing
from data sources from all ten emails written by Joanna and Alan as well as the data from
individual interviews with them, I present the features relating to their writing process, mainly how
emerging writers engage their readers. According to Hyland (2008), voice is essentially the
interaction between readers and writers, two of the constitutive components of which are writeroriented stance and reader-oriented engagement. It is also argued that among the latter, both lexical
and discourse-level features contribute to the effects of engaging potential readers, namely, reader
pronouns, personal asides, references to shared knowledge, directives, and (rhetorical/audience
directed) questions (Hyland, 2008; Zhao, 2013). In this chapter, I focus mainly on the discourselevel feature of reference to shared knowledge and audience- directed questions. Then, as Duff &
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Doherty (2015) suggested, learners are not merely passively socialized into the target
community practice, but also exercise agency and utilize resources at their disposal to control,
direct, and even resist their socialization process. With this “agentive turn,” it is important to
examine how writers exert agency is intricately linked to their socialization process (Ahearn,
2001). Thus, through the interaction with written texts, or prompt emails, Joanna and Alan’s
emerging patterns of cultural and communicative repertoire in L2 Chinese are captured.

Voice: Reader-engagement
How these L2 emergent writers engage their readers in the written texts reveals their active
participation in playing the role of a writer in the target writing community (Zhao, 2013). In this
section, two reader-oriented features are analyzed for Joanna and Alan’s emails, namely 1)
reference to shared knowledge; and 2) audience-directed questions, which reflect how Joanna and
Alan engaged their audience.

Voice: Joanna and Alan's reference to shared knowledge
Joanna’s reference to shared knowledge. In this section, I present Joanna’s reference to
shared knowledge as constitutive evidence of her efforts to actively engage her readers. In table
19, I show the quotes that referred to shared knowledge with her reader. In particular, I display the
discourse-level features found in her emails that refer to her shared knowledge with the reader so
that Joanna’s reader-engagement dynamics can be revealed.
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Table 19
Joanna’s features on reference to shared knowledge
Task Reference to shared knowledge
1.
None
2.
我懂你的问题。
wǒ dǒng nǐ de wèn tí
I understand your question.
3.
None
4.
None
5.
昨天在网上我看了你的广告，觉的这个广告会让你有意思也是一个很好的机
会。
zuó tiān zài wǎng shàng wǒ kàn le nǐ de guǎng gào ，jiào de zhè gè guǎng gào huì
ràng nǐ yǒu yì sī yě shì yí gè hěn hǎo de jī huì.
Yesterday online I saw your ad, thinking this ad will make you very interested also is
a very good opportunity.
6.
我看到学生每日作息时间表。
wǒ kàn dào xué shēng měi rì zuò xī shí jiān biǎo.
I saw students’ everyday schedule.

7.

8.

9.

你的学生还很小，应该给他们很快乐得童年。
nǐ de xué shēng hái hěn xiǎo ，yīng gāi gěi tā men hěn kuài lè dé tóng nián.
Your students are very young, (you) should give them very happy childhood
虽然哈尔滨的冬天很冷，但是我们都喜欢冷的天气，所以没问题。
suī rán hā ěr bīn de dōng tiān hěn lěng ，dàn shì wǒ men dōu xǐ huān lěng de tiān
qì ，suǒ yǐ méi wèn tí.
Although Harbin is cold in winter, but we both like cold weather, so no problem.
我本来想回家跟你一起过春节，可是我有很多功课，没办法，我只好用这封
电子邮件告诉你恭喜发财！
wǒ běn lái xiǎng huí jiā gēn nǐ yì qǐ guò chūn jiē ，kě shì wǒ yǒu hěn duō gōng kè ，
méi bàn fǎ ，wǒ zhī hǎo yòng zhè fēng diàn zǐ yóu jiàn gào sù nǐ gōng xǐ fā cái!
I had planned to go home with you to celebrate Chinese New Year, but I have a lot of
homework, so I can only (without an alternative) tell you to have a good fortune via
this email.
我刚刚看到了你的信，春节快乐！
wǒ gāng gāng kàn dào le nǐ de xìn ，chūn jié kuài lè!
I just saw your letter, happy Chinese New Year!
我记得那家学校旁边的小吃店，有最好吃的包子！那个地方的确盖了一个商
场吗？虽然变化让一座城市一点陌生，但是变化可以让一座城市更好，也可
以给很多人一个工作。
wǒ jì dé nà jiā xué xiào páng biān de xiǎo chī diàn ，yǒu zuì hǎo chī de bāo zǐ ！nà
gè dì fāng dí què gài le yí gè shāng chǎng ma ？suī rán biàn huà ràng yí zuò chéng
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shì yì diǎn mò shēng ，dàn shì biàn huà kě yǐ ràng yí zuò chéng shì gèng hǎo ，yě kě
yǐ gěi hěn duō rén yí gè gōng zuò.
I remember that snack shop next to the school, they have the best buns! Although
change can make a city strange [note: The view that changes makes a city feel strange
was raised in the prompt email.], but also provide any people a job.
如果暑假的时候我可以去英国，我会告诉你。
rú guǒ shǔ jiǎ de shí hòu wǒ kě yǐ qù yīng guó ，wǒ huì gào sù nǐ.
If I can go to Britain during summer break [note: The reader invited the writer to
Britain to visit in the prompt email.], I will tell you.
10.

新冠肺炎很严重，希望你和你的家人都还健康。
xīn guàn fèi yán hěn yán zhòng ，xī wàng nǐ hé nǐ de jiā rén dōu hái jiàn kāng.
Covid-19 is very severe, (I) hope you and your family are still healthy.
我刚刚看到了你的电子邮件，可以帮你了解美国的环境问题。
wǒ gāng gāng kàn dào le nǐ de diàn zǐ yóu jiàn ，kě yǐ bāng nǐ le jiě měi guó de huán
jìng wèn tí .
I just saw your email, (I) can help you understand America’s environmental issue.
中国的环境问题和美国的有一些一样的方面，比如说叫外卖都用一次性餐
具。
zhōng guó de huán jìng wèn tí hé měi guó de yǒu yì xiē yí yàng de fāng miàn ，bǐ rú
shuō jiào wài mài dōu yòng yí cì xìng cān jù.
China and America have some similar environmental issues, for example, bot use
take-out disposable utensils.
我希望我的回答帮你了解美国的环境问题。如果你想起来别的问题，你可以
问我!
wǒ xī wàng wǒ de huí dá bāng nǐ le jiě měi guó de huán jìng wèn tí 。rú guǒ nǐ xiǎng
qǐ lái bié de wèn tí ，nǐ kě yǐ wèn wǒ!
I hope my answers help you understand America’s environmental issues. If you think
of other questions, you can ask me!
Task #2 is a correspondence letter writing to Gao Wenzhong to address his questions on a

fitness suggestion. As shown in Joanna’s table, she started to refer to shared knowledge in task #2,
where she confirmed her understanding of the concern raised in the prompt email that the
imaginary student Gao Wenzhong wanted to obtain advice on a fitness plan. However, in task #1,
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#3, and #4, no reference to shared knowledge was detected; while starting from task #5, Joanna
again referred back to the email prompt to engage her readers, showing her accumulating
understanding of the writing context and her involvement in the writing task. Later, in task #7
which is an email address to her friend informing the friend of the travel plan, she explicitly
explained the reason for planning the travel route to a chilly northeastern city of Harbin. To justify
the choice of destination, she offered the rationale (example 22):
Example 22.
Chinese

但是我们都喜欢冷的天气，所以没问题。

Pinyin

dàn shì wǒ men dōu xǐ huān lěng de tiān qì ，suǒ yǐ méi wèn tí.

English
Translation

But we both like cold weather, so it should not be an issue.

This added detail to her imaginary reader, who Joanna claimed to be in favor of cold
weather, helped to justify her itinerary, and demonstrated Joanna’s intention to actively perform
the function of this task, “informing a travel plan.” In other words, the inclusion of the detail
allowed the plan to be more validated to her reader so that the “friend” could understand why
Joanna chose a chilly place like Harbin as one of their travel destinations. This active involvement
allowed Joanna to create a more friendly and engaging environment in that Joanna took into
account the reader’s “made-up” idiosyncrasy in the travel plan.
Another example appeared in email #9, which is a reaction email to a Chinese friend,
reminiscing about the changes in the city of Nanjing, where both Joanna and her friend had shared
memories. In the initiation email, the Chinese friend wrote,
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Example 23.
Chinese

还记得我们以前去的那家学校旁边的小吃店吗？他们卖包子的？那条
街已经没有了，现在改了一个商场，里面有各种快餐店、咖啡馆什么
的。

Pinyin

hái jì dé wǒ men yǐ qián qù de nà jiā xué xiào páng biān de xiǎo chī diàn ma ？
tā men mài bāo zǐ de ？nà tiáo jiē yǐ jīng méi yǒu le ，xiàn zài gǎi le yí gè
shāng chǎng ，lǐ miàn yǒu gè zhǒng kuài cān diàn 、kā fēi guǎn shí me de.

English
Translation

[Do you] still remember our frequently visited snack shop that is next to the
school? They sold Chinese buns? That street was gone. Now a new shopping
center has been built, and there are all kinds of fast-food restaurant, coffee
shops, etc.

Here, the friend was preluding the core issue he intended to present immediately afterwards,
which featured the disappearance of the snack shop and the radical change of the city that they
both bore memories of. In the response email, Joanna first acknowledged the memory of that snack
shop, then wrote evaluatively,
Example 24.
Chinese

我记得那家学校旁边的小吃店，有最好吃的包子！那个地方的确盖了
一个商场吗？

Pinyin

wǒ jì dé nà jiā xué xiào páng biān de xiǎo chī diàn ，yǒu zuì hǎo chī de bāo
zi ！nà gè dì fāng dí què gài le yí gè shāng chǎng ma?

English
Translation

I remember the snack shop next to the school, (it) had the most delicious buns!
That place indeed has a new shopping mall?

First confirming her remembrance of the old snack shop, Joanna additionally offered an
evaluation 有最好吃的包子 [yǒu zuì hǎo chī de bāo zi, (it) had the most delicious buns!] with an
exclamation mark about a fabricated bun shop. During her interview, when questioned why she
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added this sentence to excitedly comment on the “imaginary bun shop,” Joanna responded in
English,
Sometimes people just wanna feel, wanna complain about stuff and want someone
to listen to it. So, I just kind of went along with it to say like oh I hear you, like my
hometown was also had some changes but some positive stuff can come out of it.
So, I think that was my main reason for going along with. It was to show him like,
hey yeah, this happened. But some good can come out of something that you don't
really think it's that great to begin with.
From her interview accounts, Joanna’s intent was to resonate with the reminiscing tone of
her reader’s initiation email to show that she could relate to the reader’s view and feeling. She
understood that the friend was trying to express her complaints and sadness over the disappeared
snack shop, and she played the role as an understanding friend in validating her shared memory
with the friend by saying：
Example 25.
Chinese

我记得那家学校旁边的小吃店，有最好吃的包子!

Pinyin

wǒ jì dé nà jiā xué xiào páng biān de xiǎo chī diàn ，yǒu zuì hǎo chī de bāo
zi!

English
Translation

I remember that snack shop next to the school, (it) had the most delicious buns!

Joanna’s narration during the interview is significant in that she was fully aware the
emotional support she was giving by “going along” with the friend’s reminiscing of the bun shop.
She actively displayed her understanding and confirming the feelings of her reader, ensuring to
write in a way that reflected empathy, “Oh, I know how you feel.” Evidently, in task #9, Joanna
already developed an explicit presence of a reader-engaged writer in her writing, and actively
related to her reader with her showing of empathy towards the reader’s sentiments.
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Next, in response to her friend’s feeling sentimental towards the change of Nanjing, she
wrote,
Example 26.
Chinese

我觉得南京的变化不是坏事。几年我的家乡的变化也很大，可是我觉
得变是一个好事。虽然变化让一座城市一点陌生，但是变化可以让一
座城市更好，也可以给很多人一个工作。因为我的家乡刚刚盖了一个
购物中心，所以更多人有打工，挣钱什么的。

Pinyin

wǒ jiào dé nán jīng de biàn huà bú shì huài shì 。jǐ nián wǒ de jiā xiāng de
biàn huà yě hěn dà ，kě shì wǒ jiào dé biàn shì yí gè hǎo shì 。suī rán biàn
huà ràng yí zuò chéng shì yì diǎn mò shēng ，dàn shì biàn huà kě yǐ ràng yí
zuò chéng shì gèng hǎo ，yě kě yǐ gěi hěn duō rén yí gè gōng zuò 。yīn wéi
wǒ de jiā xiāng gāng gāng gài le yí gè gòu wù zhōng xīn ，suǒ yǐ gèng duō
rén yǒu dǎ gōng ，zhèng qián shí me de.

English
Translation

I think the changes in Nanjing are not a bad thing. A few years ago, my
hometown also changed greatly, but I think changes are a good thing.
Although changes make a city seem strange, but changes can make a city
become better, also can offer many people jobs. Because my hometown just
built a shopping center, so more people have part-time jobs, making money,
something like that.

She first expressed her comparatively positive views based on practical considerations on
the issue of changes of a city, which to some extent opposed what her reader believed.
Nevertheless, she immediately related and acknowledged the sentiment and viewpoint that 虽然
变化让一座城市一点陌生 [suī rán biàn huà ràng yí zuò chéng shì yì diǎn mò shēng, although
change makes a city seem somewhat strange] conveyed by her "friend." Here, she deployed a
contrastive sentence to convey that despite the strangeness of city changes, changes can make a
city become better, also can offer many people jobs. this sentence clearly presented her views
concerning the argument, which countered what her reader believed, and her initial confirmation
of the argument that changes make a city seem strange validated the friend’s feeling. Thus, the
initial confirmation of her reader’s views and feelings served as a natural transition as it rendered
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her opposition less harsh and abrupt. Notably, Joanna becomes more adept at argument-making in
that she could clearly state her opposition views while still taking into consideration of her reader’s
feelings. This relatedness towards the friend’s sentiments is a crucial indication of her effort in
aligning with the reader, regardless of her opposing opinion.
In the tenth and final email, Joanna began with the wish for the roommate and his family’s
health during pandemic outbreak in both China and the U.S. The engaging effect of this greeting
is significant in that it directly responded to the friend’s concern over something they both shared
(the pandemic), but more remarkably, Joanna included the friend's family members in the greeting.
Joanna’s efforts in engaging her reader with mentioning COVID-19-related greetings can also be
seen from her interview data. When asked why she started with talking about the pandemic, and
greetings to both her reader and related family members, Joanna responded,
I just came up with that <pause> because I was trying to pull something in like
<pause> from the current situation as though I was actually like addressing a friend
at that time. Because I think that was like, right when things were getting serious
with COVID, so I just tried to show concern for my friend and then answer the
question, and talk to them about whatever.
As noted in her accounts, she was picturing the addressee of her email as a “real friend,”
and actively displaying her concern for the reader. With the shared experience of the pandemic
outbreak, Joanna’s attempts to engage her readers is evident in the email by intentionally paying
attention to the friend’s situation and showing care. In this excerpt, Joanna’s concern over the
friend’s wellbeing successfully signaled a close and cordial relationship who lived thousands of
miles away, and allowed her further engage the reader.
Additionally, in the tenth and final email, she further engaged the reader by her frequent
reference to the relevant information from prompt emails. For instance, when displaying the
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phenomenon of prevailing use of disposable utensils in the U.S., she echoed it with the practice in
China from the prompt email. She put,
Example 27.
Chinese

中国的环境问题和美国的有一些一样的方面。

Pinyin

zhōng guó de huán jìng wèn tí hé měi guó de yǒu yì xiē yí yàng de fāng miàn.

English
Translation

China and America share similar aspects in terms of environmental issues.

In this example, Joanna preluded her discussion on the American practice with the Chinese
counterpart from the prompt email. Notably, although this reaction email original was addressing
the environmental issues in the U.S., Joanna brought up China’s situation, so it referred back to
the information given in the initiation email. Thus, Joanna successfully guided her reader to better
comprehend the situation in the U.S. by making comparison to the reader’s home country.
In summary, the above text excerpts revealed Joanna’s efforts to engage her audience by
referring to the previously-mentioned and “made-up” shared knowledge that included her reader
in the writing.
Alan’s reference to shared knowledge. In table 20, Alan’s employment of reader
engagement features is quoted with English translation in his ten email compositions.
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Table 20
Alan’s features on reference to shared knowledge
Task Reference to shared knowledge
1.
None
2.

None

3.

None

4.

我知道住在校内比住在校外便宜，可是我喜欢住在小微的自由。
wǒ zhī dào zhù zài xiào nèi bǐ zhù zài xiào wài biàn yí ，kě shì wǒ xǐ huān zhù zài
xiǎo wēi de zì yóu.
I know living on campus is cheaper than off campus, but I like the freedom of living
off campus [typo of 小微 xiao wei, should be written as 校外 xiao wai].
我可以实习期少于三个月。我对新媒体很熟悉和网络语言。我可以在社交媒
体上帮助推广公司。我也可以写微博和操作微信。我熟悉角色知识并对媒体
感兴趣。
wǒ kě yǐ shí xí qī shǎo yú sān gè yuè 。wǒ duì xīn méi tǐ hěn shú xī hé wǎng luò yǔ
yán 。wǒ kě yǐ zài shè jiāo méi tǐ shàng bāng zhù tuī guǎng gōng sī 。wǒ yě kě yǐ xiě
wēi bó hé cāo zuò wēi xìn 。wǒ shú xī jiǎo sè zhī shí bìng duì méi tǐ gǎn xìng qù.
I can intern less than 3 months [should be no less than 3 months]. I am very familiar
with new media and Internet language. I can promote the company on social media. I
am familiar role knowledge and interested in media.
我认为这个时间表满满的, 时间表太详细了，所以我反对这个小学的时间表。
wǒ rèn wéi zhè gè shí jiān biǎo mǎn mǎn de , shí jiān biǎo tài xiáng xì le ，suǒ yǐ wǒ
fǎn duì zhè gè xiǎo xué de shí jiān biǎo.
I think this schedule is very full, too detailed, so I am against the schedule of this
elementary school.
每个孩子都是一个有自己爱好和兴趣的人。
měi gè hái zǐ dōu shì yī gè yǒu zì jǐ ài hǎo hé xìng qù de rén.
Every child is a human being who has his/her own hobby and interest.
我知道你喜欢辛辣的食物，所以我们下次去四川省。
wǒ zhī dào nǐ xǐ huān xīn là de shí wù ，suǒ yǐ wǒ men xià cì qù sì chuān shěng.
I know you like spicy food, so we can go to Sichuan Province next time.

5.

6.

7.

8.

我打算看到的最后一个地方是哈尔滨的冰灯，天气会很冷, 所以不要忘记你的
外套。
wǒ dǎ suàn kàn dào de zuì hòu yí gè dì fāng shì hā ěr bīn de bīng dēng ，tiān qì huì
hěn lěng , suǒ yǐ bú yào wàng jì nǐ de wài tào.
The last place I plan to see is the ice town in Harbin. The weather will be cold, so
don’t forget your coat.
新年快乐!
xīn nián kuài lè!
Happy New Year!
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农历新年快到了。
nóng lì xīn nián kuài dào le.
Chinese Lunar New Year is coming.
我希望你的除夕很好玩。
wǒ xī wàng nǐ de chú xī hěn hǎo wán.
I hope your Chinese New Year Eve is very fun.
9.
我从来没去过英国，可是我希望有一天能去。
wǒ cóng lái méi qù guò yīng guó ，kě shì wǒ xī wàng yǒu yì tiān néng qù.
I have never been to Britain, but I hope one day I can go.
我好几年没去过南京了。虽然我清楚地记得小吃店。
wǒ hǎo jǐ nián méi qù guò nán jīng le 。suī rán wǒ qīng chǔ dì jì dé xiǎo chī diàn.
I haven’t been to Nanjing for several years. Although I clearly remember the snack
shop.
我认为南京越来越大是很好的，但是我在南京时候会错过了去小吃店。
wǒ rèn wéi nán jīng yuè lái yuè dà shì hěn hǎo de ，dàn shì wǒ zài nán jīng shí hòu
huì cuò guò le qù xiǎo chī diàn.
I think it is very good that Nanjing is bigger and bigger, but (when) I am in Nanjing I
will miss [cuo guo (fail to reach, notice) should be xiang nian (think about something
that are not with you)] going to the snack shop.

10.

如果你来美国，我可以成为你的导游。
rú guǒ nǐ lái měi guó ，wǒ kě yǐ chéng wéi nǐ de dǎo yóu.
If you come to America, I can become your tour guide.
我也希望你的家人的身体都好。
wǒ yě xī wàng nǐ de jiā rén de shēn tǐ dōu hǎo.
I also hope your family’s health is all good.
我希望这有帮助。
wǒ xī wàng zhè yǒu bāng zhù.
I hope this has help.
你的同屋，
王朋
nǐ de tóng wū ，
wáng péng
Your roommate,
Wang Peng
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Similar to Joanna, Alan’s email tasks also incrementally reflected emergence on features
pertaining to the reference to shared knowledge. Reference to prompts or shared knowledge for
task #1, #2, and #3 was not found from Alan’s email production. However, although no evidence
was found that explicitly referred to shared knowledge in task #3, there was one incident where
his intention was to engage his reader. Task #3 features an email to his Chinese friend Gao
Wenzhong to inform him of their travel plan in China. Alan started his email by writing,
Example 28.
Chinese

高文中：你好！我们一起看去我的朋友。他住在深圳，所以它当我们
的导游。

Pinyin

gāo wén zhōng ：nǐ hǎo ！wǒ men yì qǐ kàn qù wǒ de péng yǒu 。tā zhù zài
shēn zhèn ，suǒ yǐ tā dāng wǒ men de dǎo yóu.

English
Translation

Wenzhong Gao: Hello! We will see our friends together. He lives in Shenzhen,
so he [it should be written as 他 (male he)] will be our tour guide.

When asked whether this “friend” in Shen Zhen was real, Alan responded in his interview,
No, this was just like, I mean, I did this for the assignment. Because you said we
were travelling, cuz I knew about Shenzhen since I’ve been to Shenzhen. I chose
there. But now that when I was looking over (his emails) the other day, I thought
the beginning like when I said that we are gonna go visit a friend, a friend lived in
Shenzhen. ……so that we have a reason to go to that city, I guess.
As can be seen from Alan’s account, he deliberately made up this friend and selected a city
that he had visited to give “a reason to go to that city.” In this excerpt, Alan’s efforts to justify his
trip plan and to lay out the rationale for his planning in the very beginning of the email reflected
his active engagement with the reader, leading his audience to follow his thoughts without leaving
the reader feeling unjustified or random.
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Alan did not refer to the information from the prompt email until task #4 to inform the
teacher of his choice on off-campus living by using the transitional device 可是 [keshi, but]. Here,
in response to Teacher Wang’s advocate for choosing the new on-campus housing, Alan first
acknowledged that living on campus is cheaper, since the price of on-campus housing was
mentioned in the prompt email, which was lower than the one Alan selected. Interestingly, he
immediately directed the audience’s attention to the next clause starting with the contrasting device
可是 [keshi, but], where he explained and emphasized the more important reason why he still
preferred off-campus living to what the school offered. He wrote in the following example:
Example 29.
Chinese

可是我喜欢住在小微的自由。

Pinyin

kě shì wǒ xǐ huān zhù zài xiǎo wēi de zì yóu.

English
Translation

But I like the freedom of living off campus [typo of 小微 xiao wei, should be
written as 稍微 shao wei].

In this case, Alan successfully engaged the reader, first confirming his knowledge of the
offered opportunity of on-campus dormitory, while later transitioning to argue what mattered more
to him in the choice of housing, namely the freedom of living off-campus. Here, Alan actively
guided his reader to his final decision by contrasting with what had been mentioned in the prompt
email. The interview with Alan further confirms his intentional engagement with the reader while
expressing his assertive views on the choice of on-campus versus off-campus living. First, I asked
Alan if he was aware of the tone and intention of the initiation email, specifically what Wang
laoshi, the dormitory teacher intended convey, he replied,
[the email] says about the amenities, the convenience, the safety, and stuff like that.
No, I knew the email was trying to convince, I still said no. I even said like it would
cost more to live off campus. Cuz I can live with friends, it was convenient, and the
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shops, and like the two bedrooms, umm, yeah, really. I think I just have a preference
towards living off campus anyways. I just kinda went against the email.
Reflected by his interview response, he admitted the reality that living off campus costs
more, which was an advantage, but he would still prefer the benefits of living off-campus. Thus,
Alan’s acknowledgement of Teacher Wang’s “trying to convince” first led him to highlight the
“advantage” of the on-campus living, which served as a pathway to engage his reader first before
proposing his real thought.
In task #5, writing a response job application letter, the purpose of the letter features
promoting the candidate’s suitability to the required qualifications stated on the job ad. Alan
organically combined what he excelled at (e.g., promoting the company, writing on Chinese social
media) and the expectations on the job ad, allowing him to achieve the functional goals of a job
application.
Furthermore, in task #7, like Joanna, Alan also “fabricated” the fact by inserting the
following example:
Example 30.
Chinese

我知道你喜欢辛辣的食物，所以我们下次去四川省。

Pinyin

wǒ zhī dào nǐ xǐ huān xīn là de shí wù ，suǒ yǐ wǒ men xià cì qù sì chuān
shěng.

English
Translation

I know you like spicy food, so we can go to Sichuan Province next time.

By bringing up his reader’s preference, Alan rationalized the plan to Sichuan Province,
which is famous for its spicy cuisine. To understand Alan’s thinking process during the composing
stage, I asked him why he planned such a trip to Sichuan Province and the reason why he “made
up” the detail, he interestingly reported:
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Alan: I was planning a trip for her. I was like writing as in I had known her before.
So, I wanted, like, to make her trip, you know, fun and like memorable. I do
remember when I wrote this, yeah, I put a lot of places on this. I think like in reality
though, there's no way you can visit everything I listed off there in 10 days. Just
kind of excited, like, this is like really interesting you know, being able to show,
like, this friend, like China, and like wanted them to be able to have like a full like
experience.
Me: So, you want to give them a great experience within China, so you made up
those kind of details about this Kuntara person?
Alan: Yes, part of it, like, so they don't have a reason I think, like, that you like
spicy food so like we're going to Sichuan.
Me: So, is that a way to engage your readers so that it makes sense?
Alan: Versus like just listing off a bunch of different places.
Based on Alan’s self-report, rather than randomly listing off places, he was actively
thinking of a justified reason before presenting his plan to Sichuan Province, so that it helped his
reader to clearly understand why this place was picked. This incidence of reader engagement is
significant, as Alan discontinued his passive response to the prompt and writing requirement in his
previous compositions (Troyan, 2016). Instead, he became “just kind of excited” to actively play
his role as the writer while engaging his potential audience in his planning. Such efforts suggest
that even without an email prompt in task #7, Alan bore his reader in mind at the composing stage
and attempted to justify the details through the consideration of the potential reader’s preferences.
Moreover, to ensure his friend Kuntara having a “full experience” in China, Alan even “forgot”
the fact that the places he planned might be too overwhelming for the limited days allowed for this
trip. Thus, Alan’s interview account clearly signals his immersion in his writer role as well as the
intention for reader engagement.
Alan employed the most frequent references to the shared knowledge in task #9 compared
to his other compositions. In the greetings that appeared at the beginning of his email, Alan replied
to the reader’s invitation to visit Britain by writing that he has never been before. This statement
further demonstrates his effort to engage the reader, and more significantly, to place himself in the
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reader-writer relationship by referring to his own situation. Next, when it comes to the discussion
about the shared memory of the “snack shop,” Alan actively involved his nostalgic reminiscence
in responding that “although I haven’t been to Nanjing for several years, but I clearly remembered
the snack shop.” The added adverbial phrase qing chu de [clearly] reflected his intention to pull
his reader closer as they shared the same fond memories with the disappeared snack shop.
Another example lies in the conveyance of his opinion on the ever-expanding city of
Nanjing. As the friend Wang Le recalled his shared memory of the “snack shop” in Nanjing with
the writer in his initiation email, Wang Le expressed a sentiment of reminiscence, sadness and
missing towards the rapid changes in the city. To respond to such feeling, Alan wrote,
Example 31.
Chinese

我好几年没去过南京了。虽然我清楚地记得小吃店。我认为南京越来
越大是很好的，但是我在南京时候会错过了去小吃店。

Pinyin

wǒ hǎo jǐ nián méi qù guò nán jīng le 。suī rán wǒ qīng chǔ dì jì dé xiǎo chī
diàn 。wǒ rèn wéi nán jīng yuè lái yuè dà shì hěn hǎo de ，dàn shì wǒ zài nán
jīng shí hòu huì cuò guò le qù xiǎo chī diàn.

English
Translation

I haven’t been to Nanjing for several years. Although I clearly remember the
snack shop.I think it is very good that Nanjing is bigger and bigger, but (when)
I am in Nanjing I will miss [cuo guo (fail to reach, notice) should be xiang
nian (think about something that are not with you anymore)] going to the snack
shop.

As shown in example 31, immediately following his relatively positive attitudes on the
expansion, he once again exhibited his “missing” of the closed snack shop, which signals Alan’s
emotional engagement with the reader. This is also confirmed in his interview response. When
asked why he mentioned that he “clearly” remembered and would miss the snack shop in Nanjing,
he reported,
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Alan: Because I mean I was getting the sense that like you know they're kind of sad
about like restaurants stuff and I'm just like you like you know. Try to reassure him
it'll be okay.
Me: Are you trying to empathize with them?
Alan: a little bit.
From this interview excerpt, Alan was actively playing the role as a compassionate friend
who shared memories of Nanjing with the reader. More importantly, he was increasingly involved
in the writing task in that he not only addressed the reader’s issues but engaged and related
emotionally with his reader. For both of the initiation emails (task #4 and #9), Alan’s engagement
with the task and his reader, especially emotional, witnessed a significant increase in task #9 (from
one instance to four). This growing emotional engagement helped him establish a stronger
connection with intended readers. Therefore, it is evident that Alan gradually developed a deeper
relationship with his readers by referring to their shared memory and remembered experience.

Voice: Joanna and Alan's audience-directed Questions
As a component of voice representation, reader engagement is key to interact with a
writer’s potential audience (Hyland, 2008). Audience-directed questions in texts help to directly
address to the potential reader, encourage dialogic involvement, showing interest and invite further
response (Hyland, 2008). Thus, in this section, Joanna and Alan’s quotes on proposing audiencedirected questions are shown and analyzed from to reveal their further engagement with their
readers. The following tables (table 21 & 22) quote and translate Joanna and Alan’s use of
audience- directed questions in their email productions.
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Table 21
Joanna’s features on audience-directed questions
Task
Audience-directed questions
1.

None

2.

None

3.

4.

我们一起打算去上海旅行，对不对？
wǒ men yì qǐ dǎ suàn qù shàng hǎi lǚ xíng，duì bú duì?
We plan to go travelling in Shanghai, correct?
None

5.

None

6.

None

7.

你今天怎么样？
nǐ jīn tiān zěn me yàng?
How are you today?

8.

9.

今年我们打算路行去中国，对不对？
jīn nián wǒ men dǎ suàn lù xíng qù zhōng guó ，duì bú duì?
This year we plan to travel [typo: lu should be lv] to China, right?
好久不见！你最近怎么样？
hǎo jiǔ bú jiàn ！nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng?
Long time no see! How are you recently?
你最近怎么样？
nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng?
How are you recently?

那个地方的确盖了一个商场吗？
nà gè dì fāng dí què gài le yí gè shāng chǎng ma?
That place indeed built a new mall?
10. 你好啊。你最近怎么样？
nǐ hǎo a. nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng?
Hello ah [sentence end particle to express excitement and
enthusiasm]. How are you recently?
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Table 22
Alan’s features on audience-directed questions
Task
Audience-directed questions
1.
2.
3.

None
None
None

4.
5.
6.

None
None
None

7.

你好！你今天过得怎么样?
nǐ hǎo ！nǐ jīn tiān guò dé zěn me yàng?
Hello! How have you been today?
下个月我想旅行去中国，你也想跟我一起去吗？
xià gè yuè wǒ xiǎng lǚ háng qù zhōng guó ，nǐ yě xiǎng gēn wǒ yì qǐ
qù ma?
Next month I want to travel to China, do you want to go with me?
您还有兴趣和我一起旅行吗？
nín hái yǒu xìng qù hé wǒ yì qǐ lǚ háng ma?
Do you still have interest in travelling with me?
你有什么其他的建议？
nǐ yǒu shí me qí tā de jiàn yì?
Do you have other suggestions?

8.

9.

10.

你今天过得怎么样? 你的假期假期怎么样?
nǐ jīn tiān guò dé zěn me yàng ? nǐ de jiǎ qī jiǎ qī zěn me yàng?
How have you been today? How is your vacation [vacation typed
twice]?
农历新年快到了，你有这么计划吗？
nóng lì xīn nián kuài dào le ，nǐ yǒu zhè me jì huá ma?
Chinese Lunar New Year is coming, do you have any [zhe me(so)should
be shen me (any)] plan?
好久不见！你今天过得怎么样?
hǎo jiǔ bú jiàn ！nǐ jīn tiān guò dé zěn me yàng?
Long time no see! How have you been today?
你好！你最近怎么样?
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nǐ hǎo ！nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng?
Hello! How are you recently?

As can be seen from the tables 21 and 22, the coding of audience-directed questions of
Alan and Joanna yields similar results regarding the location and formats of questions within texts,
which featured greeting-oriented questions that appeared mostly in the beginning of the emails.
Interestingly, basic question-based greeting such as, “how are you today?” for both writers did not
emerge until task #7, an email to inform a friend of travel plans during spring break. Prior to task
#7, the greetings in their emails mostly were a basic “hello.” This feature of question-based
greeting was also found in the following tasks from #8 to #10. In Joanna’s interview questions on
the increased greetings beginning in task #7, she said,
I think at that point I kind of realized like oh I'm supposed to like… have some sort
of like, to show that I genuinely care about that person in a greeting before I address
what we're actually talking about.
Here, Joanna explained her intent to appear she “genuinely cares about” her addressee who
would read her emails. The word “genuinely” is significant as it reveals Joanna’s active
involvement in shaping a good reader-writer relationship and engaging her reader. Similarly, when
asked why he started with mostly “hello” but changed abruptly in task #7, Alan admitted that part
of the reason is when we went over students’ emails in class, he saw how diversified other writers’
greetings were. But more importantly, he put,
[Previously], I thought hello was good enough. Now I look at the latter ones I asked
like, how are you doing? I hope you have good health. I think one I asked how their
holiday was. So, that is a little bit more formal, you know, better greeting before
digging into what I wanna tell the body of the email.
From what Alan accounted, his inclusion of question-based greetings beyond the previous
“hello” could make his email “more formal”, and they were “better greetings” before elaborating
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on the main body of the email. Therefore, both writers’ development of greetings in the format of
questions are “warmups” of the body text, which reflects their attempts to show care and warmth
prior to discussing the main issue.
Joanna wrote her first audience-oriented question in task #3 using a statement-confirmation
check format with 我们一起打算去上海旅行，对不对? [wǒ men yì qǐ dǎ suàn qù shàng hǎi lǚ
xíng，duì bú duì?, We plan to travel to Shanghai together, correct?] before detailing her travel
plans. By checking the topic of this correspondence, Joanna attempted to provide smooth
transitions to the subsequent detailing of her travel plan. More importantly, it shows her efforts in
preluding and guiding her reader to facilitate dialogic involvement so that the reader’s interest
could be stimulated.
Joanna did not include audience-directed questions for the next three emails until task #7,
where she deployed the same strategy of confirmation check to create smooth linkage with the
travel plan. Alan, however, asked a wider range of questions directed towards his intended readers
from task #7 to #10. In addition to confirmation checks and greeting questions, he actively
incorporated questions to invite further dialogic acts from her readers (Hyland, 2008). For instance,
in task #7, upon explaining the detailed travel plans, he asked two follow-up questions
consecutively to encourage further interaction with her reader.:
Example 32.
Chinese

您还有兴趣和我一起旅行吗？

Pinyin

nín hái yǒu xìng qù hé wǒ yì qǐ lǚ xíng ma?

English
Translation

Do you still have interest in travelling with me?
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Example 33.
Chinese

你有什么其他的建议？

Pinyin

nǐ yǒu shí me qí tā de jiàn yì?

English
Translation

Do you have other suggestions?

Another instance of inviting future response appeared in task #8, where Alan first
elaborated on his celebration of Thanksgiving and Christmas breaks, and he started a new
paragraph asking about the reader’s plan on Chinese New Year’s Eve near the end of his email.
He wrote,
Example 34.
Chinese

农历新年快到了，你有这么计划吗？

Pinyin

nóng lì xīn nián kuài dào le ，nǐ yǒu zhè me jì huà ma?

English
Translation

Chinese Lunar New Year is coming, do you have any [zhe me(so)should be
shen me (any)] plan?

This except appeared in the second last paragraph of his composition. Notably, the prompt
of task #8 instructs the writer to:
Spring Festival is coming up, write an email to your high school Chinese teacher/a
Chinese friend you know, and you haven’t caught up in a long time. Tell this person
what you have been up to and wish this person a happy new year. You just
celebrated your American holidays, so share your story with this person and tell
him/her in detail what was going on that holiday.
At that point, Alan already wrote 178 characters detailing his holiday celebrations, which
was the main theme of the email. Interestingly, he grasped on the nuance of “Spring Festival” as
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part of the contextual information, and asked his Chinese friend about the holiday plan before
offering his own plans on the Chinese New Year. As can be seen from the email prompt, the
sequential order sub-textuality embedded in the email prompt is greeting, followed by the narration
of the writer’s holiday celebration. Instead, Alan skillfully displayed interest and curiosity in his
reader’s plan during the holiday. As noted by Hyland (2008), questions that direct to the audience
serve as "the main strategy of dialogic involvement, inviting engagement, encouraging curiosity
and bringing interlocutors into an arena" (p.12). It is clear that both Alan and Joanna proactively
raised questions to foreground their texts while skillfully engaging their intended readers.

Summary
Cheng (2008a) suggested a ‘responsive notion of a text’ as a reader rather than an imposed
one. Both Joanna and Alan’s increasing attempts to engage their readers clearly reveal that they
grew proactivity to not only respond to their readers, but also stand in the readers’ shoes, prompting
them to think, empathizing with them, and contributing to their better reading experience. From
two dimensions, namely reference to shared knowledge and audience-directed questions, this
section reveals how Joanna and Alan increasingly presented voice. Specifically, from an audienceengagement point of view, the above analysis indicated that both writers increasingly engaged
their readers as they composed from email #1 to #10.
Previous research has proposed the concept of a “writerly reader,” who actively considers
writer’s rhetorical means, intentions, and perspectives while reading (Hirvela, 2004). In other
words, although readers are reading a text, they are simultaneously picturing writing the text by
interpreting it from the writer’s perspective, actively thinking about the writer’s intention, writing
schema and choice of words (Cheng, 2008a). In resonance with this notion of reading with writing
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embedded, Joanna and Alan’s emergent involvement with their readers by referring to shared
knowledge and asking reader-engaging questions can be viewed as them turning into “readerly
writers.” To be precise, as they composed more emails throughout the year, they more frequently
and actively encouraged dialogic involvement with their potential readers, presuming what the
reader would expect and feel as they would read their writings. As they became more skillful
“readerly writers,” they incrementally placed the potential readers in their mind, taking into
account of their target audience’s reading experience as they composed. Thus, they succeeded in
building a deeper connection with their target readers by envisioning what facilitates the future
reading process.

Language socialization: agency and stance
Language socialization (LS) is conventionally a methodological paradigm that examines
a newcomer learns new social practice and norms in interaction with expert members and peers
in the target community (Duff & Doherty, 2015; Duff & Talmy, 2011). LS stresses the process,
rather than the product, focusing on the acquisition of knowledge and principles of social norms
through exposure and participation during interaction in the community (Schieffelin and Ochs
2011; Wang, 2019). Typically, novice learners are the ones “being socialized” by more expert
members in the community, or other affordances, such as textbooks and technology. However,
with an agentive shift, novice learners are not considered as pure passive subjects being
socialized, but can also serve as socializing agents as they can direct, control, and pace their
socialization process with resources at hand (Duff & Doherty, 2015). Thus, as a key point of
discussion under the LS framework, agency is when learners choose to control, guide, transform,
or even resist their linguistic and cultural socialization. Another key construct in LS research is
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stance. From the perspective of LS, Ochs (1993) argued that how language indexes social
meaning and assists in the construction of one’s social identity is based on how interlocutors, or
writers and the intended readers, in the sense of writing, understand the conventions of such
linkages. Meanwhile, the growing understanding and usage of the relations between social
meaning, the language that indexes it, and writers’ stance-taking partially reflect how novice
writers socialize into the target language and culture (Ochs, 1993). Here, stance refers to how a
writer makes linguistic choice in positioning him/herself with the addressee (Kiesling, 1998).
Thus, relating to this present study, the following section also examines the progress of Joanna
and Alan’s changes in understanding how different language indexes their stance and relationbuilding as they handled various email compositions.
Therefore, in the following section, I report the results pertaining to my research question
2 (2), namely how writers were socialized via the lens of agency and stance-taking. Within the
framework of LS, I draw on the concepts of agency and stance-taking to explore how Joanna and
Alan displayed autonomy and agency throughout the year and how they actively took stance to
build social relations. As Duff & Doherty (2015) suggested, agency may be represented in
learners’ guiding, controlling, resisting their socialization; While stance-taking is demonstrated
by writers’ understanding Chinese language conventions and their corresponding meanings, and
they actively adopted the association to their meaning-making in their emails. The following
analysis draws data from both their email compositions and interview accounts as source for
interpretation.

Joanna
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In this part, Joanna’s emerging features of active agency gaining is revealed within four
emails. Subsequent to the analysis of those with initiation emails, Joanna’s writing in task #6,
which featured her reaction to a boarding school schedule addressed to her former Chinese
teacher, is examined closely to display her agentive stance in her socializing process.
Self-address. First, one distinct feature of Joanna’s writings lies in the manner of how
she addressed herself at the end of the email. In Chinese, how one addresses himself/herself at
the end of the correspondence indexes one’s intention to display his/her social status, stance, and
intended self in relation to the addressee. Thus, upon interpretation of what Joanna left at the end
of her emails, I aim to show the extent of her understanding the relationship between the name
she left and its index to its social meaning, as well as her intention to build the relationship with
the reader in expressing such linkage.
In email #2 (write to give workout suggestion as a trainer) and #4 (write to Housing
Department at school to inform decision on on/off-campus housing), she addressed herself using
her full Chinese name. In email #9, as she was supposed to address to the fabricated “Jenny”
who appeared in the initiation email, whose role was set to be a Chinese friend, she did not do so.
In this task, the Chinese friend was writing to “Jenny” to discuss changes in the city of Nanjing.
Joanna, however, instead of addressing herself “Jenny”, or her full Chinese name (just like the
previous eight emails), she left out the surname, and kept only her Chinese first name at the end
of the email. In Chinese conventions, addressing oneself or the interlocutor only by the first
name while leaving out the surname is a way to show intimacy and closeness. To deeply explore
her intention behind such practice, it is imperative to understand whether Joanna was fully aware
of the cultural nuance in her self-addressing, so it can be clear to us whether she did so
agentively as an intention to index social relations. In my interview with Joanna, I first asked
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why she left out her last name in task #9 but kept her full name in previous emails, she could not
articulate at first by responding,

umm, <long pause> I don’t know. <laughter> I think <long pause>.
Seeing her struggle to explain explicitly, I elicited a further question, asking her what
difference there existed to address oneself in an email with and without someone’s last name,
and repeated the question why she wrote her full name in earlier compositions but changed in
task #9, interestingly, she replied,
Is it like with the last name, it's more formal? Okay, I think when I was writing
the emails and my closing them, I just kind of wrote it with the fact that like lao
shi [Chinese word for teacher] would be reading it in mind. It's about I put my
whole name because I just, I wanted the credit but umm… <laughter> but, yeah, I
just kinda sign them with my full name, just because that's what I was used to
doing emailing professors like out of outside of class. But yeah… I don't know
why I didn't. I don’t know…
From her answers, she was clearly aware that using full name is a register of formality.
Notably, in email task #2, #7 and #8, all three tasks were addressed to friends, but Joanna left her
full Chinese name in all three. The dropping of her last name did not appear until task #9. She
also acknowledged that for her previous compositions where she left her full name, she was more
inclined to picture laoshi [Chinese word for teacher] was the target audience, and she admitted
that “just wanted the credit.” However, as can be detected from the above quote, with the
knowledge of the variation in formality, she still could not articulate her sudden change in task
#9. To obtain further data regarding her writing process as well as to freshen her memory, I again
showed her of the initiation email (she was writing to her Chinese friend who shared memory
with her in the city of Nanjing). I then asked about the social relation she intended to construct in
that email, and what kind of stance was she trying to present. Joanna responded,
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It might of have been little bit of a stance as in being closer to him because I can
kind of relate to what they were talking about, and the little prompt that was
given. So, it probably was. I think at that point I had gotten comfortable enough
with the writing emails, and just with Chinese in general. That I felt like I
could... of like express myself with the language more. Because I feel like in the
previous emails and I was just kind of like you're the things you need to check off
to get credit for writing it whatever but… like towards the end I kind of put more
of my feelings into it because I at that point having learned how to do it. Yeah.
Although unable to clearly convey why she would be left out her last name, Joanna
admitted that the text signaled her attempts of appearing closer to her reader. Evidently, starting
from email #9, Joanna developed a linkage between the power of her linguistic choice in
building relations with her reader. In the meanwhile, she also expressed that she was increasingly
putting “more of her feelings into” the role of the writer. In a sense, Joanna “forgot” that she was
merely addressing to the teacher for view, but rather, she was addressing to a “friend” that she
hoped to be “closer to.” Thus, she was actively enacting a stance towards her reader, attempting
to forge a close relationship by leaving her first name in task #9. Such growing understanding of
conventions of how certain language can index social meaning and its power in building
relations demonstratively reveals Joanna’s socializing into the target community (Ochs, 1993).
Additionally, her failure to explain or even notice her leaving just the first name is an indication
that Joanna was implicitly appropriating the linkage.
Interestingly, in the last email task (task #10), Joanna distinguished her name at the end
of the correspondence from all previous compositions. Notably, Joanna adopted the name of the
imaginary addresser from the initiation email Wang Peng with a parenthesis, inside which she
put down her full Chinese name (see figure 4).
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Figure 4. Screenshot of how Joanna addressed herself in task #10
In my interview with Joanna asking about the reason why she chose to leave her name
like this, she responded,
Just because I am writing it as Wang Peng, but also it's more of like my view than
Wang Peng’s. I don’t know… so that's why I put my name in parentheses
afterwards.
From Joanna’s accounts, it can be revealed that she was fully aware of the role she was
playing, her friend Wang Peng in the writing process. However, the views on the environment
issue were in reality her real thoughts. In other words, she was signaling that she adopted the
name Wang Peng as the task assigned her this role. But more importantly, she put her real name
to actively take a stance that she was “the owner” of the views. This shift is significant in that it
indicates she knew that she was merely playing the made-up writer role of Wang Peng.
However, by adding her real name in the parenthesis, she superseded the role assigned in the
task, deliberately “acting out” the made-up person while emphasizing that the opinion belonged
to her. In this episode, Joanna was declaring the sovereignty of her views and writing, taking the
authorial stance in her writing process.
Upon analysis of the change in Joanna’s self-addressing, she increasingly used linguistic
choices at her disposal to build relationship with her target readers and take authorial stances,
whether as a close friend or a person with her firm opinion, by interchangeably using Chinese
first name and made-up name with her Chinese full name in parenthesis. As a “novice” writer
compared to the “Chinese friend” from the initiation emails, Joanna transcended the role of a less
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socially competent person waiting to be “socialized,” but rather, she gradually became the writer
who developed great autonomy in her development of writing, and actively utilized her acquired
linguistic knowledge to social interact with her readers (Duff & Doherty, 2015).
Greetings. Joanna’s writing also features the increasingly sophisticated and expansive
integration greetings that are more “Chinese style,” which include Chinese holidays and familyoriented greetings. While task #2 and #4 did not include any greetings except for the nin hao
[Hello (with honorable you)], task #9 and #10 displayed expansive greetings that targets directly
to the nuances mentioned in the initiation emails. In email #9, she wrote,
Example 35.
Chinese

你好！好久不见！我刚刚看到了你的信，春节快乐！你最近怎么样？

Pinyin

nǐ hǎo ！hǎo jiǔ bú jiàn ！wǒ gāng gāng kàn dào le nǐ de xìn ，chūn jiē kuài
lè ！nǐ zuì jìn zěn me yàng?

English
Translation

Hello! Long time no see! I just saw your letter, happy Spring Festival! How
are you recently?

The mentioning of Spring Festival appeared in the English instruction but only a quick
holiday wish in the initiation email. Joanna’s explicit reaction towards this detail shows her
intention to reciprocate the good wish. In the last paragraph, she again reciprocated the warm
regards from her “friend” by ending with,
Example 36.
Chinese

我希望你的家人都很好！如果暑假的时候我可以去英国，我会告诉
你。

Pinyin

wǒ xī wàng nǐ de jiā rén dōu hěn hǎo ！rú guǒ shǔ jiǎ de shí hòu wǒ kě yǐ qù
yīng guó ，wǒ huì gào sù nǐ.

English
Translation

I hope your family are all well! If I can go to England in summer, I will tell
you.
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Here, two features related to “Chinese cultural practice” appeared in Joanna’s
composition, namely Chinese traditional holiday Spring Festival and greetings extended to the
addressee’s family members. In our interview, when asked why she would bring those elements
in her composition, Joanna admitted,
I feel like especially in Chinese culture, family is very important. So, it's just one
of those go-to things that I kind of came up with saying is like 我希望你父母的
身体还健康 [wǒ xī wàng nǐ fù mǔ de shēn tǐ hái jiàn kāng，I hope you parents’
health are still good.] stuff like that especially with like COVID- 19. That was
kind of my go-to thing to say it's just like I hope you're doing well I hope your
family is doing well, yada yada.
Clearly, after almost a year’s training in Chinese writing, Joanna was fully aware that “in
Chinese culture, family is very important.” Thus, the “go-to things,” or in other words, what she
would commonly resort to when writing to a Chinese person, feature greetings that include the
addressee’s family. At this stage, Joanna has developed the agency to purposefully direct her
socialization into the Chinese practice by adopting Chinese cultural practice related to greeting
(Duff & Talmy, 2011). Moreover, she was writing in such way to take a stance with the reader to
demonstrate that they were “closer friends.”
Lack of politeness. The last instance appeared in a task that was not coupled with
initiation emails, which signals Joanna’s increasing agency exertion in her socialization. In task
#6, where Joanna responded to a former Chinese teacher on a hectic schedule of a Chinese
elementary boarding school, Joanna started her email with a simplistic greeting and introduction
prior to her body text by,
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Example 37.
Chinese

张老师，您好：我看到学生每日作息时间表。

Pinyin

zhāng lǎo shī ，nín hǎo ：wǒ kàn dào xué shēng měi rì zuò xī shí jiān biǎo.

English
Translation

Zhang laoshi [teacher Zhang]: Hello [with the honorable you]. I saw
students’ everyday routine.

Subsequent to her quick preluding, she gave a hypothetical scenario before expressing
her opposition to the arrangement,
Example 38.
Chinese

如果这些小孩子大一点儿，我觉得这个做法很好。但是小孩子是小学
生，所以我觉得你吧他们的时间安排得太满了。你的学生还很小，应
该给他们很快乐得童年。他们得日程那么慢不能跟朋友们一起玩儿游
戏。我希望你考虑他们得看法。

Pinyin

rú guǒ zhè xiē xiǎo hái zǐ dà yì diǎn ér ，wǒ jiào dé zhè gè zuò fǎ hěn hǎo 。
dàn shì xiǎo hái zǐ shì xiǎo xué shēng ，suǒ yǐ wǒ jiào dé nǐ ba tā men de shí
jiān ān pái dé tài mǎn le 。nǐ de xué shēng hái hěn xiǎo ，yīng gāi gěi tā
men hěn kuài lè dé tóng nián 。tā men dé rì chéng nà me màn bú néng gēn
péng yǒu men yì qǐ wán ér yóu xì 。wǒ xī wàng nǐ kǎo lǜ tā men dé kàn fǎ.

English
Translation

If the student were older, I would think this practice is good. But kids are
still elementary school students, so I think you have made their schedules too
full. You students are still very young, [you] should give them a very happy
childhood. They schedule are so full [so] they cannot play games with their
friends. I hope you consider their opinion.

Without any further greetings or “small talks” except for the “hello” in the beginning,
Joanna forthrightly raised her opposition in the schedule. She acknowledged the fact that she was
talking to a former teacher and could have been more “polite” in our interview. However, she
deliberately chose not to do so. Interestingly, she made the following comments to elaborate on
what she was thinking in her composing process,
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Well, I feel like I kinda of took all senses of like politeness and threw them out
the window because it's something I felt like was pretty crazy to arrange the
schedule for elementary school kids like that… I think it's just the difference in
opinions of like education because like here in America we can…people should
choose themselves what they want to study and like I think forcing… or not
forcing, but like arranging children's schedules to be as full as they were in the
prompt, I think that was just kind of robbing them of their joy in childhood.
Because like one of the things about being a kid you can kind of do whatever you
want. Whereas once you're a little bit older you have other things to worry about
like money and stuff like that. but so, I think that's why my email came off very
strong.
Based on Joanna’s account, she explicitly stated that she intentionally “took all senses of
politeness and threw them out the window” with the “pretty crazy” schedule. In the meanwhile,
she was fully aware that she was talking to a Chinese teacher who she should have showed more
politeness. Duff & Doherty (2015) argued that we should call into question of the understanding
of agency in LS research. In the socializing process, novice learners are not simply “drawn into”
the sphere of expert practice through interaction with them. Rather, it is oftentimes accompanied
by “tensions, contradictions, or oppositional actions” (p.55). This opposition force from the
novice members can be viewed as the socializing deterrent in the community on the learner’s
part, resisting certain values while exerting their own influence as the socializing agent. Joanna,
in this episode, gave the most basic greeting with “hello [with the honorable you]”, leaving no
room for further polite language but jumping right into her opposition of the seemingly “crazy”
schedule that was unacceptable to her. Here, Joanna clearly presented her arguments by first
adopting a hypothetical scenario, before pointing out her main thesis, “so I think you have made
their schedules too full.” To exert her agency in resist the practice that behaving extremely polite
to a Chinese teacher, Joanna underwent a four-stage schema in presenting her opposition:
engaging her reader by confirming her understanding of the schedule and foregrounding
her writing purpose
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à validating the schedule with a hypothetical scenario
à straightforwardly voicing her opposition
àsoftening the tone with an interpersonal ending
This is significant in that she knew what the reader might want to read, but she still
forthrightly proposed her idea as she eventually admitted in the interview that her email “came
off strong.”
To conclude, the comparative analysis of the emails from earlier stage and the latter
demonstrates the tendency of Joanna’s growing agency exertion and active stance taking towards
her socialization process. As Duff & Doherty (2015) argued, learners are by no means passively
socialized, but they can also be socializing agents who exercise great agency in taking stances
and maneuvering their extent and status of their participation in the target community.

Alan
Lack of reference to initiation emails. The first example that Alan assumed agency
towards directing his socialization in his composition appeared in task #4. In this task, he was
asked to respond to an email written by a teacher from the school housing department while
studying abroad in China. In the initiation email, the teacher extensively introduced the amenities
of the new dorm, and she wrote to collect information from the students of their choice of on/offcampus living. Prior to understanding Alan’s intention in utilizing certain language to argue for
his own decision (living off campus) disregarding the wish from the initiation email, it is
imperative to first confirm his acknowledgement of the intention of the initiation email. From
Alan’s interview accounts, he confirmed that he was fully aware the initiation email “was trying
to convince,” judging from teacher Wang’s presentation of the school dorm’s “like price, all the
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amenities, the convenience, the safety, and stuff like that.” Nevertheless, his response was
straightforward in asserting his decision of “off-campus living.” He started his email with
“Teacher Wang, hello [with an honorable you]”, followed by his description of the off-campus
housing he had set his mind on. Throughout the composition, only one instance emerged that
pointed back to teacher Wang’s initiation. Alan wrote,
Example 39.
Chinese

我知道住在校内比住在校外便宜，可是我喜欢住在小微的自由。

Pinyin

wǒ zhī dào zhù zài xiào nèi bǐ zhù zài xiào wài biàn yí ，kě shì wǒ xǐ huān
zhù zài xiǎo wēi de zì yóu.

English
Translation

I know living on-campus is cheaper than off-campus, but I prefer the
freedom of off-campus living.

Alan’s text was blunt in a way as it made very little reference to teacher Wang’s “hard
promotion.” During our interview, Alan forthrightly admitted that he preferred living offcampus, and intentionally made his point very clearly to his reader,
I think I just have a preference towards living off campus anyways, I just kinda
went against the email. I want to stick to what I like.
Subsequent to the affirmation of his opinion on where to live, I followed up asking
whether he would have replied the same way if it were in English. The reason for raising this
question is to take an insight into whether he wrote this way intentionally to direct his
socialization process into his interaction with a Chinese teacher, as he was aware that he needed
to be “extra polite” towards Chinese teachers. Interestingly, the exchanges went,
Alan: If it were in English, I would probably just ignore it or even more
straightforward. I get emails like this from school or from other apartment
complex around Oxford a lot, I do not even open the email, I just delete them.
Me: What if it is a school official email asking for response? what would you do?
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Alan: I usually just sometimes a survey, fill it out to some degree and just turning
in. if it is something I don’t want, I don’t put as much, you know, effort into it, I
guess.
Me: Can I say that, because it is in Chinese, you want to appear a little bit more
mannered in some way, can I say that?
Alan: Yeah. With Chinese, I mean I don’t wanna offend anyone, being rude, cuz
different culture, [I have] been studying Chinese for a while, yeah, I am not a
native. so…
From his account, we can see that Alan made such linguistic choice in his reply email
intentionally to index his strong attitude on the issue, which differs from how he would compose
in an English scenario. Thus, he chose to reply “semi-politely” to conform to the Chinese
cultural practice considering his relationship with his reader who happened to be a teacher. More
importantly, Alan admitted that because this email was addressed to a Chinese teacher, he
harbored explicit awareness that he needed to be very polite since he did not “wanna offend
anyone, being rude.” However, he did not respond extensively to teacher Wang’s promotion in
that he wanted to display his strong preference over off-campus living, regardless of Teacher
Wang’s intention. Therefore, here, Alan took a step back on “politeness” and chose not to
extensively refer to what his reader wrote. Instead, he saliently presented his persistent stance on
the issue while offering the very basic form of “manner” (e.g., hello with the honorable you). As
Duff & Doherty (2015) argued, LS typically underscores the passive role of novice learners as
the discourse has been normally termed as “A is socialized by B” (p. 56). Consequently, learners
as the socializing agents in the process are somehow neglected. Here, Although Alan was aware
of the cultural practice of being polite and accommodating to Chines teachers, he still chose to
withdraw from the target cultural practice to some extent, fully making use of his own linguistic
and cultural resources to display his decision. As shown from his writings and interview
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accounts, Alan exercised his agency in his interaction with the Chinese teacher, and successfully
voiced his real thoughts.
Greetings. Upon analysis of Alan’s opening and ending of the emailing text, it is clear to
see his intentional exertion of agency in her socializing into the Chinese cultural practice of
extended greeting. In task #2 and #4, Alan simply used the form, “the name for the addressee:
hello!” preceding the body text that fulfills the major functions of the respective email. He then
directly produced the texts that responded to the questions derived from the initiation email.
Concerning task #2 which addressed to a student who was seeking professional fitness
suggestions from a school trainer, for example, after the “hello,” Alan began to elaborate on his
specific suggestions for the client:
Example 40.
Chinese

我想帮你。我觉得坐着看电视不好。

Pinyin

wǒ xiǎng bāng nǐ 。wǒ jiào dé zuò zhe kàn diàn shì bú hǎo.

English
Translation

I want to help you. I think watching TV while sitting is not good.

For both task #2 and #4, there was a void in greetings and chitchats that preluded the
main body of the texts. In contrast, for task #9 and #10 that were both addressed to his friends,
there was an increase in the exertion of agency in socializing into the target cultural practice. In
task #9, which is an email responded to his Chinese friend’s email on the change of the city
Nanjing, Alan organically incorporated his personal experience and details mentioned in the
initiation email into the greeting episodes at the very beginning:
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Example 41.
Chinese

你好！新年快乐！好久不见！你今天过得怎么样? 我从来没去过英国，
可是我希望有一天能去。这个除夕，我和姐姐计划放鞭炮，然后我们
在爷爷的家吃年夜饭。下次我希望我能和你一起去南京。我好几年没
去过南京了。

Pinyin

nǐ hǎo ！xīn nián kuài lè ！hǎo jiǔ bú jiàn ！nǐ jīn tiān guò dé zěn me yàng ?
wǒ cóng lái méi qù guò yīng guó ，kě shì wǒ xī wàng yǒu yì tiān néng qù 。
zhè gè chú xī ，wǒ hé jiě jiě jì huá fàng biān pào ，rán hòu wǒ men zài yé
yé de jiā chī nián yè fàn 。xià cì wǒ xī wàng wǒ néng hé nǐ yì qǐ qù nán
jīng 。wǒ hǎo jǐ nián méi qù guò nán jīng le.

English
Translation

Wang Le [the addressee’s name],
hello! Happy new year! Long time no see! How are you today? I have never
been to England, but I hope one day I can go. This Chinese New Year eve,
my elder sister and I plan to light off firecrackers, then we plan to eat
Chinese New Year’s dinner at my grandpa’s house. I hope I can go to
Nanjing with you. I haven’t been to Nanjing for several years.”

Notably, none of the above-mentioned openings directed towards answering the
questions raised in the prompt email focusing on the overarching theme of “city change.” Alan
first responded to the invitation to visit Wang Le in England, which in fact appeared in the very
end of initiation email. Subsequently, as in the initiation email, Wang Le pointed out that it was
the time of Spring Festival, Alan implicitly reacted to the “context” of this email exchange by
giving a narration of what he would do to celebrate Chinese New Year Eve. The expansion of
Alan’s greetings that directed to the nuances mentioned in the initiation emails revealed Alan’s
increasing agency in building a closer relationship with his reader.
Another example appeared in the ending in task #9, which showed Alan’s increasing
exertion of agency in control in initiating warm regards towards his friend. In the initiation,
Wang Le wrote in his ending in the initiation,
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Example 42.
Chinese

过年后我就回英国了，我暑假没什么事儿，你来英国找我玩儿呀，我
带你吃好吃的！

Pinyin

guò nián hòu wǒ jiù huí yīng guó le ，wǒ shǔ jiǎ méi shí me shì ér ，nǐ lái
yīng guó zhǎo wǒ wán ér ya ，wǒ dài nǐ chī hǎo chī de!

English
Translation

After Spring Festival, I will be back to England. I don’t have a lot to do
during summer break, come to England to hang out with me, I will take you
to eat great food!

Interestingly, to respond to Wang Le’s invitation, Alan ended his email with,
Example 43.
Chinese

我暑假也没有什么事儿。如果你来美国，我可以成为你的导游。

Pinyin

wǒ shǔ jiǎ yě méi yǒu shí me shì ér 。rú guǒ nǐ lái měi guó ，wǒ kě yǐ
chéng wéi nǐ de dǎo yóu.

English
Translation

I also don’t have a lot to do during summer break. If you come to the U.S., I
can be your tour guide.

Earlier, Alan already reacted to his reader’s invitation to England, expressing his hope to
visit one day. In the end, he took the initiatives and extended the invitation by asking the friend
to come to America to visit. The invitation was informal and amusing in a way in that he did not
straightforwardly suggest him to come, instead, he proactively and humorously pointed out that
“I” can be “your” tour guide. He took over the invitation, actively displaying reciprocity and
extending hospitality to his friend. Rather than copying Wang Le’s form of initiation, like “If
you come to the U.S., you can visit me too,” Alan began the invitation with “I”, suggesting an
active responsibility regarding the proposal, rather than a mere suggestion. Alan’s “taking over”
the control of the invitation is an indication that Alan was deploying his social and idiosyncratic
resources at his disposal, to exercise agency in his interaction practice with Wang Le, further
building his relations with this “friend.”
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Similarly, in task #10, after answering all the questions pertaining to environmental
protection, he concluded the email with,
Example 44.
Chinese

我希望这有帮助。如果你有时间，你可以给我打电话。

Pinyin

wǒ xī wàng zhè yǒu bāng zhù 。rú guǒ nǐ yǒu shí jiān ，nǐ kě yǐ gěi wǒ dǎ
diàn huà.

English
Translation

I hope this has helped. If you have time, you can give me a call.

Again, except for expressing the wish that he was of help, Alan explicitly invited future
connection with the reader. In comparison to being guided “solely by the expectations of task
completion” (Troyan, 2016, p. 330) in earlier emailing compositions, Alan initiated future
correspondence, assuming full control of his writing. Here, what is significant is that Alan’s
writing evidently demonstrated his agency-taking as he became a more independent writer who
took the initiatives, dynamically weaving the nuanced episodes from initiation emails into the
creation of his narratives, assuming the “owner” of his own texts.
Code-switching. In the same task, to explain his daily practice of protecting the
environment, Alan interestingly adopted code-switching in his composition,
Example 45.
Chinese

我常常叫外卖可是，我不常用一次性餐具或 straws，因为他们非常不好
于环境。

Pinyin

wǒ cháng cháng jiào wài mài kě shì ，wǒ bú cháng yòng yí cì xìng cān jù
huò straws，yīn wéi tā men fēi cháng bú hǎo yú huán jìng.

English
Translation

I often call take-out food but, I do not often use disposable utensils or straws,
because they are bad for the environment.
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In all Alan’s email production, this example was his first and only time when he codeswitched and simply wrote an English word to make meaning. In previous research on code
switching and socialization, it was found that novice learners either code switches to hope their
speech to be interpreted in a certain way under a particular context or they intended to resist the
monolingual authorities (Wang, 2019). In other words, learners intentionally adopted codeswitching strategy to construct meanings by exercising agency in their interaction with other
members in the community. Here, Alan attempted to express the meaning of the word “straws,”
but did not bother to use the Chinese word for it in an email addressed to his Chinese friend
reflected his intention to make his meaning in “his” native language. Alan struggled to articulate
what prompted him to do so in my interview with him, and he said,
I don’t know why. I must not have known the word for straws. I don't think it's
appropriate to do that, but I did it anyways. Like in your email you got Tesla and
anyways.
Unable to explain the exact reasons at first, Alan still chose to use his native language to
make “his” meaning. Alan also mentioned that he noticed that in the Chinese friend’s initiation
email, English word “Tesla” and “anyways” emerged so he felt comfortable to imitate the
practice of code-switching in his own writing. Alan’s practice of prioritizing meaning-making
over “accommodating” his addressee’s language choice revealed that he implicitly took control
of his interaction and socialization with his reader. It is clear that Alan has internalized with the
practice of code switching, expecting to facilitate his meaning-making in “his” own way.

Summary
Ochs (1993) pointed out that regardless of the extent of a community’s
institutionalization, a person is an agent in the production of his own and other people’s “social
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selves” (p. 296). In earlier stage of emailing correspondence, although both Joanna and Alan did
assume authorial role by responding to the email prompts, either as a fitness trainer or a student
choosing housing, they merely living out a prescribed self by passively reacting to the task
requirements. Nevertheless, in the later compositions, they increasingly took charge of the
writing tasks, further socialized by actively making various linguistic choices, such as greetings,
and in some cases, exerted the agency to direct their socialization. Through the whole writing
process, it is clear that both writers actively enacted their intended stances, became more
agentive writer, better understood the language conventions and their indexes so that they
superseded the passive role as a mere “responder” to the task requirement.
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CHAPTER VI
TEACHING IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes the findings from the analysis of SFL perspective and social
aspects, and I present the specific teaching implications related to the treatment of L2 Chinese
writing in general as well as detailed task design. Last, conclusion and future research
suggestions are provided.

SFL Framework to Assess L2 Chinese Learners’ Writing Performance
As Troyan (2016) pointed out, previous studies mainly focused on the teaching and
learning of English as a foreign language with the adoption of SFL framework to approach
writers’ performance, and most of which examined the teaching efficacy on learning outcome.
Thus, studies in L2 Chinese with an SFL model was inadequate in the field, especially when it
comes to tracking the longitudinal changes of writer performance over time. Cheng & Chiu’s
(2018) study was among one of the pioneers reviewing L2 Chinese writers’ performance
adopting the SFL framework. This piece of literature excitingly pointed to the benefits of
pedagogical intervention using an SFL model in L2 Chinese writing instruction. Nevertheless,
this inspirational study of adopting SFL in L2 Chinese writing still featured the stage of
curriculum planning, rather than a longitudinal tracing of learners’ writing progress. Despite
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using an English for Specific Purposes (ESP) model to address genre, similarly, Cheng (2008a)
also argued that investigation into writers’ learning, rather than teaching, was largely
underrepresented. My current research thus adds promising literature on the analytic efficacy of
SFL tool to deeply understand writers’ long-term development of L2 Chinese writers that moved
towards intermediate to emerging advanced level of writing proficiency.
Through the SFL analysis of eight writers, particularly Joanna and Alan, their developing
and evolving utilization of various resources were highlighted, namely ideational, interpersonal,
and textual resources in their meaning-making capacities. Drawn from the analysis in the current
study, learners’ writing products were understood in a three-dimension paradigm: 1) how the
writer creates the content field of the text; 2) how language is used to signal social relations
within; and 3) how words and sentences are connected to discourse (Halliday & Matthiessen,
2014; Martin, 2009, 2014). This three-dimension analytic angle into writer’s texts offers an
exciting and useful tool for instructors to holistically and systematically evaluate and examine
learners’ texts in L2 Chinese writing classrooms.
Furthermore, through the SFL analysis in the current study, a function-oriented view of
language use of Chinese writing is pinpointed. Troyan (2016) explored lower-school L2 Spanish
students pre- and post-compositions with an SFL-informed genre pedagogy, and he called for the
needs to look at language use from a functional view in foreign language teaching and learning.
The current study echoed with this pressing need to re-consider what constitutes L2 Chinese
writing. All three evaluative elements, namely field-, tenor-, mode-related resources that are
closely tied to writers’ language choice, language function, and how language makes meaning.
Thus, how language makes meaning and how text is produced to function in context should be
the target of Chinese instructor’s focus when it comes to instruction, learning and assessment. In
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spite of this urgent call, as displayed in the literature review, mainstream L2 Chinese writing,
particularly demonstrated in the writing task design in Chinese textbooks, still treats writing as a
decontextualized, individual, and monologic activity that mainly expresses writer’s thoughts and
feelings (Liu, 2015). Through an SFL analytic perspective, Alan and Joanna’s expansion on all
three resources and their links to their developing writing capacity demonstrated the analytic
power SFL model potentially offers to our language instructors, highlighting the crucial
conceptual shift towards viewing writing in L2 Chinese from a function-oriented perspective.
While current trending guideline on assessing writer’s writing products (ACTFL Writing
Guidelines, 2012) targets mostly on writer’s discrete final writing products, this current study
offers a fresh outlook on the potential capability to track learner’s long-term writing performance
by dissecting the ideational, interpersonal, and textual language resources so that writing
instructors understand how their learners make language function in context (Martin & Rose,
2008).

Design Tasks that Facilitate Readerly Writership
Regarding teaching implications, the long-term tracking of Joanna and Alan’s writing
progress indicates the importance of enhancing “readerly writership” in writers’ learning
trajectory, particularly in the phase of writing task design. As shown from the analysis in the
“reader engagement” section, the appearance of Joanna and Alan’s referring to imagined facts
about the writers’ audience and standing in the shoes of their readers to smoothly guide her
readers through the planning, reflected their shift from mere task responders to “readerly
writers.” With only one instance of referring to shared knowledge prior to task #7, Joanna
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fabricated the fact that both she and the imaginary friend, also her reader, liked cold weather, and
that is the reason why a chilly northeastern city was selected as one of the travel destinations.
Similarly, in task #7, Alan also incorporated the imagined trait of his friend that he loves spicy
food before presenting his trip plan to a city famous for its chilly cuisine. In this paper, both
Joanna and Alan demonstrated the consideration of readers’ perspective during their composing
process. Thus, in the phase of task design, part of L2 Chinese teachers’ responsibility should
include cultivating writers that constantly take into account their target audience’s readership
(Liu, 2015), including their reading experience, identities, and intentions. This concept echoes
with Hirvela’s (2014) argument of developing a sense of writerly readership in reading process,
where readers consider writer’s rhetoric moves and writing intentions in their reading process.
The current study, however, taking the reversed angle that pinpoints L2 Chinese writers, calls for
the need to facilitate “readerly writership” among L2 Chinese learners. In other words, students
need to be guided to incorporate readers in their writing process, and actively conjuring up and
thinking in the position their intended readers. To align with the idea of “readerly writership”
given the current background in teaching and learning of L2 Chinese writing, writing tasks need
to provide writers with “shared space” where s/he can relate to, consider, and synchronize with
the target audience, as if they are two dancers following each other’s steps (Hoey, 2001). In
order to achieve this goal, educators of L2 Chinese writing should consider several key pointers:
First, writing tasks should relate to real life, and more importantly, they should couple
with detailed contextual information regarding the purpose, audience, reader-writer relationship
that writers can actually relate to and regard as useful and relevant. In my interview with Joanna
and Alan, when asked about what types of tasks she enjoyed more, the tasks included in this
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study or traditional prompt-based tasks from mainstream textbooks with little reference to
contextual information (e.g., write a paragraph about your favorite dish), she responded:
Definitely the current ones. I definitely enjoyed the ones where it's like write an
email to your friend about this, like, because that was stuff I can actually use in
the future like planning a trip with a friend, like, it was fun to manage that.
Joanna expressed her preference in writing something that she “can actually use in the
future,” which indicates that relatedness and usefulness are two key factors that writers can
potentially establish an emotional attachment with. Likewise, in Alan’s interview where he
discussed his preference, he admitted that in his later stage of composing, he intentionally
“pictured” writing to a friend that he knew before and made an effort to make the trip “fun and
memorable” for his reader. In addition, Alan reported that he felt “kind of excited” in writing up
the trip plan to the imaginary friend Kuntara in task 7, and he was actively “thinking of best
places” and reasons to go there to ensure his reader can “have a full experience.” Undoubtedly,
both Joanna and Alan were fully involved in their writing tasks and constantly kept their readers
in mind while composing. The results further acknowledged that by creating tasks that allow
writers feel relatable can bring immense benefits regarding writing motivation and writer’s
involvement in their authorial role and reader engagement. Furthermore, when a task is
addressed to a specific audience, especially when it emulates real-life situations or future
scenarios, writers’ potential “readerly writership” can be stimulated. Although Liu (2015)
emphasized more on the writing performance rather than task design when she argued for
contextualization of learners’ compositions, especially with situations that “students are likely to
encounter in China” (p. 236), while this paper’s finding resonates with this idea, but more
importantly, this study suggests that teachers do need to carefully choose and specify target
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readers and relatedness to students’ interest, learning objectives, real-life scenarios in the phase
of task design to foster writers’ awareness of readerly writership during composing.
Next, task design should allow writers to move beyond a passive responder to writing
prompts. To be precise, as writing is a social, dialogic activity (Hyland, 2003), language
educators should consider designing tasks that encourage writers to invite further dialogic acts
from readers in their writing (Bakhtin, 1986). With a well-planned task design, writers should be
prompted to bring their readers into the arena of their writing, which may feature writers’
dialogic involvement, such as asking audience-directed questions, to invite engagement and
encourage curiosity (Hyland, 2008; Zhao, 2013).
To achieve the purpose of inviting writers’ active dialogic involvement with their readers,
prompt information can include more up-to-date nuances that elicit writers’ sense of relatedness
and urge to ask follow-up questions. In task #10, which featured a response email to a former
Chinese roommate that asked the writer to answer questions on environmental protection issues,
the initiation email in the task prompt included the Chinese roommate’s concerns over the
Covid-19 pandemic. Joanna, in her response email, sent her concerns about the pandemic back to
the roommate, and asked about the wellbeing of the roommate’s family. In Joanna’s interview
accounts, she expressed:
Things were getting serious with Covid, so I just tried to show concern for my
friend and then answer the question, and talk to them about whatever…in the
previous emails and I was just kind of like you're the things you need to check off
to get credit for writing it whatever but… like towards the end I kind of put more
of my feelings into it.

Joanna’s self-narration indicated that she was increasingly involved in her role as the
writer, and she was immersed in the writing role where she actively placed her real feelings into
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the compositions as she gained awareness of how she was positioned in relation to the writing
contexts and her reader. Clearly, the current event of the pandemic, both appeared in the
initiation email and in real life, prompted Joanna to ask questions and send warm regards to her
reader, asking about the wellbeing of the friend and his/her family. Thus, the inclusion of
relatable task elements can immerse writers in their authorial role, and almost “forget” that they
are responding to a fabricated reader.
To conclude, relatable scenarios and nuances in task design can serve as a steppingstone
towards impelling emergent writers to compose dialogically, helping L2 writers to naturally
transitioned from passively responding to gain grades to writing naturally as in real life. More
importantly, writers can be prompted to create dialogic space with the intended audience, and
invite further interaction from their imaginary readers, which helped to achieve “readerly
writership” in emergent L2 Chinese students.

Prompt Design in L2 Writing Tasks
Another issue that closely relates to the task design that promotes writing proficiency and
writing dialogicity in composing features the design of writing prompt. The issue of prompt
design was rarely touched in the field of L2 Chinese writing, and the current study excitingly
offers potential practice and guideline in the arena of prompt design in writing tasks. In the
current study, three categories of writing prompts were included: 1) An initiation email is
displayed, and writers are asked to respond to it. The initiation email shares the same modality
with the target task, and the task requests a response from learners to react to the initiation email.
Thus, the provided email not only serves as an initiation text requesting reply, but also as a
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prototypical sample. One example is task #10, which asked writers to respond to a Chinese
roommate email regarding environmental protection issue in the US; 2) The prompt only details
the scenario in English, and asks writers to write an email to respond to it. One example that fits
this category is task #7, where the prompt asks writers to compose a letter to a Thailand friend
Kuntara to inform her of the travel plan; and 3) The prompt gives a piece of authentic material,
and learner needs to read the information and give a response via email. One example is task #4,
which asks writer to read a job ad in Chinese and write a job application to the prospective
employer.
To understand writers’ perceptions of the various prompt design, I interviewed Joanna
and Alan to elicit their understanding of the pros and cons of the various types of prompts.
Joanna confessed that she certainly liked the type that illustrated the scenario of writing context
in English, because it “frames like what you're going to say and how formal you need to be about
it.” Concerning type 1) and 3) prompts that asked writers read Chinese texts prior to writing,
both Joanna and Alan confessed that although these two categories are more “time-consuming”,
but they pushed the writers to dissect and comprehend all the details embedded in the reading
materials so that their response can be accurate and not “off the topic.” Additionally, Joanna
expressed her special appreciation of prompts with initiation emails, as they provided her with
“model text” of formatting, useful phrases, and text schema that she could borrow from as she
wrote her own email. The results interestingly echo with the concept of reading-to-write.
Yoshimura (2006) argued that anticipating writing during the reading process has been suggested
to benefit writing as it diverts readers’ attention to parts of the text that help readers’ future
writing. Treating reading as an integral component of writing constitutes reading-to-write
approach, which proves to bring benefits to writing products regarding language quality,
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grammatical complexity, and organization (i.e., Hyland, 2003; Yin, 2019). Hirvela (2004) also
pointed out that reading texts prior to writing supports meaningful input as learners are keen on
the specific details on the writing tasks from what they are about to write. Therefore, while
scenario-based prompts written in English clearly delineate the context for writers, prompts that
base on authentic materials and initiation email subconsciously impel writers to dig into the
nuances included in the reading materials, and encourage mindful reading and effective readingto-writing learning sequence. In addition, reading-involved writing offered emergent writer an
insight into specific components of writing as they expected future writing as they read, so they
are more likely to be more immersed and careful in their reading, and consciously frame their
writing as they read. In addition, Kubler (1997) suggested that writing oftentimes happen as a
response to the reading of a text in real life, whether it is an authentic text like a report, or an
initiation instant message that requires response from a writer. The prompt design of type 1) and
3) thus resonates with the idea that writing is a social activity and should be treated as a response
to something a writer reads. In the practice of writing instruction, L2 Chinese writing educators
can integrate the prompt types, especially reading-engaged writing prompts, to create effective
writing projects that streamline writers’ exposure to language resources, and quality of writing
products.

Moving towards a Functional and Dialogic View of Writing in L2 Chinese
As stated in the literature review, mainstream textbooks regard writing as a monologic
activity with little social embedding, such as Integrated Chinese (Yao et al., 2010). The current
study calls for a shift towards a functional and dialogic view of L2 Chinese writing. According to
Liu (2015), the writing assignment “must provide specific information such as when, where, to
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whom, and for what purpose the composition is written” (Liu, 2015, p.236). This present study
resonates with this advocate that writing tasks in L2 Chinese needs to be contextualized. To
contrast, conventional writing prompts instructing writers to compose a text to introduce his/her
preference and criteria in fashion (Yao et al., 2010), which did not specify contextual
information or writing purpose, may fail emergent writers in producing meaningful compositions
that serve specific functions. More importantly, such writing tasks deprived writers of the
opportunities of being fully engaged in the authorial role, actively engaging potential readers,
and socialized into the target community.
Joanna and Alan’s interview results also demonstrate writers’ preference in dialogic,
function-oriented, and context-specific writing tasks. When asked to compare the conventional
prompt-based writing tasks from mainstream textbooks and scenario-specific, function-based
ones, Joanna confessed that they could feel they were “doing it for a reason” (Joanna’s account),
and they felt it was “natural” as if they were writing to serve a specific purpose. Similarly, Alan
expressed his preference in the function-based dialogic writing tasks in comparison with
traditional decontextualized, prompt-based tasks that are void of writing purposes. These results
further reveal that in the process of design writing tasks, granting learners with the sense of
“writing for a reason” is significant as writing was relevant, functional, and dialogic (Bakhtin,
1986). With clear information about contextual cues as who and under what circumstances the
text is intended for, writers are more aware of the communicative purpose and writing
expectation so that more reader-engaging writing can be prompted during composing phase. For
example, in task #9, a response email to a Chinese friend who felt sad about the change of the
city of Nanjing, both Alan and Joanna fabricated the sentiment about “remembering” and
“missing” the made-up snack shop that was torn down. In addition, both Joanna and Alan
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demonstrated increased greetings to their addressee and his/her family as a move to show their
“friendship”. Since they understood that this email was addressed to a friend, they framed their
writing in a way that met the communicative goal of the target email. Here, the communicative
goal includes expressing their views of “urban changes”, and both writers not only demonstrated
their opinion on the topic, but more importantly, they made an attempt to create a friendly and
close relationship with their intended readers, and inviting future dialogic interaction (e.g.,
inviting the reader to visit in the U.S.). Thus, the results of this study reveal that it is pressing to
call on the textbook reform to create clear and specific context information in writing tasks that
encourages a sense of reason and “dialogicity” for emergent writers.

Emailing as a Major Platform for Writing in L2 Chinese
Among a variety of writing platforms, emailing has been suggested to serve as the
primary component for foreign language learners to “experience many different contexts”
(Yasuda, 2011, p.126). The current study is consistent with this acknowledgement of the efficacy
of emailing as it offers an effective platform for L2 writers to compose communicative-based
texts. Compared with other platforms of writing, emails can cover a continuum of simple to more
complex genres, contextual cues, and registers (Bakhtin, 1986). Furthermore, living in this
digital age, email acts as a natural and common way of dialogic interaction between the
addresser and the addressee.
Additionally, apart from emailing’s dialogic nature and its flexibility in framing contexts
and genres, notably, in this study, although emails were addressed to friends, former roommate,
teachers and future employers, the addressees did not necessarily determine the formality of the
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email content. One email to a former roommate/friend in task #10, for example, the content
concerns sharing opinions on environment protection, which is relatively formal. Nevertheless,
in the analysis of Joanna and Alan’s socialization process, they still kept their readers’ identities
in mind with such a formal email exchange, inserting warm greetings and informal pleasantries
to the friend and his/her family in their response emails. This complexity of various elements,
such as formality of topics, identity of the target addressee, is under writers’ scrutiny in their
planning. Thus, emailing, as a platform that covers a continuum of informal to formal registers,
can prompt writers to devise a fuller and nuanced strategy in the face of email tasks that mix
elements of various levels of formality. To move students from level two to level three writing,
language teachers need to make adjustments in the contexts and details in task design to create
more challenging tasks (Liu, 2015). This study agrees with this notion, but what is different is
that, at a blurred boundary of novice to intermediate-level, emergent writers should be guided
systematically and carefully towards devise strategies in complex writing scenarios. To achieve
this goal, it is the teacher’s obligation to create appropriate email tasks that verify at different
stages, complicating the elements of task design that may include audience, formality of domain,
genres, and initiation types. As Walker (1989) noted, as learners accumulate certain level of
linguistic inventory, they could apply what they know to novel situations. At this point, the phase
of learning discrete vocab/grammar gradually diminishes, and is taken over by Acquisition Mode
instruction (AMI), which emphasizes not on discrete language items, but on strategies and tactics
for using Chinese to solve problems in situations as intended. By mixing writing and
complicating elements in email task design, emergent writers are encouraged to devise new
strategy in composing, and develop into more experienced, sophisticated, and strategic writers.
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Concerning the addressee design in email tasks, Liu (2015) argued that moving from
level 2 to level 3, personal correspondences can shift from emailing to friends and acquaintances
towards gradual incorporation of formal addressers and settings, such as writing to future
employers. While a gradual and systematic move towards formal registers is validated as writers
gain proficiency in writing, findings from the current study revealed that learners at intermediatelevel produced longer texts, felt more comfortable, and more actively engaged their readers when
they wrote to “friends.” During Joanna’s interview, she confessed:
Because like there is a divide between like student and teacher, but friend is a
friend there's not really that big of a difference, so I feel like that reflected in my
emails just because I…There wasn't really that big of a barrier in terms of like
speech and what I could or couldn't say.
From Joanna’s account, we can see that she enjoyed the freedom writing to her friends as
she felt less “restricted.” At the stage of Intermediate level writing, writers are expected to
“create with the language and communicate simple facts and ideas in a series of loosely
connected sentences on topics of personal interest and social needs” (ACTFL Writing
Guidelines, 2012). To move towards advanced-level writing competence, writers’ essays are
characterized by the ability to “narrate and describe in the major time frames of past, present, and
future, using paraphrasing and elaboration to provide clarity” (ACTFL Writing Guidelines,
2012). In order to allow writers to produce elaborated and clarified texts, it thus is crucial to
create a barrier-low writing scenario where learners can feel freer to produce compositions. One
way of achieving this goal is to allow writers to write to “friends” in the design of email tasks.
Granted that addressees need to be diverse as writers should encounter various writing functions,
at lower-level writing class, “writing to friends” is an effective channel to build learners’
composing motivations and lower their writing anxiety.
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However, although writing to friends is encouraged in task design as the writers’ natural
bonding with friends which potentially generates longer texts and reader engagement, the
analysis of the emails to teachers also yields interesting implications for future task design. As is
indicated from Alan and Joanna’s emails addressing to their teachers, they both acknowledged
that they intended to appear “politer” in the emails as they were aware of the distinction of
registers used for different audience, such as friends compared to teachers. However, both
displayed “restrained politeness” in emails that convey strong opinions, and from our interviews,
it was clear that they purposefully wrote in such as a manner so their opinions can be fully
expressed. This finding yields important implications for language teachers.
Last, while most of the mainstream textbooks are still treating writing in a described
rather than prescribed manner, this study echoes the call for a shift from product to process in
linguistic gain and attitude change (Wang 2010; Wilkinson, 1998). Alan and Joanna’s
performance over the year reflects that task design needs to take a longitudinal outlook on not
only language, but more importantly, on learners’ strategy development encountering novel
writing situations. In other words, cultural appropriateness of “polite language”, for example,
should not be taught and assessed in a “described” fashion, which was strictly instructed
according to the writing context. Rather, the blurred line of target language norms and writers’
identities, intentions, and attitudes need to be assessed holistically, so their real writing progress
can be revealed. One way to achieve this goal is through writing journals, where learners can
express more freely on their writing process, which might shed light on the “behind-the-scenes”
truth about their writing. Based on this conceptualization of envisioning writing in L2 Chinese,
rather than a passive responder, writers are regarded as active, autonomous learners, and long
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term and formative evaluation need to be taken into consideration in accessing writers’
performance.

Conclusion
The current study features an in-depth analysis of a one-year long email writing
curriculum with a functional view of writing in L2 Chinese. The study explores writers’
performance through both SFL and social frameworks, combined with individual interviews with
two focal writers, so that a holistic presentation of writer’s writing process can be revealed. With
the adoption of SFL framework, this current study examines L2 Chinese writers’ writing
performance via the lens of ideational, interpersonal, and textual resources. Regarding social
aspects, writers’ attempts to present voice as well as their socialization process were depicted.
With a functional and dialogic view of writing task design, the writers increasingly utilized
various linguistic resources, engaged their readers, and socialized into the target language
community throughout the year. The email writing tasks enabled emergent L2 Chinese writers to
take the authorial role and develop readerly writership. The study calls for changes in response to
the decontextualized writing tasks prevailing in mainstream Chinese textbooks and writing
instruction, and argues for a paradigmatic shift towards viewing and treating writing as a readerengaging, dialogic and purposeful activity.
The limitation of this study raises some questions about whether the two writers’
performance is adequate to reflect the task efficacy. Although the epistemology of the particular
is emphasized in case studies (Cheng, 2008a; Stake, 2005), studies with a larger number of
writers can be conducted to offer more evidence, especially with different learner profiles such
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as in proficiency levels and learning objectives. Another limitation lies in the systematicity of
task design and its effect on learner performance. Although this study offered an in-depth
elaboration on learner’s writing progress as well their performance with ten email tasks, and
specific guidelines for task design were proposed upon the analysis of writer’s performance, the
sequencing of emailing tasks, or even with other writing platforms, could play a role in writers’
composing. Additionally, the comparison of the first and tenth emails, which respectively
featured different communicative purposes, could be viewed as questionable. For future research,
directions can point to measuring the correlation between writing sequence, platforms and writer
performance can be explored in the future to enrich our understanding of writing task design and
learner’ longitudinal change in L2 writing in Chinese.
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Email Task Instrcution from Task #1 to Task #10
1. 租房子
Pick one apartment and email your parents to tell them about the place you pick (at least 200
characters). Email to chin20213@gmail.com by the end of 9/9. Must mention:
• fee (美元，人民币，X 费，押金，还，差不多)
• what is the place like (卧室，客厅，X 房 X 厅)
• pet allowed or not (养宠物，准)
• what furniture does it includes (沙发，饭桌，书架)
• additional information about the reasons you pick that place, such as transportation,
location, quiet or not etc. (那里， 安静，附近，走路)
• Copy-paste the link of the place in the email so your parents could see the place.
2. Gao Wen Zhong is getting fatter and fatter, and he wrote the following email to you to ask
about how to keep fit. You are a personal trainer at Ole Miss and you read his message:
您好：
我叫高文中，我是学校大三的学生。我听说你是学校的老师，你能不能帮我？最
近我的肚子越来越大了，我已经两年没运动了，我考虑过去跑步，可是跑步让我难受死
了；我也考虑过打网球，但是我觉得网球拍、网球鞋太贵，我是大学生，没那么多钱；
打篮球又要约朋友，太麻烦；游泳又危险，我怕淹死。我平常喜欢坐着看电视，还喜欢
吃快餐，这些可能也让我发胖吧！
我想付钱请您来帮我减肥， 我担心我会一直胖下去。为了瘦一点儿，也健康一
点儿，我应该怎么做？您能不能告诉我您的建议？另外，您怎么收费？
祝好，
高文中
Task 1: find the words you haven’t learned from this email and look them up.
Task 2. Respond to Gao’s email. Email to chin21203@gmail.com by the end of 9/17. Must
mention:
• suggestions on lifestyle (多/少+v, v+ time duration+的+o， 着……)
• advice on workout and diet (做饭, 另外，…下去)
• fee (美元，差不多，人民币)
3. You are studying abroad in Shanghai, 快要放暑假了, you need to plan a trip to one city in
Asia. You friend 高文中 just arrived in China and he will travel with you. Use
http://www.mafengwo.cn/ to search for city travel info, and decide which city you want to visit
with 高文中. Type in the potential city you want to see and see what 名胜古迹 it offers. For
example, if you type 北京，and you scroll down, it will show you the interesting places to
visit as in the screenshot picture. Then go to https://www.ctrip.com/, select 机票 on the left
side to search info for a potential flight ticket. Make your selection. Finish two tasks:
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2. Write your friend 高文中 an email. Telling him where you plan to travel with him, and why.
Also, describe in details on the flight you will book.
Email CHIN21203@gmail.com by
the end of 9/23 Monday, Must include:
• The city info (名胜古迹，文化政治中心，导游，首都，有名，打算……)
• Flight info: price (人民币，美元)， flight company (航空公司), date (……走，……
回来), seat specs (靠走道，靠窗户), flight specs (直飞，转机，航班，往返，单程)
Whether you have booked car/hotel (订旅馆)
4. You are a foreign student in Beijing University, and as a requirement, you need stay in the
school dorm for the first year. While you are debating whether to rent an apartment off
campus, you receive the email from student housing:
亲爱的外国同学：
你好！
我是学校宿舍部的王老师，我想给你们写一封邮件，给你们介绍一下我们大学的
新宿舍楼- 山海楼，就在学校运动场旁边，走路到图书馆、教室、学校餐厅都只要差不
多十分钟。这座宿舍楼是我们大学去年建造的，设施非常好。每套公寓都是三室一厅，
三个同学一起住，而且每个房间都有独立的卫生间，24 小时可以淋浴。每层楼有一个
厨房，厨房有一个公共冰箱，可以做饭。另外，一楼的公共区域有一个小图书馆，也有
咖啡馆。为了保证学生的安全，一楼有 24 小时的保安。
一个房间的价格是 2500 块钱一个月，而且如果你第一年的成绩超过 90 分，学校
会给你打八五折。我也知道有些同学考虑住在校外，可是校外的房子又贵又不安全，住
在校内好处很多，不但方便、安全，也会帮你更好地适应中国大学的生活。
如果你决定了要住在校外的公寓，请你给我发邮件，告诉我你租了什么样的房
子。
如果你需要帮忙或者有什么问题，可以给学校宿舍部发邮件：dorm@BJU.com.cn
祝好，
宿舍部王老师
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Please read the advertisement above and write an email to apply for this position, at least 200
words. In your email, make sure you include these information: your major, when you will
graduate, why you are interested in this position, why they should hire you etc.
6. You will see a daily schedule of an elementary school which requires students to live on
campus, and you recently visited this school while studying abroad in China. You have a lot of
thoughts about this trip, and you want to share it with your favorite Chinese teacher 张老师 in
high school, who you have been in contact with for years. Read the schedule, and share
compose an email to your former Chinese teacher 张老师，and share your thoughts with her.
Email to chin21203@gmail.com by the end of 1/28.
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7. Now you are planning a trip to China for 10 days, and you need to 设计旅行路线。You are
going to travel with your Thailand friend, Kuntara, and your only common language is
Chinese. Now, search for information on http://www.mafengwo.cn/mdd/, combined with what
you have learned from lesson 10, write her an email, and tell her your detailed plan for your
10-day adventure in China. You can talk about:
§ Transportation (坐船、坐高铁、坐火车、坐飞机)
§ Terrain (自然条件、沙漠、海)
§ Places of interest (风景、景点)
§ Reasons you choose this place (冰灯、少数民族、四季如春…)
§ ………
8. 春节 is coming up, write an email to your high school Chinese teacher/a Chinese friend you
know, and you haven’t caught up in a long time. Tell this person what you have been up to and
wish this person a happy new year. Also, you just celebrated your American holidays, so share
your story with this person and told him/her in details what was going on that holiday. Use as
many as our new words as possible. Pay attention to the language you use depending on whom
you are talking to.
9. Read the following handwritten letter from your Chinese friend 王乐. He met you in middle
school when you were a visiting student to his school in Nanjing. He was your host family
brother. After middle school, he went to UK to study.

10. You are 王朋。Your Chinese roommate 小张 wrote you an email. Her major is
Environmental Engineering at Yunnan University. She used to your Chinese roommate when
you studied abroad.
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Interview Questions
1. Background information:
a. past experience in learning Chinese and foreign language
b. reading and writing Chinese emails
c. history of texting in Chinese
d. English writing and reading history, especially writing emails
2. What exactly do you feel when you first wrote emails in Chinese and how has it changed
over the year?
3. Emailing vs write a paragraph what is the difference? Prompt-based writing? m
4. Do you enjoy completing the reading and writing assignment in general?
5. do you like the reading and writing assignment design?
6. Specific:
7. Now I will show you two of your essays you wrote, one in the beginning of the semester,
and one near the end, please detailing the reasons and process behind the choice of
language.
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